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For the first time, Australia is to take a co-ordinated national approach to the sustainable management and use of 
Australia's forests. The Statement outlines a vision of Australia's forests and forest industries into the next 
century. The cornerstone of the vision is the principle of ecologically sustainable development. 

The Statement has been prepared by Commonwealth, State and Territory officials under the auspices of the 
Australian Forestry Council and the Australian and New Zealand Environment and Conservation Council, and has yet 
to be endorsed by Governments. 

THE POLICIES ATA GLANCE 

Forest Conservation 

Two principal objectives outlined in the Statement are the maintenance of a permanent forest estate in 
Australia and the protection of nature conservation values in forests. 

1 Adequate nature conservation reserves 

It is important that Australia protects and manages conservation values in forests. This will be achieved 
by: 
• determination of agreed criteria for a comprehensive and representative reservation system; 
• establishment of a comprehensive network of secure and representative reserves, supported by 

complementary management outside reserves; 
• adequate resources for forest reserve management; 
• further developing management plans for reserves to ensure protection of conservation and heritage 

values. 

7.2 Protection of old-growth and wilderness values through a transition strategy 

A transition strategy has been agreed which will conserve and manage forests with old-growth and 
wildemess values by: 	 - 

ensuring that a representative reserve system of forests with old-growth values and wilderness areas 
is in place by the end of 1995, complemented by sustainable management outside reserves. 

1.3 Ecologically sustainable forest management 

Ecologically sustainable management of native forests and plantations will be given effect through: 
• further developing and applying codes of practice for all commercial and high impact uses; 
• avoiding or limiting clearing of public native forests to cases where national and regional conservation 

objectives and catchment management objectives are not compromised; 
• encouraging sustainable management of private native forests; 
• managing unallocated and leased Crown land consistent with ecologically sustainable practices. 

7.4 Adequate forest protection 

Protection of the conservation and commercial values of forests will necessitate: 
• addressing threats to forests from disease, pests, fire and pathogens; 
• strict guidelines for use of agricultural and veterinary chemicals; 
• adequate quarantine measures against introduction of plant diseases and pests; 
• monitoring and control of feral animals and exotic plants. 

Wood Production and Industry Development 

Sustainable economic use of native forests and plantations is a major objective outlined in the Statement. 



1 Promotion of efficient use and value adding industries 

The benefit to the community from using multiple purpose forests for wood production can be increased 
through efficient use of wood by industry and value-adding forest products industries. This will be achieved 
by: 
• cooperative arrangements between Governments aimed at providing certainty and security to industry 

so that it can make significant long term investments in value-adding projects; 
• lifting export controls on private and public plantation woodchips, subject to satisfactory codes of 

practice; 
• following comprehensive forest assessments, the Commonwealth will consider longer term export 

licence approvals; 
• providing domestic processors with the first opportunity to use pulpwood from native forests to 

facilitate domestic value adding processing; 
• adoption of the national environmental guidelines for new bleached eucalypt kraft pulpmills; 
• reviewing existing taxation provisions for recycled paper. 

2.2 Structural assistance and improving international competitiveness 

The forest and forest products industries need to be internationally competitive and adjust constantly to 
changing consumer preferences, market conditions and the availability and quality of wood resource. This 
will be assisted by: 
• p r!omoti ng  industry development initiatives of Governments, including participation in the Best Practices 

Program; 
• structural adjustment assistance should resource be withdrawn by Governments. 

2.3 Improving employment opportunities, labour productivity and safety 

There are important regional and local employment effects of wood production and processing. Increased 
labour productivity is important for improving industry efficiency. This will be pursued by: 
• continued skills up-grading, workplace reform and occupational health and safety programs. 

2.4 Wood pricing and allocation 

The pricing and allocation system for wood from public native forests has a major bearing on industry 
performance and community returns. Appropriate policies will be achieved by: 
• further developing pricing and allocation systems which are market based and allow transferability of 

rights, a fair return to the community and promote the most efficient use of resources; 
• revised accounting procedures to reflect costs associated with wood production and community services. 

Integrated Decision Making and Management 

It is important to ensure that Governments have access to the same information and consider issues 
concurrently rather than sequentially to avoid duplication and fragmentation in decision making. This will be 
achieved by: 
• implementing land use decision-making processes agreed in the context of the Intergovernmental 

Agreement on the Environment; 
• integrated management of conservation and commercial uses of forests; 
• development of regional management plans by forest management agencies, consulting with regional 

organisations and the community. 

Private Native Forests 

The management of forests in private ownership is integral to achieving the objectives for the management 
of the native forest estate. This will be achieved by: 
• future land development being in line with soundly-based regional conservation and development 

strategies; 	 . 
• encouraging the application of Codes of Practice covering wood production and other uses; 	 - 
• the provision of incentives, information and technical advice to encourage conservation; 
• promotion of sustainable forest management through Landcare groups; 
• land clearing controls and/or other measures to encourage forest retention. 



Plantations 

Plantations can provide a wide range of commercial, environmental and aesthetic benefits to the community. 
Plantation development will be facilitated by: 
• reviewing the taxation treatment of plantations; 
• provision of extension services; 
• development of demonstration plantations on farms; 
• tree breeding and research program; 
• simplifying approval processes; 

Water Supply and Catchment Management 

The value to the community of a reliable, high quality water supply is very great. Water quality will be 
maintained by: 

• the promotion of integrated catchment management among public and private forest owners. 

Public Awareness and Involvement 

Forest management agencies manage public forests on behalf of the community. It is important that these 
agencies are accountable to the community for their stewardship of the community's assets. This will be 
achieved by: 

improve community awareness of forest management and conservation through forest information 
facilities and school education initiatives; 
public involvement in land use decision making. 

producing "state of the forests" reviews every five years for public information on forest management; 

Tourism Recreation 

In an increasingly competitive tourist market, Australia's natural environment is a major attraction for 
domestic and overseas visitors. Tourism and recreation will be enhanced by: 
• developing an ecotourism strategy for Australia covering tourist use of Australia's foresti; 
• international marketing of forest-based tourism; 
• providing appropriate infrastructure and visitor facilities; 
• increasing ecotourism related research and monitoring' the impact of tourism and recreation. 

Research and Development 

An enhanced, better coordinated and focussed research and development effort is important to the future of 
Australia's forests and forest industries. This will be achieved by: 
• establishment of a Forest and Wood Products Research and Development Corporation, additional research 

into conservation and environmental aspects of forests, and plantations research; 
• continued support for the national pulpmill research program. 	 - 

International Responsibilities 

As a world leader in developing sustainable forest management, forest practices and community 
involvement in forestry, Australia will continue to be a model for the conservation and sustainable use of 
forests. This will require: 

• promoting sustainable forest management internationally; 
• continuing the development of an international agreement on forests. 

Public comments on the draft National Forest Policy Statement are Invited prior to the 
finalisation of the Statement for consideration by Governments. Details on where to send 
comments are included at the back of the Statement. 
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A NEW FOCUS FOR AUSTRALIA'S FORESTS 

Australia will have a comprehensive system of forest conservation reserves, more 
productive and efficient forest industries, increased plantation development and eco-
tourism growth, under a draft National Forest Policy Statement released today. 

The draft Statement was released on behalf of the Federal Government by the Minister 
for Resources, Alan Griffiths and the Minister for the Arts, Sport, the Environment and 
Territories, Ros Kelly. 

The Statement is also being released across Australia by State and Territory Ministers 
responsible for forests, conservation and the environment. 

Mr Griffiths and Mrs Kelly said the Statement wifi, for the first time since Federation, 
take a co-ordinated approach to the conservation and sustainable management of 
Australia's forests. 

The Statemenfs strategy and initiatives are comprehensive and far reaching. They 
address the fundamental issues of conservation, commercial use, value-adding 
investment, sustainable employment and the protection of old growth and wilderness 
values through a transition strategy, all of which have been at the centre of the forests 
debate over the last 15 years. 

The new focus seeks to achieve the best mix of conservation and commercial uses of 
native and plantation forests, in an integrated planning and management framework. 

As part of this, the Statement outlines a shared vision of Australia's forests and forest 
industries into the next century. Its main features are outlined in the attached summary 
document. 

"The statement includes a draft national plantations strategy that will provide an 
increased commercial wood resource for industry and, in some cases, should also help 
to rehabilitate degraded farmland and improve water quality. 

"The draft statement also proposes an increased and better focussed national research 
and development effort, and more opportunities for effective public participation in 
decision-making about forest use," the Ministers said. 

"It is particularly pleasing for me to see a national approach to establishing a 
comprehensive reserve system for forests," Mrs Kelly said. 	 - 



"A commitment to have the best of our old growth forests and wilderness protected by 
1995 will go a long way to resolving the contentious forestry debate." 

People interested in forest policy will have an opportunity to submit comments to 
Commonwealth, State or Territory governments. 

When finalised later this year, the draft statement will be the response by the 
governments to three major forest inquiri.... the reports of the Ecologically Sustainable 
Development Working Group on Forest Use, the Resource Assessment Commission 
Forest and Timber Inquiry, and the National Plantations Advisory Committee. 

Public comment on the draft policy statement is welcome. Copies are available from: 

The Secretariat 
Forests Policy Analysis Unit 
Land Resources Division 
Department of Primary Industries and Energy 
GPO Box 858 
Canberra City 	ACT 2601 

More information: 	Kristen Barry Mr Griffiths' office (06) 277 7480 
Ganie Hutchinson Mrs Kelly's office (06) 277 7640 
Rick Pickering DPIE (06) 272 5113 
Bob Pegler DASET (06) 274 1399 
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THE NATURE CONSERVATION COUNCIL OF NSW 
39 GEORGE ST 
THE ROCKS NSW 2000 
PHONE: (02) 247 4206/247 2228 
FAX: 	(02) 247 5945 

FAX to E.L.O. GROUP 

Judy Messer has suggested that a special meeting of the ELQ 
Group be cqnvened at 2.00 pm this Wednesday 24th June at the 
Nature. Conservation Council, 39 George Street, The Rocks. 

The purpose of the meeting will be to discuss the production 
of a letter to all NSW Members of Parliament concerning the 
Natural Resources Management package. Other strategies for 
combatting the Package may also be discussed. 

You may be aware that some of the ELO Group will be meeting 
Dr. Neil Shepherd of the Environment Protection Authority at 
4.00 pm the same afternoon, so the 2nd part of the 2.00 .  pm 
meeting will be devoted to a pre-Shepherd meeting caucus. 

Please • let me know as soon as possible if you can make the 
2.00 pm meeting. 

Yours sincerely 

Sid Walker 
Executive Officer 
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A STRATEGY FOR COCONUT HYBRID PRODUCTION 
IN INDIA 

Twogeneral groups of coconut hybrids are produced in 
India. They are the Tall x Dwarf TxD) and Dwarf x Tall (DxT) 
hybrid combinations. The production and distribution of TxD 
hybrids have commenëed about five decades ago. In the be-
ginning, the production was restricted to a limited number of 
seedlings. The production efforts received a fillip since 1968 
with the launching of a Centrally Sponsored Scheme for the 
production and distribution of TxD hybrids. On the other 
hand, DxT hybrids are still not available forgeneral distribu-
Lion despite the fact that most of the seed gardens for the 
production of these hybrids were established in the different 
states during the seventies: 
The field performance of hybrids 

The coconut hybrids are known for their precocity in 
bearing and high yield potential. The farmers, while con-
scious of these qualities, have also observed many undesirable 
trails in TxD hybrids when grown under field conditions. 
Consequently, the TxD hybrids have not received general 
acceptance by the farmers assuperior mall respects to the local 
cultivars. In order to assess the performance of hybrids 
growing under varied conditions two comprehensive field 
surveys were organised in 1978 and 1988. The first survey 
which was organised jointly by the Central Plantation Crops 

Research Institute, the erstwhile Directorate of Coconut De-
velopment, the Kerala Agricultural University and the Direc-
torate of Agriculture, Kerala, covered the research stations 

and farmer's fields in Kerala. The second survey which was 
sponsored by the Asian and Pacific Coconut Community 
covered the farmer's fields in Kerala,Tamil Nadu, Karnataka 
and Andhra Pradesh. 

The results of the first survey clearly revealed that the 
hybrids performed well only when grown under favourable 
management conditions. Under ramnfed and low external 
input agriculture, the ordinary tall cultivars were found to be 
more productive than the hybrids. It was also observed that 

undesirable traitssuch as alternative bearing, bunch buckling,  

leaf drooping and immature nut fall were common features in 
the TxD combinations. Among the two groups of hybrids, the 
manifestation of undesirable traits was minimum for the DxT 
group. The DxT hybrids were also found to give higher yields 
than the TxD hybrids under identitical conditions of growth. 
The opinion of the farmers was not in favour of large scale 
cultivation of TxD hybrids. On the other hand, they preferred 
DxT hybrids as ii better alternative to the. local cultivars for 
new plantings and re-plantings. 

In the second survey also more or less identical findings 
were recorded. The pre-bearing period of both the hybrids 
ranged from five to six years, while under identical conditions 
the pre-bearing period of tall cultivars was upto seven to eight 

years. Full expression of the yield potential of hybrids was 
noticed under favourable environmental and management 
conditions. - Alternative bearing, bunch buckling, leaf droop-
ing and immature nut fall were widespread in the TxD hybrids 

compared to the DxT and local taIls. Palm to palm variation 
among the TxD palms was very pronounced. While someTxD 
palms yielded more than 200 nuts others in the same plot 
yielded only less than 50 nuts a year. In most cases not less than 
25 to 30 per cent of the TxD paltns were found to be less 
productive than the local taIls growing either in the same field 
or under comparable conditions. Among the farmers covered 
in the survey over 80 per cent favoured the cultivation of DxT 
hybrids. Better performance of DxT combinations even under 
low external input agriculture, was the major reason for the 
preference shown by the fqrmers. 
Which hybrids to produce? 

It isa general observation that large scale production of 
TxD hybrids is hindered by technical constraints. The method 
of production now adopted required trained climbers for the 
purpose of emasculation and hand pollination of all the female 
flowers of tall mother palms.. When large number of such 
pollinations are to be made it would not always be feasible to 
exercise a proper check from the ground pn the pollination 
process. It is also not possible to differentiate between true 
hybrids and the seedlings of the tall mother palms in the 
nursery because of unifonnity in colour of all the seedlings. 
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When large numberof TxD hybrids are to 
be produced, indiscriminate selection and 
use of parents, especially dwarf pollen 
donors, have also to be resorted to. Selec-
tion of parents without studying their 
combining ability and the adoption of 
hand pollination on tall mother palms, 
the efficiency of which could not be 
checked even at the nursery stage, are 
likely to cause much variationamong the 
resulting progenies in theirfield perform-
ance. The expression of undesirableiraits 
by the TxD hybrid progenies could be 
related to the dominant male parent in-

fluence. 
The DxT hybrids are produced in 

large numbers in many coconut growing 
countries. The advantage with this hy-
brid is that when yellow, orange or red 
colour forms of dwarf are used as female 

parents, the hybrids can easily be identi-
fied in the nursery on the basis of petiole 
colour. The hybrid seedlings will have a 
greenish brown or brownish petiole 
depending on the colour of the tails used 
in crossing. The dwarf inbreds will have 
the true colour of the respective dwarfs 
used. They could be easily identified and 
culled out thereby ensuring the supply of 
only hybrid progenies from the nursery. 
Thus, unlike in the case of TxD hybrids, 
the farmers could be sure of what theyare 
planting. As such, when selected DxT 
hybrid seedlings are planted, the extent 
of palm to palm variability in the field 
may not be as pronounced as in the case 
of TxD hybrids. Another advantage with 
the DxT hybrids is that it is possible to 
produce hybrid progenies in large num-
bers in seed farms where either the dwarf 
and tall cultivars are planted together in 
optimum proportion or selected proge-
nies of outstanding dwarf palms alone 
are planted. In the former method the 
dwarf palms are emasculated on a regu-
larbasis and leftfornatural crossing with 
the tall palms standing nearby. In the 
latter method the dwarf palms after 
emasculation are assisted pollinated us-
ing appropriate devices with the pollen 
collected from tall male earents growing 
at different locations. Thbugh the second 
method involves assisted pollination, it 
facilitates the production of desired hy-
brid combinations using the pollen of 
selected tall parents. Also with the intro-
duction of improved devices for pollina-
tion, assisted pollination could be per- 

formed from the ground itself because of 
the short stature of the dwarf palms. 

Apart from the TxD and DxT 
hybrids, promising combinations of Tall 
x Tall (TxT) are also produced in many 
countries. Some such combinations are 
found to be very high yielders. In India, 
the steps taken in the early sixties for the 
production of TxT hybrids have failed to 
register success. In Sri Lanka progenies 
of selected TxTcrosses have been released 
forcultivation mall districts. Thevariety, 
known by the name CRIC 60, comes to 
flowering in5 to8yearsdepending on the 

quality of management and yields about 
100 nuts or 22.5 kg of copra per palm per 
year underrainfed conditions. The palms 
are generally hardy and are tolerant to 

drought and pests and diseases. In Indo-
nesia four TxT hybrids are available with 
copra yield ranging from 3.9 tonnes per 
ha to 4.7 tonnes per ha per year. Similar 
high yield ing TxTcombinatiois are avail-
able in Thailand, Ivory Coast, Vanuatu 
etc. The TxT hybrids, in general, are su-
perior to the open pollinated progenies of 

Tall but may not out-yield DxT hybrids. 
While the superiority of DxT hy-

brids and , possibly, of TxT hybrids is 
generally recognised, it is the TxD hy-
brids that are produced in large numbers 
in India. Under the ongoing Centrally 
Sponsored Scheme covering the major 
coconut growing states, the annual pro-
duction is 0.15 million seedlings. This 
production level is planned to be doubled 
during the VilIth Five Year Plan period. 
Perhaps, India is the only country in the 
World where the production of TxD 
hybrids is still continued. Despite the 

popularisation of TxD hybrids over the 
past five decades, they have notgained as 
muèh acceptance as DxT hybrids among 
the farmers which by itself is a valid 
reason for not spending additional re-
sources on their production. Instead, the 

present production level may be main-
tained and additional resources invested 
for enlarging the production base of both 
the DxT and TxT hybrids. The produc-
tion of TxD hybrids could be discontin-
ued when the availability of other hybrid 
forms becomes sufficient for general dis-
tribution. 
The unaccomplished pmduction targets 
of DxT and TxT hybrids 

For the productionof DxT hybrids, 
seed farms were set up in 280 ha each in  

the states of Kerala, Karnataka and Tamil 
Nadu and 40 ha in Orissa. Of these farms, 
the seed farms in Karnataka and Orissa 
and one farm of lOOha in Tamil Nadu 
were established in the early seventies. 
The seed fann in Kerala and the second 
seed farm in Tamil Nadu were estab-
lished in the early eighties. Apart from 
these farms which were part of a Cen-
trally Sponsored Scheme, another farm 
of 43 ha was established by the CPCRJ for 
the same purpose in ICarnataka sometime 
in early seventies. 

In the beginning it was expected 
that by 1985 atleast four million DxT 
hybrids could be produced from all the 
seed fanns. But the expectation was be-
lied and no farm including the one estab-
lished by the CPCRI is likely to achieve 
the expected level of production in the 

near future. While the set back experi-
enced in the farm of the CPCRI was due 
to technical reasons, the reason for the 
failure in the case of all other farms was 
mainly administrative. 

Inaddition to the farmsestablished 
for the production of DxT hybrids, one 
farm of 40ha was established in Karna-
taka in 1968 for the production of TxT 
hybrids. Progenies of crosses between 
selected tall parents were procured from 
the CPCRI and planted in the farm. But 
no seednuts were produced in the farm 
which is nowinaneglected condition. As 
the scope of this essay does not permit to 
go into the causes of failure of the seed 
farms, it is suffice to mention that the 
pattern of financing and implementation 
ofCenftallySponsored Schemes has been 
instrumental for the tardy progress 
achieved in the production of both DxT 
and TxT hybrids. 
Success in private sector 

Contrary to the failureexperienced 
in the dispensation of the hybrid produc-
tion farms in the Government Sector, 
commendable achievements were made 
by the private sector in the field. There is, 
however, only one seed farm in the pri-
vate sector in the country. The hybrid 
seed farm developed by the Deejay En-
terprises in an area of about 80ha at 
Kodimangalam near Madurai in Tamil 
Nadu is an excetlent example of what 
could be achieved if earnest efforts are 
made for the purpose. This farm was 
established just about a decade ago with 

the encouragement and technical sup- 
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port of the erstwhile Directorate of Co-
conut Development  and the CPCRI. In 
this farm two hybrid combinations are 
produced and distribution of seedlings 
was commenced in 1990. From 1992 on-
wards, seednuts are also being made 
available from the farm. The hybrid 
combinations produced in the farm are 
Malayan Yellow Dwarf x West Coast 
Tall (MD-I) and Malayan Yellow Dwarf 

x Last Coast Tall (MD-2). 
Suggestions for future strategy 
• The production target of TxD hy-

brids under the ongoing Centrally 
Sponsored Scheme may not be en-
hanced but maintained at the exist-
ing level and the production discon-
tinued within a short time frame. 

• A committee of technicalexperts may 
inspect the d i fferentseed gardens and 
suggest measures for improving the 
conditions of the fanns for achieving 
the set production targets during the 
VHlth Five Year Plan period. 

• The Committee may also assess the 
annual requirement of planting ma-
terial of DxT and TxT hybrids and 
high yielding tall cultivars and deter-
mine the most appropriate produc-
tion strategies for satisfying the 
demand. 

• The committee may suggest the 
number and area of new seed farms 
to be established, the states to be cov-
ered and the hybrid combinations to 
be produced in each (arm. 

• Central investment for the produc-
tion of coconut hybrids during the 
VU! Plan period shall be on Central 
Sector Schemes to be implemented 
directlyby the CoconutDevelopment 

Board. 
• Except for the establishment and 

maintenance of seed farms for the 
production of coconut hybrids and 
quality planting material of selected 
cultivars, the Coconut Development 
Board shall not run coconut nurser-
ies for the production of seedlings of 
ordinary cultivars except in non-tra-
ditional belts where state level facili-
ties are presently inadequate. 

• For enabling the Coconut Develop-
ment Board to establish and run seed 
production farms in the different 
states efficiently, the quality and the 
technical competence of the organi-
sation has to be improved and or 
strengthened. 

* The private sector engaged in the scien-
tific production of coconut hybrids on 
commercial scale may be encouraged 

and supported. The planting material 
produced in seed farnis such as the 
Deejay Hybrid Seed Farm at Madurai 
may be procured by the Central and 
State Agencies for distribution to farm-
ers wherever improved planting mate-
rial is in short supply. 

- P.K.Thampan 

PROMOTE NEEM IN FORESTRY 
PROGRAMMES 

The Social Forestry Departments in 
the country have been promoting the es-
tablishmentof eucalyptus plantationssince 

long. After realising the undesirable ef-
fects of eucalyptus plantations on the local 
eco-systems, many indigenous tree spe-
cies have been identified as possible alter-
natives in the social forestry and agro-
forestry programmes. One such tree is 

Neem (Azadirachta indica). 
Neem is an indigenous tree of India. 

It Flowers in summer with new flush of 
green leaves providing excellent shade to 
the surroundings. In many Indian villages 
neem is a revered tree and it is seldom cut. 
This social awareness has resulted in sav-
ing neem tree form destruction. 

Unfortunatelyduring the last world 
war, thousands of neem trees were cutand 
converted intocharcoal forgasificationand 
use as fuel in transport vehicles in place of 
diesel. Since then, the expanding popula-
tion and urbanisation have slowed down 
the planting of useful trees like neem. 

With the recognition of the environ-
mental hazards associated with the indis-
criminate use of chemical pesticides in ag-
riculture, the use of bio-pesticides is now-
a-days being recommended as the safest 
method of plant protection. Many alka-
loids from tree species such as neem could 
be isolated and used as effective pesticides 

without causing any damage to man and 
environment. 

Neem leaf decoction is traditionally 
used as a cure for yellow fever and other 
ailments in African countries. Neem stick 
is even now used in many countries in-
cluding India as tooth brush and dentists 
have found that the teeth of those using 
neem stickregularlyare stronger than those 
who use chemical tooth paste. Neem oil is 
used in many Indian villages as a cure for 
many maladies. Neem foliage is an excel- 

lentgreen leaf manure which has nemati-
cidal properties. The tree also yields fire 
wood and good quality Umber. The 

timber is useful for miscellaneous con-
structions and furniture making. 

Neem fruits are also eaten during 
periods of drought as they are mildly 
sweet. Termites do not attack neem tree. 
Neem plantations have been raised suc-
cessfully along the borders of Sahara 
desert in African Countries, like Niger, 
Charl, Dahomey, Benin, Sierra-leone, 
Nigeria etc. It is time that the Social 
Forestry Departments assign adequate 
priority to neem as a planting material in 
the reforestation programmes in place of 
eucalyptus and other exotic but less use-

ful trees. 
- Dr. L. Venkat Ratnam 

TREES OF ECONOMIC 
Clove (Syzygium aroma ticum) 

Clove is an exotic tree spice intro-
duced into india by the British East India 
Company more than a century ago. The 
flower bud of the tree is the spice and it is 
very much in demand in food, pharma-
ceutical and perfumery industries. in In-
donesia a significant proportion of the 
domestic production is used for the 
making of the famous 'Icartek' cigarettes. 

The world production of clove is 
estimated at 88,000 tonnes per annum. 
The estimated global trade in the com-
modity is around 9000 tonnes valued at 
36.46 million US dollars. Zansibar is the 
main producer of clove, followed by 
Indonesia, Madagascar, Sri Lanka and 
Malaysia. Bulk of the Produce is con-
sumed in these producing countries. 

Clove prefers a humid tropical cli-

mate. An annual rainfall of about 1500 to 
2500 mm, a temperature range of 25°C to 
35°C and well drained loamy and later-
itic soils are the ideal conditions fbr suc-
cessful clove cultivation. As far as eleva-
tion is concerned, clove thrives well from 
almostsea level toaboutsflOm fromM.S.L. 

Climatically, practically the entire state 
of ICerala, and the adjoining districts in 
Tamil Nadu and Kwnataka are suitable 
for successful clove cultivation. Simi-
larly, most of the North-Eastern States 
are alsosuitable forciove cultivation. But 
the total area under clove in the country is 
only around 2000ha and production 1500 
Lonnes per annum as against the esti-
mated annual requirement of about 4000 
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tonnes. The deficit is made good by imports. 
In India, clove is dommerciaHy culti; 

vated on a limited scale in Kanyakumari, 
lirunelveli and Nilgiri districts of Tamil 
Nadu and in the South and North Canara 
districts of Karnataka. InKerala state clove is 
commercially grown in certain pockets in 
Quilon and Trivandrum districts. Clove 
comes up well as an intercrop in coconut and 
areca gardens. In fact it is successfullygrown 
in areca gardens in the South and North 
Canara districts of Karnataka state. InKerala 
state there isgood potential forgrowingclove 
as an intercrop in coconut gardens and along 
with other perennial tree crops in home gar-
dens where irrigation facilities are available. 

The area selected for raising clove 
plantation should be cleared off wild growth 
before monsoon. Pits of size 75cm cube at a 
spacing of seven meters may be dug before 
the onset of monsoon rains. Pits may be filled 
with a mixture of compost or well decom-
posed cattle manure and loose friable top soil 
and the seedlings are planted in the centre of 
the pits in may-June with the onset of mon-
soon rains. Banana may be planted nearby to 
provide cool and humid atmosphere to the 
tender seedlings. Watering may be done 
during summer months. About 280 plants 
per ha can be accommodated, when raised as 
a pure crop. If grown as an inter-crop, spac-
ing is tobe adjusted according to the position 
of the main crop. 

Clove tree begins to yield from the 
seventh year of planting and full bearing 
stage will be attained in about 15 to 20 years 
from planting. The flowering season is Sep-
temberto October in the plains and December 
to February in the hills. 

Flower buds, formed on young flush, 
take about five to six months tobecome ready 
for harvest. The optimum stage of picking 
clove buds is when the buds are fully devel- 
oped and the base of the calyx turns to pink 
colour from green. Care should be taken to 
collect the buds at the correct stage of matur- 
ity, as otherwise the quality of the produce 
will be poor. Such clove buds are carefully 
picked by hand. When the trees are tall and 
the branches are beyond the reach, platform 
ladders are to be used for harvesting. Bend- 
ing the branches or knocking down the bud 
clusters with stick is not recommended as 
these practices will affect the future bearing. 

The buds after separating from the 
stalks may be spread evenly to dry in the sun 
on mats or cemenrfloors. During nights, 
buds should be covered, lest they re-absorb 
moisture. The period of drying depends on 
the climatic conditions. Normally, it is pos- 
sible to dry cloves in four or five days under 
direct sun and in about four hours when they 

are heated on zinc trays over a regulated 
fire. Fully dried buds develop the charac-
teristic dark brown colour and are crisp. 
Improperly dried and stored cloves have 
muchdarkercolourandwilj havewrinkled 
appearance. Such produce is inferior in 
quality. About 8000 to 10,000 numbers of 
good quality clove buds would weigh one 
kilogram. 

A well maintained full grown tree 
under favourable conditions may yield 
around five to eight kg ofdried clove buds 
on an average. The present average price 
of I kgof dried clovebuds inindia isaround 
Rs. 150. 

- Antony Cherian 

L NEWSAND NOTES 

Higher Coconut Productivity Through 
Efficient Management 

Efficient utilisationof locally avail-
able resources supplemented with exter-
nal inputs can result in very high coconut 
yields which are usually not achieved in 
the chemically predominant coconut cul-
ture. In a 24ha coconut garden situated at 
Odayamkulam near Pollachi in Tamil 
Nadu a progressive farmer Mr. O.V.R. So-
masundaram has adopted all possible 
measures for enhancing the vitality of the 
agroecosystem in order to support higher 
levels of productivity on a sustainable 
basis. 

The farmer has 3200 palms of the 
age group 6 to 18 years of which 300400 
palms have not yet commenced fruiting. 
Among the palms, 1200 are TallxDwarf 
hybrids procured from the Coconut Re-
searchStation, Veppankulam,Tamil Nadu 
and the remaining local cultivars. The 
planting material of the local cullivars was 
raised byMr. Somasundaram himself from 
seeds of selected high yielding palms. 

All the palms in the garden receive 
plenty of organic manures in the forms of 
farm yard manure, compost and green 
manure at the rate of 200kg per palm per 
year. It is a regular practice to grow sann 
hemp (Croialariajuncea) around the basin 
of each palm., The plants are pulled up 
and buried in the basin at the flowering 
stage. The organic manures are supple-
mented with other manures and fertilizers 
at the ratesof 2kg neem cake mixed with 
1.3kgofurea,2kgeachofsuperphosphate 
and muriate of potash and 1kg of magne-
sium sulphate. The palms receive weekly 
irrigation. 

In 1990, the total production of co-
conuts in the farm was 350,000 nuts from  

1800 yielding palms which was equivalent 
to an average yield of 194 nuts per palm. In 
1991, the average yield was, however, less 
at around 190 nuts. In 1992, the average 
yield is expected to be still less, but margin-
ally. The slight reduction in the average 
yield is the result of more number of tall 
palms reaching the bearing stage. In 1990, 
the bearing palms were mainly hybrids. 

The experience of the farmer with 
Tall x Dwarf hybrids is that they are highly 
variabtein thefield with25-3opercentof the 
palmpopulation turningout tobeverypoor 
yielders. Among the high yielders, there 
are many which exhibit alternate bearing 
tendency. Mr. O.V.R. Somasundaram is 
also practising multispecies cropping in his 
garden. He has trained pepper vines on 
about 2000 palms and most of which have 
started fruiting. The pepper vines are four 
years old. There are 250 four year old nut-
meg plants, 250 jack trees besides many 
other miscellaneous tree crops. The innova-
tive farming techniques adopted by the 
farmer in his farm are worth emulation by 
other farmers for achieving higher levels of 
coconut prod uctivi tyand more income from 
a unit area under coconut. 

Prospects for Cocoa Development In India 
Cocoa (Theobunna cacao) is a compatible and 
remunerative intercrop in coconut and are-
canut gardens. It's cultivation as an inter-
cropcanbenefltalarge numberofsmalland 
marginal farmers in the southern states of 
India particularly in Kerala. Thecultivation 
and subsequent processing activitieswoutd 
also create additional employment oppor-
tunities in the rural areas and benefit the 
national economy. 

The present grinding capacity of the 
processing units in the country is 14000-
16000 tonnes of dry beans. It has been 
estimated that the requirement of cocoa 
beans in theexisting processing units would 
be 21,650 tonnes by 1997. The production 
potential of the existing cocoa plantations in 
the country being about 7000 tonnes only, 
there is need for the development of cocoa 
cultivation further. In order to achieve the 
required level of production, the area under 
the crop has to be expanded besides im-
proving the productivity of the existing 
gardens. As the existinggardens were raised 
mostly from the seed material imported in 
the early years, a good percentage of them 
require replanting and or rejuvenationwith 
superior planting material. The farmers are 
also to be guaranteed a remunerative price 
for cocoa beans along with providing ade-
quate marketingsupport forthesaleof their 
produce. 

- P.K. Thampan 

Printed and Published by P. K Thampan, President, Peekay Tree Crops Development Foundation, MIG 141, Cochin 682 020 at Printers Castle, 
Cochin -16. Chief Editor: P.K. Thampan. Editor: K. Satyabalan. Editorial Advisory Board: R Hali, T. Devidas. Phone (0484) 36-9271 

(tinpriced publication for restricted distribution only) 
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WHAT' S WRONG WITh THE NSW GQVERNPIENIr' a 
• ,. 	... ., 	MAThRAL RESOURCgS MANAGEhENT PACKAGE 	'. 

The NSW,Bovernment- wants to change the way. we make .ddcisions 
about the ue of lana, inluding high .'conservátiol alue: 
forests,..the toast, crown lahds apd waterways :tthas roposed 

• five new laws whtch.il1 override existing -legislatibn and 
• whicru currently Ørctect the environment and allow pI.kblic 
participation - • I 	 - 	: 	 :. 

The new laws will create confrontation - worsening dsvtsiops 
• over the f.u€ure of the natural env-ironment ..... 

WHAT THE NEW LAWS WIU DO : 	: .. 	. 	 •• . .... 

• Natural Resourced Management Council Bill 
* This bitiwiJi, in'eftect, replace the regional.planning 
prb.cess of the £nvironmntal Planning and Asessment. Act £979.. 

: • (EA) 	Anew Resourcs Maitagement Council willprodsce. 
regional i'-eviews'that will •reco.mthend flow-public land. -(incLuding 
national paks) can beThised. It replaces. .the..prover:i systenr-of 
regional en-virohthèntal' studies a6d plans found in the EPk Act- 
* . 

 
The EPP Act has a balanced set of obietives, but the. new 

Council will be dominated by developer interests thus -skeiind 
dQcision. towards exploitation ihterests. . . 
* The NJSW .6overnmen-t has ne'ier'been enthusiàtic aboüt:using 
theEPA Act and - nowit doing awAy with on.e'Its cbrnerstones 

£ndngered and O€heé Threatened. Spdc-is Bill 	.. 	 . 

* This.. should berenarned the extinction law 	It is. apalling. 
:• 

 
It epeals the End.aiigered Fauna Act and the licensing powers 

:given ±0 khe- National Parks Service', just, as go.èernthnt 
agencies arid 'the private sector are beginhing to u.t in place 
decison makingprocesseto take accouht of endangeted species 
* The 'Bill 'sack's the curren€ independeqt. scientific èommittee 
and repraces it with one stacked,wi-th governmentappSintee (no. 
:.doubt -  conservatives) ., ... . , 	 .. 
• * IA a move criticised by scientists the 'term endangerec is 
redetind:.so as to remove 150'.species tn the current NSW 
endangered list 	Endangered now means likely to become 
extinct in' Australia .,ithSn 20 years.  Such a parlous state 
woult.mSan very few.individua'lsof.an.adinial .jould be left and 
extinction.' a near certaAnty'.  
* Unles:a strohg recovery-plan' is in place. 'But this 
proposed Iar  creAte'ineffective recoverplans. SuCh 151ans. 
have to ntiriimie the social- and SEonomic . ffeFts: -  one vtsted 	' 
intrestculd ensure 'extinction. Etlirther thela'n tanthotstop 
bOdies 'such as the Fbrestry ,Cothmission from câm'ly±ng with 

• 'their statutory duties - like,-l-og,gin old -growth forests 

Forest (Resource Seàurity) Bill  
1,This is even worse than -the pro.posed.detëá.ted Federal law.. 
* Forests can be handed over to. the timber industry in 'long" 
term contracts with hefty compensation claims liable.if a -' 
.forest area is ithdrwn'. 	' 

* Such f.ore2ts,. èailed Timbr.Production 'Forests, aê not 
- .: ' subject to Prt, 4-  at- the EPA Act,'sor. Part 5 that requirs 	. ' - 
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4 	. 	 ... 	 . 	 . 	 . 	 . 	 . 	 .... ' 	 . 	 . 	 . 	 . 	 ... 

• . .. environmental impact statements. 	.. 	 . -. 

	 .. . . 	 . 

* And, not surprisingly, there is no protection for endangered 
species, 	. 	. 	. 	. . 	.... 	.. 	. . 	. . . 	. . 	. 	. 

. 	Sp 	 i 

	

ecialSmention s madé,of the south east forests 	they are 
automatically availahle for resource security - without any 
further. environmental aséssrnéfl.t.. 	 .. .' . . 

* Such a lawwlll create immense conflict in the foreátá a. it: 
removes accountability and 	 b ongoing pulic participation 
* Abetter: laW would seek to rêolve cDnfloct by brining.the 
:parties. together and asistinq the retraining and re—esiplaymen't 
of workers displaced by conservation decisions. Independent 
MP, Peter McDonald haintrpduced a private me!nbers bill to 
achiev& this. 	 . . 	. . . . 	 .. 	... . 

Amendme?its tothe EPA and I  Heritage Acts 
The EPA Act is amended so. that the bOdy Chat -produces the 

environmental .ipact statement does not also adjUdicate it.: 
Tt-iis is an imporvement but there is a catch - the other laws n 
the governmeñt's package S have tO also. be  passeth. The ganis 
not tgorth the pain. 	. .. 	1 * there'is aljb the cliue that alLois the açtivtyto be 
:changthd in secret or conitions Ito be changed without 
opportunity -forpubl.ic comment. 	 : 	.. 	. 
*. The HeritageActiwilt no longer: appl5' to the, natural 
environment and aboriginal sites Pernament conservation 
orders wilino longer be available..  

* urban bushland will beunder particular threat sas other.. 
laws, Lic'h as those fpund in the. National Parks and Wil.dlife. 
Act, will not be applied 

The Odvernment. Package also overturns, foui- :court  cases won by 
environmentalists on the legal and environmental merits. 

THE ALTERNATIVES 
* Use'the.existing' provisionsof •the'EPA Act.to produce. 
regianal environmental tudies. and plans. Retairi' the'.iñtegri.t? 
of a roven 1 -worl'd class piece of legislation. ...

. .. : 

* Introduce a strong Threatened Species.'Act - the Threatened 
Spciès- Network' has drafted: sucha' law.'. 	 - 
* Pass a separate small bill removing adjudscation of 
environmental impact statement from the proponent and author of 
the eis. 	..• 	 . 	 .. 	 . 	 . 	

.: 	 . 	 . 
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FOREWORD [outline] 

This package is a response to Government's Natural Resources Package. It 
addresses the same land-use decision-making processes as those in the 
Government's Natutal Resources Package. 

Unlike the Governent's package, which specifically exempts the South East 
Forests from these decision-making processes, this package does not refer to.. 
specific areas of land. 

The peak environment groups believe, however, that a number of valuable 
natural areas are in danger and require immediate protection, namely: 

- the proposed Khappinghat Nature Reserve 
- the proposed Moonee Beach Nature Reserve 
- the South East Forests 
- nominated Wilderness Areas 
- other proposed National Parks and Nature Reserves 

We believe that additional legislation is necessary to do this 1  and should be 
passed by the Parliament at the earliest opportunity.. The necessary Bills to 
do this are now either before the Parliament, or.will be listed, we believe, 
early in the Budget Session. 

This Nature Conservation/Land Use Decision Making Package gives effect to the 
principle that natural resources should only be used when this use is 
controlled byan integrated plan based on ecological sustainability. Such a 
plan depends on a resource information database which has the confidence of 
the community. 

Both the plan and the database must be prepared with the public being fully 
informed, and participating at every stage. This is the only way of 
preventing conflict, over land use decisions about public resources. 

Only when there is such a plan, and the necessary background data to formulate 
it, can developers feel that their investment will be secure. 

All of these stepsare possible under the 'EP&A Act. 

Dr Judy Messer, Nature Conservation Council of NSW 
Milo Dunphy, Total Environment Centre 
Sue Salmon, Australian Conservation Foundation 
Rod Knight, The Wilderness Society 
Graham Douglas, National Parks Association of NSW 
Jeff Angel, South East Forest Alliance 

a 



BIG SCRUB ENVIRONMENT CENTRE INC. 

Greg Gill 
21 Possum Pie Rd. 
Wootton 2423 
Phone 049)977263 

20 November 1991 

Ms. Janet Thompson, 
Freedom of Information Registrar, 
Dept. of Arts, Sports, Environment, 
Tourism and Territories, 
Box 787 Canberra, 
ACT 2601 

Dear Ms. Thompson, 

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act 1982, I wish to seek 
access to the following documents relating to the export of woodchip 
by Sawmij.].ers Exports .Pty. Ltd.(SEPL) and Brisbane Forest. Products 
Pty. Ltd. (BFP) operating in Nth. NSW and Sth. Qld. respectively, 
and Midway Wood Products Pty. Ltd. (MWP) of V.ictoria. 

I require a list of all published documents and a copy of all 
unpublished documents including; reports, letters, files, notes, 
minutes, memos, maps ,.tables and. graphs in •regards to:- 

a>. infdrmtion and advice, inclUding results . of environmental 
assessment, given to the Minister for Resources Senator Peter Cook 
in 1983, allowing the inclusion of 	.silvicuitural residues from 
Crown land and timber taken from private property in the. Export 
Licence of SEPL. 

b>. informa.ion and advice 	given by Dept. of Arts, 	Sport, 
Environment, Tourism and Territories (DASETT) to the Dept. of 
Primary Industry and Energy (DoPIE) in 1988, including information 
received from the Forestry Commission NSW, approving the increase of 
SEPL's export licence from 350,000 tonnes p.a to 500,000 tpa. 

c>. information, including envi1onmental aspects, considered in 
conjunction with D0PIE when 	approving the issuing of export 
licences to BFP in 1989 for 180,000 tpa, and to MWP in 1990 for 
170,000 tpa.. 

d>. a list of all private property, and results of any environmental 
impact assessment of private property from which timber for the 
production of export woodchip by the three companies concerned has, 
or will be taken. 

e>. results of inspections by officers of DASETT, of any of the 
three company's operations. 

./2 
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f>. information considered, including advice - received 
	• Forestry Commission NSW to justify, 	 from the 

not recommending designation 
of SEPL and BFP as -proponents under the Environmentaj Protection 
(Impact of Proposals) Act 1 974,(ImparL Act), prior to 1990. 

g>. any information and advice received by DASETT from the three 
companies and the relevant state land management agencies, reflrding 
the exte;jt of environmental impact assessment necessary 

	(ie. environmental impact statement or public environment report), as 
proponents under the Impact Act. 

h>. documentary evidence to Support the claim by the Minister, that 
two thirds of the woodchip exported by SEPL is derived from sawmill waste. 

In view of the large amount of information involved in this request, 
and the fact that much of. it could be contained in documents that 
are seemingly irrelevant, i request that nominated members of the 
Big Scrub Environment Centre be given access.to  all  to the companies mentioned, to allow the appro 	

files relating 
priate information to be gathered for copying. 

Also bearing in mind that the Big Scrub Environment Centre is a 
public interest Organisation, operating on a very limited budget; i 
request the maximum reduction of - fees allowable under 

	these circumstances. 	 . 

Thank you for your attention to these matters of public interest. i 
look forward toa prompt response to the requests made above. 

Yours sincerely, 

Greg Gill 	 - 

for Big Scrub Environment Centre Inc. 
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BIG SCRUB EP4VIRONMENTCENTRE INC. 

Greg Gill 
21 Possum Pie Rd. 
Wootton 2423 
NSW. 
Phone 049)977263 

2 January 1992 

Ms. F. Kelleher, 
Freedom of Information Registrar. 
Dept. Primary Industry and Energy, 
G.P.O. Box 858, 
Canberra. 2601 
A.C.T. 

Dear Ms. Kelleher, 

I refer to the letter from Mr.. Don Banfield, Assistant Secretary of 
the Forests Branch of the Dept. of Primary . Industry and Energy 
(D0PIE), dated 16 Decèniber 1991, informing me that under Section 24 
of the Freedom of Information Act 1982, my request for access to 
information (ref. no. FOl 91/42) has been refused. The reason given 
by Mr Banfield for his refusal was that the 40 hours work required 
to identify and search tiles and docUments, and the fact that DoPIE 
may hold some 600 pages of relevant information to be photocopied, 
would involve a substantial and unreasonable diversion of resources 
of his branch. 

I am aware that under the FOI Act, there are provisions for the 
refusal of.a request for the reasons stated, however 1 believe in 
this case the use of Sec. 24 (i) of the Act could be seen as being 
obstructive and should not be applied. 

It is my understanding that under Commonwealth Legislation other 
than the FOl Act, that the part of my request relating to matters 
considered by the Minister for Resources, regarding the issuing of 
the export licences and the conditions imposed on these licences, as 
well as copies of the licences and conditions, should be made 
available to members of thepublic, free of charge and without the 
formal requirements of access via the FOl process. Also following 
telephone conversations with MrCharles Body of the Forests branch, 
and Mr Dailan Pugh and myself from the Big Scrub Environment Centre, 
it was generally understood that a request for access to this 
information was not unreasonable. 

In assuming that the relevant information held or prepared by the 
Australian Quarantine and Inspection Service, as requested, would 
not be so voluminous as to be considered unreasonable, it would.seem 
evident that access to the available information regarding; 

/2 
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results of any environmental impact assessment or monitoring 
of Crown land and private property. 

a list of all private properties that timber for export 
Woodchip has or will be taken. 

is the restrictive component of my request, and is responsible for 
the reluctance on behalf of the Forests Branch to grant access to 
the information required. 

This being the case, I believe the decision to refuse my reqjest for 
information is most unreasonable, considering much of the requested 
information should be made available free of charge and without the 
procedural requirem5 under the P01 Act,and -  the fact that a 
request made to the Dept. Arts, Sports, Environment, Tourism and 

- lerritories for similar information was granted. 

Another disturbing aspect of the refusal of my request by the 
Forests Branch, was the complete lack of advice given, regarding my 
right to appeal the decision. While it may not be mandatory for the 
Branch to give advice in these circumstances, in dealing with other 
Commonwealth Departme5 in the past, I have been shown the courtesy 
of being supplied with . information regarding my rights concerning 
such matters as; reviews of charges, and rights of *eview where 
access Is refused, as well as provisions for complaints to the 
Comnlonwealth Ombudsman and the use of the Administrative Appeals Tribunal. 

Pursuant to Section 54 of the FOl Act. I request in internal review 
of the decisjdn to refuse access to the requested information. 

Please find enclosed the $40 application fee, which I believe in 
this case is an unnebessary and unfair impediment to access to 
public information, and therefore request the Dept. to exercise its 
discretion and remit the application fee, not only on the grounds as 
stated Previously but bearing in •mind that the information required 
is in the general public interest 	- 

I 	
would also request the Dept. to review the imposition of any 

charges related to the supply of information regarding; 

a> matters considered by the Minister as reqUested (a — e page 1) 
b> copies of export licences and conditions, as requested. 

I look forward to a prompt response to the review of my request. 

YoUrs sincerely, - 	 - 

Greg Gill 
for the Big Scrub Environment Centre Inc. 

a> 

b> 
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16 December 1991 

MrG. Gill 
Big Scrub Environment Centre 
21 Possum Pie Road 
WOOUON N.S.W. 2423 

Dear Mr Gill, 

I refer to your request dated 14 November 1991 under the Freedom of Information Act 1982 
for copies of documents related to the woodchip export operations of Sawmillers Exports Thy 
Ltd, Brisbane Forest Products Thy Ltd and Midway Wood Products Pty Ltd. 

We estimate that a minimum of 40 hours work would be required to search files, identify 
documents relevant to your request and decide whether they should be released in whole or in 
part. As we estimate that we may hold at least 600 pages in over 20 files relevant to your 
request, photocopying alone would be a major task. 

Further, many of the papers are from other organisations or individuals and we would have to 
consult all of them (perhaps 30 organisations or individuals in total) to seek their agreement to 
the release of their documents This task, however, could not be commenced until we had 
completed a search of all relevant files. 

I understanj that Mr Charles Body of this Branch has already contacted you by telephone, 
advising you of the magnitude of the work required in relation to your request and suggesting 
that you may wish to consider amending the request. Mr Dailan Pugh, however, has advised 
that the Big Scrub Environment Centre does not wish to amend the request. 

In the circumstances, I have concluded that your request would involve a substantial and 
unreasonable diversion of the resources of this Branch and I therefore advise, under Section 24 
of the Freedom of Information Act, that I refuse your request. 

Should you wish to discuss this matter further, you may contact Mr Body on (06) 272 4196 

Yours sincerely, 

Don Banfjeld 
Assistant Secretary 
Forests Branch 

on  



URGENT AND IMPORTANT 

Proposal to take Court action over Woodchip Licences 

Please see Council Minutes for second meeting H 15/2/11 

We have now received advice from the Environmental pefenders 
Office concerning the possible effects of the Council seeking 
to take court action against the Commonwealth Government 
namely the Minister for Resources Alan Griffiths. The 
Minister has issued renewal licences for export of 
wood chips without seeking full environmental impact 
statements. 

The aviceof the EDO is.- 
any liability which may attach to the Council cannot be 
attached to the various member bodies or to the office 
bearers of the Council. If the N9EC Inc. were to incur 
liability as a result of a loss in the Federal Court the 
Council could be wound up and its assets liquidated. 
(This would not prevent another organisation being formed-to 
carry out the work of this Council under another name) 

Legal aid .This may be granted by the Commonwealth Attorney 
General and will cover most of the costs. If the Council were 
to lose the case the AG does not normally provide indemnity 
to cover the costs of the opposing party .it may be necessary 
to lodge a security for costs to guarantee the Ministers 
costs in the event that the Minister wins. This was the 
tactic used in the Mt.Etna case and it defeated those who 
were attempting to save the caves 

Standing. The Council would have reasonable prospects of 
obtaining standing and thus be able to appear as the 
"aggrieved person " of the Act and so appear before the Court 

Please note that the next stage would be to ask counsel to 
examine the merits of the case and see whether.there are 
grounds for the action and whether the case is liable to be 
successful ,then with this information the EDO can seek legal 
aid on the Councils behalf. After that the Council can 
decide whether or not to continue with the case. 

Would you please consult with your society and inform me if 
your group is prepared to support this very important action 
by this Council. Please note that this Council will not be 
solely responsible for the funding of the legal costs over 
and above the costs met by Legal Aid. There will be financial 
help from other sources. 

James L.O.Tedder Hon Sec. 22 January 1992 



BIG SCRUB ENVIRONMENT CENTRE INC. 

Greg Gill 
21 Possum Pie Rd. 
Wootton 2423 
Phone 049)977263 

14 November 1991 

Ms. F. Keijeher, 
Freedom of Information Registrar, 
Dept. Primary Industry and Energy, 
G.P.O. Box 858, 
Canberra. 
A.C.T. 

Dear Ms.. Kelleher, 

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act 1982, I wish to seek 
access to the following documents relating to the export of woodchip 
by Sawmillers Exports Pty. Ltd* and Brisbane Forest Products Pty Ltd 
operating, in Nth. N.S.W. and Sth. Q.L.D;, and Midway Wood Products 
Pty. Ltd. of Victoria. 

I require a list of all published documents and a copy of all 
unpublished documents including; reports, letters, files, notes, 
minutes, memos, maps., tables and graphs with regards to matters 
taken into account or considered by the Minister for Resources., both 
past, and present when making his decision, to:- 	 - 

a>. Include silvicultural residueá from Crown land and timber taken 
from private properties in the export licence for these companies.' 

b>.Increase Sawmillers Exports P/L. licence from 350,000 t.p.a. to 
500,000 t.p.a. in 1988. 

c>.Not include logging residue and sawmill waste for assessment wh,en 
designating Sawmil],ers Exports P/L. and Brisbane 'Forest Products P/L as 	proponents under the Environmental Protection (Impact 	of Proposals) Act 1974 (Impact Act). 

d>.Designate Sawmillers Exports P/L. and Brisbane 
as proponents under the, Impact Act, for the use 
residues from Crown land and timber taken from pri 

e>.Not include timber taken from Crown land, for 
designating Midway Wood Products P/L as proponents 
Act. 

Foxest Products 
of silvicultural 
vate property. 

assessment when 
under the Impact 

-s 
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Also I seek a list of all published documents and a copy of all 
Unpublished documents, including reports, letters, files, notes, 
minutes, memos, maps, tables and graphs containing any information regarding: - 	 - 

a>. Results of any environmental impact assessment or monitoring of 
Crown land and private property for the purpose of issuing the 
export licences. 

b>.A. list of all private properties that timber for export woodchips 
has or will. be taken. 

c>.Any information held or prepared by the Australian Quarantine and Inspection. 	Service (A.Q.I.s.) cbncerning 	investigations 	into breaches of export licence conditions, or the unauthorised taking.of 
timbet from private property by any of the companies concerned. 

In addition i require copies of export licences and all conditions 
applying to the licences of Siwmillers Exports P/L. and Brisbane 
Forest Products P/L. This should include definitions of 	raw 
resources, ie. logging residue, sawmill waste, silvicultural residue 
and roundwood, for the purpose of the issuing of the export 
licences. 	 - 	 - 	- 	- 	- 

In view of the large amount of information involved in this request, 
and the fact that much of it could be contained in documents that 
may be Partially irrelevant, i request that nominated members of the 
Big Scrub Environment Centre be given access to all files relating 
to these companies, to allow the appropriate information to be copied. 	- - 	- 

Also bearing in mind that the Big Scrub Environment Centre is a public 	interest 	Organisation operating. on 	a 	very 	limited 
budget,i request the maximum reduction of fees allowable under these circumstances 	 - 	 - 

Thank you for your attention to these matters of public interest. i 
look forward to a prompt response to the requests maje above. 

Yours sincerely, 	 - 

Greg Gill 	 - 
for Big Scrub Environment Centre Inc. 



Forestry Commission of N.S.W. 

21 SEP 1992 	 Building 2 

WING-PS 	 423 Pennant Hills Road 

LETTER-EF-5 	 Pennant Hills, N.S.W. 2120 

Environment Centre of NSW 
39 George St. 
The Rocks 
NSW 2000 
Sandra Heilpenn 

Your reterence: 

Our reference: EAB 
P.SMITH 
(02)9804559 

eF5ih September 1992 

Dear Madam, 

Summary Rrhure on thetWiñgharn Mwiajémènt AreIEIS 

Anivirjjiflinpact Stateme for proposed forestry activities in the 
Wingham Management Area is now@ijqWic exhibition until 26th October., 19927 
A copy of the advertisement detailing the public display is enclosed. 

The Wingham EIS is the first to be produced under the Commission's EIS strategy 
which mainly covers proposed activities in the North-East of N.S.W. A total of 
fifteen EISs, which are now listed in the Timber Industry (Interim Protection) Act 
1992, are intended to be produced by 1994. These EISs, which are additional to 
those being produced for proposed activities in the Eden Management Area, 
represent the most extensive environmental assessment of forestry operations ever 
carried out in Australia. 

Two features of the EIS program are the community consultation and the flora and 
fauna surveys. The consultation process goes well beyond statutory requirements 
and includes public input prior to the engagement of consultants and meetings and 
inspections during the preparation of the EISs. In addition, public display 
arrangements for the EISs are generally far greater than statutory requirements. 

The comprehensive fauna surveys cover mammals (including bats), amphibians, 
reptiles and birds and these, together with the vegetation surveys, are used to 
develop conservation strategies for the various Management Areas. These 
strategies are developed in the light of one of the Commission's main corporate 
objectives "to manage forests in an ecologically sustainable manner and encourage 
community understanding and support of forest management." As the 
conservation strategies generally include the preservation of large areas of "old 
growth" forests their economic and social impacts must be closely examined with 
this being a further important feature of the EISs. 

Locked Bag 23 Pennant Hills 2120 Telephone: (02) 980 4100 Fax: (02)484 1310 
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A Summary Brochure has been produced on the Wingham EIS and includes an 
explanation of the E.I.S. process. Copies of the Brochure are enclosed. Should 
you require more copies please contact Andrew Lugg [phone (02) 98042901 or 
myself. 

Yours faithfully, 

PE -S. SMITH 
Manager, 
Environmental Assessment Branch 



FORESTRY COMMISSION AND 	
It : '4 NATIONAL PARKS AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

Assessment of Environmental and 'Fauna! Impact 
of Proposed Forest Management in the 

Wingham Management Area 
Public Exhibition 

The Forestty Commisiton proposes to continue management of the 58.000 h&ctare, of State Forests and 
6,000 hectares of Crou., timber lands in the Wlnham Management Area to meet its obligation's under 
the Forestry Act and other relevant legislation and policies. Proposed operations include logging of 
hardwood sawlogs and other timber products, access road construction and fuel ma'tagement. 

Environmental aspects of the proposed activities have been examined And an Ensrtronmqntal impact 
Statemsat (ElS) has been prepared by the environmental cortr4tants Truyard Pty Ltd. The £15 
ContaInS a Fauna Impact Statement (115) prepared in accordance with the provisions of Section 92D 
of the National Parhs and Wildlife (NPW) Act as omeided by the Endangered Fauna (Interim Protection) 
Act and in accordance with the spccific requirements of the Director of the National Parks and Wildlife 
Service (NPWS). A licence appHcatiun under Section 120 of the NPW Aet has been submitted to the' 
Director, NPWS. A copy of all the submissions received by the Forestry Commission in response to 
exhibitIon of the EIS/FIS wit! be sent to the Director, NPWS for consideration, 

The EtS/flS may be Inspected during nonml office hours from 7 Scptember 1992 to 26 October 1992 at 
the following locations: 

Forestry Comrnissiiun of NSW 
Head Office, B'jijdjng 2 
423 Pennant Hills Road 
PENNANT HILLS 2120 
Forestry CommissIon o NSW 
Pultertay Street 
TABEE 2430 

Forestry Corrrnhssion of N$W 
19E Hill Street 
WALCHA 2354 
Forestry Commission of NSW 
Maher Street 
WAUCHOPE 2446 
Shire Library 
Waicha Shire Council 
Derby Street 
WALCHA 2354 
Shire Library 
Greater Tarce City Council 
Pulteney Street 
TAREE 2430 
NSW Government InformatIon Centre 
Goodsirli Building, Hunter 5tre: 
SYDNEY 2000 
NSW Environment Centre 
34 George Street 
SYDNEY 2000 

Department of Planning 
Publications Desk 
Remington Centre 
175 Liverpool Street 
SYDNEY 2000 

Pepartinent of Planning 
20 Auckland Street 
NEWCASTLE 2300 

Nattonal Parks & Wildfe Senice 
Level 1,43 Bridge Street 
HURST VILLE 2220 

Nn:iona! Parks & Wil4ife ServIce 
Lot 5. Bourbe Street 
RAYMOND TERRACE 2324 

NatIonal Parks & WIldlIfe Saul ce 
Everord Street 
PORT MACQUARIE 2444 

Hastfn;s Murtictpal Council Chambers 
Cnr. &zrrawan & Lard Streetg 
PORT MACQUARiE 2444 

Wingham Branch Library 
Wynter Street 
WINCHAM 2429 

Copies of the ElS/Fl5 may be purchRed from the Forestry Cornmlssian Offices listed above and from the 
Department of Plaruiir.g's Publication fled in Sydney at a cost of $15. Supporting reports on soils, 
hydrology, archaeology and scenIc resource are available as a group at a further cost of $10. The Survey 
reports on flora, manrnai,, birds, reptiles/amphibians and bats have been published as part of the 
Commission's Forest Recurces Series and are available at $10 each. A flat fee of $5 for postagc/ 
packing applies per set of documents. 

Any person or organisarion may make written representation during the exhibition period, with respect to 
the activity proposed in the £15/Fit to the Forestry CothmInlon. Locked Hag 23, Pennant Hills, 
NSW 2120. Submlssons should be received by the Commission by 5,00 pm on 26 October 1992. Copics 
of all submissions will be forwarded by the Commission to NPWS and to the Department of Planning. The 
MInister for Planning will dirrarmine whether the Commission may carry out, or approve or permit logging 
opera lions. 

Farther inquiries regarding the LIS/FIS can be directed to Jim Slrnmuns of the Commission's Three 
Office (065) 510249 or Brian Looker in Sydney, (02) 980 4285. 

J.H. DRIELSMA 
Commissioner of Forests 

S THE NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT 
Putting people first by manoglng better 
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Timber Industry (Interim Protection) 1992 

• SCHEDULE 2—LANDSUBJECT TO PROPOSALS UNDER 
SECTION 7OF WILDERNESS ACT 1987 ALSO SUBJECT TO 

MORATORIUM ON LOGGING OPERATIONS 

(Secs. 3, 5, 6, 9) 

Those areas of land the subject of proposals received and being 
considered, as at the date of assent to this Act, by the Director of 
National Parks and Wildlife under section 7 of the Wilderness Act 
1987 and referred to for the purposes of the proposals as follows: 

Guy Fawkes 

• Mann (but not inclñding that part of the land that is the site of the 
proposed Mosquito Creek Road) 

Washpool (but only including those parts of the land that are 
within Glen Innes and Casino West Management Areas), 

New England (but only including those parts of the land that are 
within Styx River Management Area) 

Werrikithbe (but only including that part of the land that is within 
• 	the Wauchope Management Area) 

Barrington (but only including those parts of the land that are 
within Gloucester and Chichester. Management Areas) 

Macleay Gorges 

Deua 

SCHEDULE 3—TIMETABLE FOR ASSESSMENT OF 
WILDERNESS PROPOSALS REFERRED TO IN SCHEDULE 2 

(Sec. 7) 

Proposal 
	

Date 
Guy Fawkes 
	

31 October 1992 
Mann 
	

31 October 1992 
Washpool 
	

31 October 1992 
New England 
	

31 May 1993 
Werrikimbe 
	

31 May 1993 
Barrington 
	

30 September 1993 
Macleay Gorges 
	

30 April 1994 
Deuâ 
	

30 September 1994 
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BARRINGTON 
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DRAFT. 

GUIDELINES FOR A PUBLIC ENVIRONMENT REPORT 

ON 

THE EXPORT.BY BRISBANE FOREST PRODUCTS PTY LTD OF 
WOODCHIPS PRODUCED FROM PRIVATE PROPERTY 

OPERATIONS . 

PREPARED BY: 	Environment Assessment Branch, 
Commonwealth Environment 

- Protection Agency 

May 1992 

• A. INTRODUCTION 	: 	 ... 

1. BACKGROUND 	 . 

he Minister forthe Arts, Sport, the Envirothnent and Territories, 
on 24Apr11 1992, directed that a public envirothneiit report (PER) 
should be prepared by. Btisbane ForeSt' Products Pty Ltd (BFP) . 
accordance with the Administrative Procedures under the 
Commonwealth Environment ?rotection (Impact of Proposals) Act 1974 
(the Impact Act) in relation to the proposed continuation of the 

• 	above project. 	 . 	. . 	. 	. . 	. 

The PER is to examine the environmental impact of the export byBFP 
of woodchips produced from forestry and clearing operations on 
private property in northern NSW and Queensland. The examinat:ion' 
should cover the associated transport of pulplogs from these 
operations, chipping of the pulplogs and transport to the expptt 
facility, at Brisbane. The.PER will also need.to  discuss BFP's 
.other sources of woodchips (eg sawmill and logging residues) tp the 
extent necessary to place the private property sources viithin the 
context of BF.P's' overall woodchip operation's. 

The, object dfthe 'Impact Act is to ensure that matters 'affecting 
the environment to a Significant eictent are fully examined and 
taken into account in decisions'by the Commonwealth Government'. 

In preparing a PER, to help achieve this objective, the proponent 
should bear ljfl  mind the follbwing aims of the PER and public review 
process: 	. 	. 	 . 	. 

to provide a source of infon'fiatión frdm which interested 
indivi4uals and groups may gain an understanding of the' 
proposal, the need for' the propoal, the altetnatives, the 
environment vhich it would affect, the impacts that may occur, 

PER Guidelines: Brisbane Forest Products 
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the.measuresto be taken to minimise these impacts, and 
proposed enviranittental management, safeguards, and monitoring 
procedures; 

to provide a forS for public consultation and irformed 
comment on the.proposal; and 

to provide a framework in whjch decision-makers may consider 
the environmental aspects of the proposal in parallel with 
economic, technical and other factors. 

2. GENERAL CONTENT, SCOPE, FORMAT AND STYLE 

The Administrative Procedures uhder the impact Act provide guidance 
.on the public'review and assessment proces. Paragraph 4.2 lists 
those general thatters to be addressed in a PER. Generally, a PER 

• is directed when the Minister considers that the public should be 
made aware of a proposal and its potential impacts, but wherethe 
impacts are expected to be few, Or focused on a small number of 
specific issues. A PER provides a more selective treatment Of the 
environmental imlicatiOñs of a proposal than does an environmental 
impact statement. As such, the document should give priori.ty to 
the major issues associated with the pioposal. Matters of.: lesser 
Concern should be dealt with only 'tO the extent required to 
demonstrate that they .have been considered. 	 . 

The.. information and discussion in the PER should be presented 
clearly and concisely so that it can be easily understoOd by the 
general reader. The methods andtechniqueS used to collect ard 
analyse information should be described briefly. Technical jargon 
should be avoided wherever possible. Detailed technical 
information should be included as appendices The documentation 
should include references for any information or data provided and, 
a list of individuals and organisations consulted. 

Althouh every attempt has been made to ensure that these 
guidelines address.all of the major issues associated with this 
proposal,, they are not necessarily exhaustive'. Other relevazit 
matters that arise during preparation of the PER should be 
included. 	 . . 

Itis essential that the Env.ironment.Assessment Branch, 	.. 
Commonwealth EnvirOqment Protection Agency, be consulted throughout 
prepatation of the' PER as ±eüired by paragraph 4.5 of th 
Administrative ProcedUres, under the Impact Act. 

Maps, diagrams, tables, photos etc should be used particularly 
where.they. can clarify, 'substitute'for or reduce text.. 

B. CONTENTS OF THE PER 

1. SUMMARY 

This 'section should be no more than a '  brif suinnary of information 
inthe body bf.the docuxñent. . Detail shouldbe provi'ded in the. 
appropriate sections below.  
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S 	 .. 

title of proposal 

name and address of proponent 

• . background and need for proposal 

• 	description of proposal 

• . alternatives considered 

existing ervironment 

potential environmental :mPats : 

proposed environmental safeguards ahdrnonitoring. 	. 

• 2. 	INTRODUCTION 

- The introduction should briefly:. 

• 	define the proposal and its objectives 

• 	discusS the status of the proposal and the requirement, for the 
PER 	 .. 	 ' 

.exlain the prthçess to be followed under the Environment 
• 	Protection (Impact of PropoSa1s) Act 1974 	. 

• - explain any rble or responsibility of Qld and NSW Government 
• 	agencies and Local Government authorities in proposal approval 

and project control. 	 .. 	 . 

• 	briefly desdribe,the area of interest and regional setting. 

3. 	BACKGROUND AND-NEED FOR THE PROJECT 	. . . 

Discuss the background and need  for the prdject including:. 

role and ora'nisation of BFP, reiatiohshipänd intetaction 

	

.... • • with associatedcompanies .. 	• 	I • 	 • 	•. 

• • . • bdef discussion of past, piesentard anticipated sources and 
• 	• markets for woodchip exports (include sununaxy of sources and 
• 	•.. 	shipments to,date) 	. 	. 

• ; 	summary of past relevant assessments and inquiries into the 
• 	woodchipping industry- in the region 

relevant statutory requirements (Cormitonwealth, State and Local 
Government.); decision-making authorities and approvals 
required for operations from which woodchip exports are 
derived • .. 	- H ' 	

• 

• objectives for project,, including the terms of export licence 
renewal which are being sought, volumes sought and time period 

•1 involved • 	 - 
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legilative basis or Governmetit policy relévaht to the 
proposal 	 . 

cost/benefit justification, covering economic, employment, 
environmental and s6cial-aspects,as appropriate. Piovide a 
summary of environinental,'ecortomic and social arguments to 
justify the project. 	. . 

4. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT 

Current and proposea categories of operations on privateproperty. 
f rpm which pulplos for woodchip export are, taken should be 
described, as far as possible. Other sources of woodchips, and 
infrastructure associated with BFP's overall operations, will need 
to be discussed to the extent necsary to allow an understandingS 
of the project. 	.. 	 . 	 . . 	 . 

This Section should also' define relevant forestry terms Used 
throughout the document (eg clearing residues, logging residues,' 

• silvi'culturäl residues etc.).  

4.1 	General 	. . 	. 	. 	 .. 	 .. 	 .. 	 . 	 . 	 . . 	
. 	 . 	 . . 	 ' 

: background to current operations, , inci ludin4 brief hi'stbry and 
description of the timber industry in the area of interest, 
and BFP's operations  

current export licence conditionS, periods and volumes and 
• 	. relationship to the project durrently being assessed 

define the existing and potential area of economic 
supply/interest for private property •residues (include maps as 
appropriate)  

• 	provide estimates of pulpwood tesource avai1Sbiiiy from. 
private property within the area of interest. Estimated 
yields. of woodchips in terms of logging and àlearing 
operations on private property.. Demonstration of sustainable 
yield for private forestry operations from which pulplbgs are 

• " extracted and of overall, volume availability over pEoposed 
licence period. 'Details of ànylandtholders°intentions 
surveys 9  and results; 	 ' 

relationship of projec€ to sawmill operations and wood 
supplies. Briefly discuss interation of private prOperty 
woodchip production with sawlog and other processing' 
industries; give estimates, if possible, of tonnagés of 
sawlogs and other forest p.rodu6ts associated with pulpwood 
production  

type standards and qlity of export wdodchips ' 

description of species/size/age/type of trees acceptable as 
pulplogs for chipping 

econOmics of 'private property operations in terms of return to 
individual landholders, as a proportion of clearing' or logging• 
costs ' 	. ' 	 ' 	• " 	' 
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• 	description of chipping operations for private property 
pulpiogs (facilities, machinery, workforce, hours of 
operation, disposal of wastes such as bark and waste'water, 
noise, relevant environmental standards, legislative 
requirements etc) 	. 	: 	 .. 	. . 

transport of puiplogs from private property operations to 
• chipping sites and transPort of chips to the export facility 
at Brisbane.  

4.2 Procedures and Controls 	 . 

detail. legislatiçn and standards covering logging and clearing 
on private property. Ljst Local/State/Corranonwealth 
authorities involved. Describe landowners, BFP's and. 
Local/State/Coxmnonwealth responsibilities under 'existing 
legislation. . 

• 	describe any measures to take into account fauna and flora, 
conservation, values or requirements 

• 	outline the current approvals process for the export of 
• 	woochips sourced frbm private property residues 

describe any controls.or cheeks inpiace to ensure that 
• 	private clearing is for appropriate agriaultural, grazing or 

• 	plantation purposes 	' ' 	 . 

describe on:a step by ètep basis,'existing/roposed procedures 
for undertaking private property clearing/fôr'estry from which 
woodchips are to be exported. Describe BFP's current/proposed 
planning and operational process including,, as relevant,' 
identification of biophysical coñstraint or site limi€ations 
"on harvesting, manageMent and environmental prescriptions, 
harvesting plans,' removal of pulpiogs, monitoring and 
supervision, rehabilitation etc (refer also Section'9oU 
guidelines). 	' 	' 	" •.. 

5. ' ALTERNATIVES;  

De,scribe potential 'prudent and feasible alternatives to the use of 
private property forestry and clearing residues. Other woodchip' 
sources (eg sawmill residues' and lo'ging residues) will need to be 
'discussed in sufficieht detail to allowan understhding of the 
effects of a change in volume, Or availability, of private property 
residues on BFP's overall operations. 	.. 	 . 

The following provide examples of alternatives to be considered: 

project not continuing '(ie no further use of'private property 
• 

	

	residues). Consider in, the context of changed volumes of 
other woodchip sources available to BFP (.eg sawmill residues 

• 	' and logging residues) 	' 	' 	• 

variations to the economic' area of supply 
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variations of pulplog specifications 

• 	effect of changing ecbnornic circumstances (eg wotld market for 
woodchips) on volumes of private. property residues utjlised 

• 	alternative use of pulpiogs and alternative domestic uses for 
woodchips 	. 	.. 	 . 

future/alternative Uses of relevant prjvate land within the 
• 	area of interest 	 . 

alternative transportation of pulplogs and woodchips. 

6. EXISTING ENVIRONNT 

• The sectIon should provide a hroad..description.of tteenvironmeht 
within the area of intèrëst and an overall appraisal of physical, 
ecological and socioeconomic systems affected by the project. This 
should be covered to the extent appropriate to the nature of the 
proposal.  

6.1 Bióphysical Environment 

• 	climate  

• 	geology, soils, erosion potential 

• . 	hydrology and catchrnent. characteristics 

• 	major habitats and conmiunities present 

areas of particularenvironmental significance 

• 	rare, threatened or endemic/restricted speciesicommunities 
(local, regiohal, national significance). 

6.2 Socioeconomic Environment 	. 	 -- 

• . 	land use, land capability and land tenure. Areas of • 	• cQnservation significanàe (including national- parks, national 
estate, world heritage areas etc) 	 - 

- use of forests by.recreationists and for minor forest products 
• 	(beekeeping etc) 	 . 	 . 

use of forests for water catchments 	 • 	• • 	• 	• -. 

areas of significant historical, scientific or educational 
• 	value, including Aboriginal value. 

transport of pulplogS and Woodchip, indicate principal rOutes 
• - and. communities, as appropriate - • 	- . 	• 

chipping operationth 	. • - 	 - 	•• 	• 

other relevant socioeconomic factois of the area of interesL 
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7. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS 

This section should.clearly identify, and highliqht at the outset.; 
• the principal environxnentl impacts expected to result from the 

• 	project. 	.. 

7.1 Biophysiöal Environment.., . 	. 	. 

long term impacts on soil fertility, soil structure and 
• 

	

	erodibility,, site productivity, water quality, catchment 
characteristics and aquatic ecosystems as a result of chanes 
to. forest structute resultingfrom forestry operations 
(including., clearing) On private 'land • , 

changes in forest structure and corrtunitiës 

impacts on ecological balance and biodivérsity. '.Loss of 
wildlife habitat through puipiog removal. 	.. 

• 	. 	local and regional cumülati,e effects of private property 
clearing operations on habitat and native flpra and fauna 

consideration of ôurrent and anticipated requirements under.: 
State endangered fauna legislation . 	. 	.. • . , 

overall long term effects of private property operatidns on 
conservation and entironmental. Values of the forests involved 

short and long term impacts of harvesting operations and 
machinery disturbance on: 
• 	sOils (erosion and cOmpaction) 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 

catchxnent water quality and aquatic ecosystems 

the introduction of exotic plants and animals 

• 	fire risk 	 . 	' . 	' 	' : 	
.• 	. 

noise 	. 	. , 	,• 	: 	' •. . 	. . 	 . 

• 	other disturbance to the fbrest 	. 	. 

gréenhoüse climate change considerations. 	
.. 	 .. 

7 . 2  Socioeconomic Environment  

broadly discuss 'and assess the irnlications of privà€e 
property operations for future land use. Discuss in 'terms of. 
the most beneficial use of the forests involved and foregone. 
land use oppôrtunities..H 	. 	 . 	. 

• . 	discuss, whether the 'availability of a market for woodchips 
could result in increased .incentive to fell native.vegetation 
for pulpwood purposes and the effects of this on private land 
use . . . . . .. . 
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• impacts on any recreational use of forests involved and 
• utilisation of minor forest products (egwildflowers, fencing 
• timber, firewood, beekeeping etc.) 

impacts on.Water catchmerit regimes (flooding, sedimentation of 
water storages). 	. 	. . 

impactS on sites.with particular conservation significance, - 
significant historical, scientific or educational sites; 
Aboriginal sites etc 

impacts on visual amenity and landscape 

impacts on any adjbining or nearb' areas of high consevation 
or economic Value . 	. 

transport issues, safety,. impacts on tourism/looal traffic and 
local settlements, dust,, .road maintenance costs 

chipping operations, effects on local amenity, disposal of 
wastes. 	. 	 . . 	 . 	. 

IMPACT OF ALTERNATIVES 

Broadly discuss the differences in impacts of the alternatives 
considered in Section 5. Highlight the specific positive and 
negative impactS arising out of the alternatives. Piscuss the 
reasons for adopting the preferred project, in terms of these 
impacts. . . . . 

. ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT, SAFEGUARDS AND MONITORING 

This sebtion should describe all. measureS currently in place and 
proposed to minimise any adverse impacts associated with the 
projeät.and should draw togethefallreleant information mentioned 
elsewhere in the text together with a dlear stateihent of specifib 
commitments. A clear analysis should be provided of the likely 
effectiveness and secondary effects of: all safeguards and 
monitoring programs irnplemrited. 	. . 	. 	. . 

A strategic environmental mahageneiit program, including • . 	 I 	• 
environmehtal safeguards, should be described. Existing or 
proposed control systemsat State and. company level to ensure 
adherence to operational prescriptions should be described. 
P±ocedures.fot reporting the results.of monitoring and management 
to appropriate authorities should be given. 

Authorities responsible for management should be clearly 
identified. Ref ereñce should also be made to relevant legislation 
and standards of LocaL State and commonwealth authorities. 

Monitoring programS and environmental management plans should be 
designed to: 	• 	. 	 . 

assess the impacts of the project 
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ensure safeguards are being effectively applied 

	

• 	identify any unpredicted impacts and measures to apply 
remedial measures . 

• 	measure any differences between predicted and ac€ual idipacts. 

Some examplesof factois to be considered are lited below. 

overall environmental prbtection measures to xriinimis ,impadts 
on areas of outstanding natural or cultural value - 

• safeguai-ds and measures proposed to .protect the environment 
• 

during clearing/forestry on private land, including: 

overall• enviromental. prescriptions, protection meas ures  • 

	

	and standards (eg buffer st±ips, habitat trees, coupe size.  
and shape, wildlife corridors, erosion mitigation etc) 

preservation of soils, water quality and hydrological 
regimes • 	• 	 . 

. 	
•. • flora and fauna values.,, including on a regional basis 

waste management 	.• 	 . 	

• 

site restoration and rehabilitation of disturbed areas 

• 	assistance programs/measures whiththe company may provide to 
private landholders. (eg-to maintain forests for sustainable 
logging, establish plantations etc) • • • 

• 	-specific.méasuresto protect rarZe / endangered 
• . • Spcies/corunities 	• 	 : 
• 	programs/probedures to.rnoñitor environmental impacts, 

including: 	• 	• . . 

erosion, sediment pollution of rivers etc as a tesült of 
lodging Operations. •• 

	

. 	. 	
. flora and fauna values 	• 

steps to be taken to •correct dflrimental effects 
identified by monitoring 	. 	• 	- . 

provisions for liaison/consultation with relevant 
authdrities. and user groups 	: • 	• - 	• 

- rqanagement arrangements to ensure the above, programs are 
• effecièly applied 	 • . 	. 	• . 

-. . procedures for reporting on rnonitoing programs and 
recipien€s of reports. 	 ., 	 • 
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FIor space. A grove of hemlocks in the Chequamegon National 
Forest. Deer may have eaten hemlock seedlings and prevented new 
growth from the lorest floor. 

Biodlversity. Botanists Stephen Soiheirn, Donald Wailer, and Will-
iam Alverson, who sued the U.S. Forest Service. 

Milwaukee—The battle to preserve biologi-

cal diversity in the United States has, until 
now, been fought species by species. Like 
battlefields of a long-ago war, once-obscure 

names such as the snail darter and the spot-
ted owl mark its progress. But now, a trio of 

botanists from the University of Wisconsin is 
trying to open up a much broader front. They 

\' have flied two suits against the U.S. Forest 

Service in an attempt to force it to manage its 
millions of acres in a way that will preserve 

overall biodiversity, rather than merely pre-

venting individual species from being wiped 
out. 'There's no question it's a precedent-
setting case for conserving biological diver-
sity," says Nathaniel Lawrence, a Natural 

Resources Defense Council attorney in San 
Francisco who special izes in litigatingon con-
servation issues. 

One reason the suits can't just be written 
off as another engagement in the ongoing 
fight betveen environmentalists and the fed-

eral government is the credentials of the bota-
nists who joined the Sierra Club and the 

Wisconsin Audubon Council in filing. And, 
when oral arguments were heard earlier this 
month in federal court in Milwaukee, sup-

portive written statements from a blue-rib-

bon panel of biodiversity experts, including 
Edward 0. Wilson of Harvard, were part of 
the plaintiffs' case. The botanists and their 

'C allies argue that the Forest Service has fiiled 
in its obligation to preserve biodiversity. The 

linchpin of their argument is that the rel-
evant scientific data accumulated by ecolo-
gists during the 1970s and 1980s was ignored 
in Forest Service planning. 
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Specifically challenged in the suits are 
long-term management plans developed by 

the Service for the Nicolet and Chequamegon 
national forests in northern Wisconsin. The 

botanists—chiefly Donald M. Wailer, 
Stephen L. Solheim, and William S. 

Alverson—.charge that the plans contravene 
a provision in the I 976 National Forest Man- 

agement Act, which is 

supposed to ensure "di- 
versity of plant and ani- 
mal communities." The 
lawsuits also contend 
that biodiversity was not 

considered in the envi- 
ronmental impact state- 

- menu required by fed- 
eral law. If Judge John 
W Reynolds of U.S.. 

District Court here 
agrees, the ruling could 
have an impact not only 

on national forests, but 
ultimately on all federal 
projects, which are 
required to produce 
environmental impact 
statements. 

Says Walter Kuhlmann, attorney for the 

plaintiffs: "We think the ruling on these is-
sues will send a message around the country 
that it's not just species already endangered 
that must be protected under existing stat-

utes." And if these suits don't, others could-

because observers say the Wisconsin suits 
may herald others that intend to force the 
Forest Service to manage for biodiversity. 

The roots of the Wisconsin lawsuits can 
be traced to the early 1980s, when Alverson 
and Soiheim, along with 

Emmet Judziewicz, who 
were ii) or about to enter 
graduate school in botany 
at Wisconsin, were hired 

bythestate, undercontract 
for the Forest Service, to 

survey the Nicolet and 
Chequamegon (pro-

nounced Sha-WAF-I-me-
gon) forests for rare plants. 
The forests are largely 

made up of stands of as-
pen, pine, and birch that 

feed nearby pulp mills, but 
sphagnum-matted swamps 

thick with mosquitos and 
northern white cedars fill 
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the Low-lying areas. It was here that the stu-
dent botanists found much of the diversity, 

including orchids such as the rare pink 
calypso. 

In all, they reported on some 20 rare spe-
cies that they assumed would be targeted for 

management under the 1976 act. But in 1985, 

when draft management plans for the forests 
came out, consideration of rare plants was 

largely missing. Also missing was any notice 
of other factors conservation biologists had 
begun to learn can have a strong impact do 
biodiversity. "We were incredulous when we 

read the plans [and saw] that they had so 
abysmally misunderstood, misconstrued, or 

missed altogether all the information that 
was piling up out of ecology through the late 

1970s and early 1980s," says botanist WaIler. 
Among the information ecologists 

amassed in those decades was that small 
> patches of habitat—even if they add up to 

the same area as one large patch—are not as 
effective for preservingsome species. lnaddE# 
tion, biologists found that "edge effects" (jhé-
influence that the humidity, temperature 1  and 
species of one habitat can have on those-in-

adjoining ones) can wreakhaQbc on èert inv .& 

species. Yet the Forest-Service plans tvould. 
have fragmented the' ecological communf, 
ties into small patches by allowing roads and 

logging throughout the forests; creating large-
amounts of"edge" habitat—roads, clearcuts, 
and other openings—favqrable to the over-
grown deer population at the expense of the 
forest interior conditions required by some 
rare plants and other species. 

The Wisconsin botanists alerted the For-
est Service to these flaws during the public 

comment period on the plans. They suggeste1i 
timber sales be rearranged to avoid fragmen-

tation, leaving a few 40,000- to 100,000-acre 
blocks of forest to develop into roadless old 
growth, or "diversity maintenance areas—a 

proposal even the staff of the Chequamegon 
Forest conceded would allow the same 

amount of logging overall as the Forest 
Service's own plan. 

A coalition representing paper industry. 

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY 

Botanists Sue Forest Service 
To Preserve Biodiversity 



Worth preserving? 
Ram's head tadyslipper, 
an uncommon plant from 
Nicolet National Forest. 

logging hunting snowmobile 
ieinci related interests mobilized 
to oppose the botanists' pro-
posal. "The overriding concern 

is that practical use [of the for-
est would be restricted)," says 
Scott W. Hansen, attorney for 

(he coalition, which filed a 
friend of the court brief in the 

case. Hansen adds that 'there's 
little empirical data that sup-
ports the need for-such (diver-

sity maintenance! areas." 
Somewhat daunted by the 

criticism, the botanistssent their 
proposal to some of biology's 

best-known thinkers about di-
vers ity.* "We wanted a reality 

check," says WaIler. The writ- 
ten reviews came back in the form of 13 
thumbs up, validating the use the botanists 
had made of recent developments in conser-

vation biology and affirming the necessity for 
large blocks of habitat to minimize edge ef-
fects. "We desperately need to understand 
how mature ecosystems function, and every 

road, every forest edge, every clearing, is a 
wall between us and that understanding," 
wrote Dan Janzen, a University. of Pennsyl-
vania ecologist who specializes in tropical 

forest conservation. 
The 13 statements became part of the 

blizzard of paper filed in an administrative 
appeal of the plans in 1986  by the botanists 
to the Forest Service head office in Washing-
tonThe head office did make changes in the 

plan—including mandating more monitor-
ing of rare plants. But the issues of hibitat 
fragmentation and edge effects were not ad-
dressed, the botanists say. Still, Don Meyer, 

director of planning and budgeting in the 
regional Forest Service office in Milwaukee, 
defends the plans as a "very strong and good 
fuith effort" to meet the ecological require-

ments of the 1976 law. They have "an eco-
logical basis," he says, though he acknowl-

edges that basis is "not to the extent that we 
understand ecosystems now." The plans pro-
vide, he argues, for multiple purposes, in-
cluding species preservation. 

The botanists organized into a task force 
and joined forces with the Sierra Club and 
the Audubon Council to file lawsuits. Once 

'The reviewers and their affiliations at the time 
(1986): Jared-M. Diamond, University of Cali-
fornia, Los Angeles; Paul R. Ehrlich and Bruce 
A. Wilcox, Stanford University; David Wilcove 
and Barry A. Flamm, The Wilderness Society; 
Richard T. T. Forman and Edward 0. Wilson, 
Harvard University; Larry D. Harris, University 
of Florida, Gainesville; Daniel H. Janzen, Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania; Robeil M. May, 
Princeton University; Peter H. Raven, Missouri 
Botanical Garden; Daniel Simbeiloff, Florida 
State University; Michael E. Soulé. Society for 
Conservation Biology. 	 - 

the information was boiled 
down into oral arguments in a 
federal courtroom, the main 

questions seemed to deal with 
scientific knowledge: What did 
the forest planners know about 

the relevant science—and 
when did they know it? The 

botanists maintain that knowl-
edge of habitat fragmentation 
and edge effects was widely ac-

cepted scientificallyat the time 
the plans were written and that 
it should have been incorpo-
rated into the planning. "We 

don't think there's that much 
mystery about the scientific pri-
nciples," attorney Kuhlmann 
told the judge. "They'd been in 

the literature for 20 to 25 years" before the 
plans came out. 

The Forest Service has a different view. 
"The conservation biology theories advanced 
by Plaintiffs were emerging at the time the 

Plans were developed and could not be x-
pected to be incorporated, to the degree advo-
cated by Plaintiffs, into federal land manage- 

Most officials at the National Institutes of 

Health (NIH) probably thought they were 
having a bad dream lastJune when the House 
approved a 1993 budget for the National In-
stitutes of Health that was about $200 mil-

lion less than the Bush Administration had 
requested-Well, if they did, the nightmare is 
deepening. Last week, the Senate Appro-
priations Committee recommended to the 

full Senate a 1993 budget forNIH of $10.37 
billion, only about a 3% increase oVer the 
1992 budget and virtually the same amount 

as the House approved. The budget numbers 
have incensed NIH officials, including Di-
rector Bernadine Healy, who are accustomed 

to Congress adding to—not subtracting 
from—the Administration's request. 

"Congress issnookering the Americai pub-

lic," Healy told Science. Healy estimates that 
NIl-I will "barely" be able to fund 5000 new 
grants—I000 fewer than last year—if the NIH 
budget remains at this level. Whether this bad 

dream will come true will be decided when the 
Senate votes on the committee's recommen-
dation (the vote was exkected  to occur earlier 
this week after Science wentto press) and after 

the Senate and the House resolve the differ-
ences over the bill. 

Healy is particularly incensed that the 

Senate committee recommended only $833 
million for the National Institute of General 

Medical Sciences (NIOMS), 9% less than 
the House apprdved and 29% less than the 
Administration requested. The NIOMS sup- 

ment decision making," reads one brief. But in 
a somewhat franker statement, Wells Burgess, 
the )ustice Department attorney representing 

the Forest Service, offered a different explana-
tion: 'That's how the government works. 
They're going to be behind the curve." 

If the botanists win, the impact of the cases 
will depend in part on how Judge Reynolds 
casts his opinion. If he writes a broad opinion, 
requiring that environmental impact stite-

merits must consider biodiversity questions, 
the effects could well ripple out through all 

federal projects. A decision isexpected thisfali 
or winter. But the cases already seem to have 
had an effect on the Forest Service-This sum-
mer the Service launched its official "ecosys-

tem management" program, in which the 
agency claims to shift from an emphasis on 
exploitation of timber resources toward sus-
taining ecological processes in the nation's for-
ests, which one Forest Service brochure de-

scribes, ironically, as "chief among the country's 
most important reservoirs of biodiversity." 

—Christine MIot 

Christine MIoc is a science writer based in 
Milwaukee. 

ports basic research in areas such as genetics, 
biophysics, and structural biology, and is "the 

underpinning of all the work at NIH," Healy 
says. She described the level of funding for 
the NIOMS as a "classic example" of what's 

wrong with this year's appropriations. 
Healy also complains that Congress is di-

recting NIH to do more research on breast 
cancer without providing adequate funding. 

"It's a 'Sophie's Choice' on women's health. 
If we do more on breast cancer, we take away 
from lung cancer. I think it's cruel politics," 

she says- But an apjropriations staffer dis-
putes 1-lealy's charge, pointing out that the 
committee has approved $220 million for 

breast cancer research, about $83 million 
more than the Administration requested. 

Another cut will affect Healy's ability to 

start new initiatives: The Senate committee 
slashed the director's discretionary fund from 
$20 million in 1992 to $3 million in 1993. 
Last year, Healy created the Shannon Awards, 

a-program that uses discretionary money to 
fund research projects that just miss obtain-
ing a regular NIH grant. Now, besides having 

less money to fund the Shannons, there will 
be about 1000 more grants competing for 
them. Healy asserts. 

An appropriations staffer makes no apolo-
gies for the cuts, and blames the tight N I H 
budget on the stagnant U.S. economy. "We 

love Bernadine Healy," he says- "We wish we 
had more money to take care of her." 

—Richard Stone 

NIH BUDGET 

No Help in Sight: From the Senate 
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FOREST AND TIMBER INQUmYiNFORMATION SHEET: 
CONSERVATION MANAGEMENT 

The basic goal of conservation is to retain natural ecàsysteths with their complement 
of biological diversity and ecological processes, with a minimum of human 
interference. 	- 

There are no firmly established guidelines for assessing whether adequate 
conservation of an ecosystem has been achieved. The Inquiry considered and asked 
others the question '\Vhàt constitutes adequate conservation? It received no definitive 
answer, even from bodies with administrative and managemern responsibilities in this 

area. 

While most state and territory agenciesnow plan to reserve poorly conserved 
ecosystems andspecies, Australia has a reserve system that is less than optimal. With 
the possible exception'of the Australkan Capital Territory; there is a need forfurther 
reservation Of areas in all states and territories to achieve a fully 	 tatime  
reserve, system. A national strategy to ensure the biologibal conservadott of 
Australia's forests must be deyeloped and implemented as part of the National Forest 

Strategy. 

A reserve system that conserves viable representative samples of the biological 
diversity of natural forest ecosystems in Australia is an essendal cottiponent of an9 
strategy to maintain the pennannt forest.estate. Further, biological conservation 

• 	outside reserves is an. essential component of such a strategy. 

The choice of acwal areas for further reservation is best left to 'balapced panels of 
experts' reviewing cwtent land uses within a bioregional context. Th balanced 
panel of experts concept endorsed by the Inquiryis similar to that used by the Forests 
and Forest Industry Council of Tasmania in developing its Forests and Forest Industry 

Strategy. 

Regional assessment: conflict.over forest use will not be reduced if governments. 
continue to rcly on ad hoc, reactive mechaflisnis for accommodating the interests of 
more than one gdvemment in forest use decisions. 

The Inquiry recommends that the Commohwealth and the states Øevelop coordinated 
nationalstrategies and guidelines for prospécdvc regional forest planning. 

The Inquiry endorses the work undertaken by the Australian Heritage Commission in 
collaboration with the Western Australian Department of Conservation and Land 
Management as a posilbie model for intergovernmental cooperation in regional forest 
assessment. 

The inquiry recommends that a national framevork be established for cooperative, 
integrated, prospective regional assessments taking into account National Estate and 
World Heritage values, endangered species, biodiversity, old growth, vegetation 
remnants, pests, diseases, water catc.hments and fire management, social and 
economic eor.sider.ttions.  
This inform2i'n sheet precknt soino of the principal conclusions and nxommendatiQns of the 
Inquiry in rnnir orn t 	They are unavoidubly presented out of context and detailed interpreutons 
or analv:c .'f p::r;it: L,V. 1uinn4 and recornmenaIiflflS ifla rClUirC rt'!erCflCc tthC full rcper:.' 



FOREST AND TIMBER INQUIRY INFORMAITION SKEET: 
PLANTATIONS 

Conservation grouh have argued that logging should cease in native forests and that 
the wood and wood products industry should be based almost entirely on plantation 
resources. The industry has argued that plantations are only a complement to nAtive 
forest harvesting and that access to native forests must be máihtained. 

Replacement of native forest harvesting: plantations, both hardwood and 
softwood, Will develop under normal market conditions as oppurtunitis ocCur. Th 

extent to which wood from plantauons caii replace wood from native forests - 
allowingfor.the.fime4akenJOr-PlafltatiOflS to grow - is limited by past rates of 
planting. Unless the community is prepared to accept significant dislocation of 
regional industry and employment it will not be feasible to accelerate the replacement 
of native hardwoods with softwoàd resources. The timber induuy must itnain 
dependent, for some time, on the native forest resource. 	 . 	- 

Plantation establishment: Governments can influence, háwever, the rate of 
plantation establishment in a number of ways. The4nquiry considers that, if 
governments wish to encourage private investmçnt in plantations, government-owned 
plantations should operate along fully commercial lines. Imputed values for taxation, 
dividend payments and, if not already incurred land costs should be incorporated in 
theft accounting procedures. Alternatively, governmeht-owned plantations could be 
sold to private investors. 

Taxation: In submissions and at public hearings, plantation industry representatives 
criticised the effects of the taxation system on incentives to invest. The Inquiry 
investigated these claims and concluded that the taxation system is essendally neutral 
in its effects, although it does recommnd some anièndments to the Income Tax 

Assess,ne'zt Act 1936. 

The Inquiry has concluded that the lack of any provision in the Income Tax 
Assessment Act allowing for the indexation of tax deductions associated with very 
long tenn investments may dissuade individuals, particularly famiers, from investing 
in forestry: If government considered that a specific provision should be introduced 
to counter this disincentive effect; the Income Tax Assessment Act could be amended 
to provide for the indexation of allowabJe deductions carried forward overa long 
period in relation either to forestry investments, or to investments spread over a 
specified term. 	 . 	. 

The present lithit of $250 000 for allowable deductions in the case of deposits under 
the IncomeEqualisation Deposits Scheme is toolS to suit an industry such as 
plantation forestry, a characteristic of which is that in a single year, when trees ar 
harvested, a very large return is made on a very lon g tenn investment. The Inquiry 
recommends that for forestry investments, the upper limit of allowable deducons for 

deposits under the Income Equalisation Deposits Scheme be raised. 

This information sheet presents some of the principal con&Iusions and recommendations of the 
Inquiry in summary form. The' are unavoidably presented out of context nnddetailed interpretations 

:1 particu 	it:'fons ard recoil  ni nien da i i iris may require r:i:rcnce to the fII rerOn. 	I 



RñREST AND TIMBER INQUIRY INFORMATION SHEET: 

I 	ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF WOOD PRODUCTION. 

Much of the debate about future uses of forests has focused on the thivironmentai 
impacts of wood production and other uses and whether or not these impacts are 
damaging to the valUes of the forest estate. There are some who think that the impact 
of wood production, is sufficiently serious for its use to bdisconUnued; there are 
others who contend that measures to mitigate impacts are adequate and that wood 
production should continue. Claim and coun;erclaim have been put forward 
concerning the extent of knowledge about impacts, the nature and extent of the 
impacts, and the efficiency and effectiveness of current practices for monitoring and 
minimising impacts..... .... .... 

	

.. 	..... 

At present there are relatively few Australian papers containing original data on the 
impacts of forest use. The Inquiry conducted a survey of the published and 
unpubliThed Australian literature on the impacts of forest use. Out of.moreahan 2000 
articles examined, only 20 per cent contained original data dealing with impacts. The 
majority of these dealt with the impacts of wood production. Less than half the 
articles containing original data are based on studies that extended beyond one year 
and less than 10 per cent are based on studies that extended beyond 10 years. 

Consequently, there is insufficient information available to support claims about 
whether impacts resulting from forest uses, including wood production, are benign or 
deleterious to environmental values in AusrraliQ. The information that is available 
addresses hort-term effects (a decade or less). However ;  in the view of the Inquiry, 
the major concerns are those changes that are less obvious and gradual and may 
become serious in the longer term. 

After taking the precautionary principle and infergeneradonal aquity into account the 
Inquiry concluded that the cessation of wood production activities in native forests is 
not justified on the basis of the evidence before it. However, the Inquiry strongly 
emphasises that there are inherent uncertainties about long term effects and therefore 
the precautionary principle must fonn the basis for all future policies and practices 
relating to the maragement of forests for wood production and for minimising the 
impacts of this activity. This is particularly important given the current trends 
towards increasing intensity of wood production regimes. 

The Inquiry concludes that the current levels of monitoring impacts are inadequate 
and recommends that systematic long term monitoring be established and that forest 
managers hold the maintenance of forest ecosystem processes as their highest priority. 
The Inquiry considerithat there is much scope for improving public confidence in the 
ability of forest managers to identify problems and modify their management 
accordingly. To this end the Inquiry r&commends independent audits of the adequacy 
of forest codes of practices and their enforcement. 

This information sheet presents sor.e ol the pricpal conclusions and recomrnenQauOfls CL tflC 

inquiry in summary form. They are univoidably çrcnied out of Contc>a and detailed interpretations 

	

: :in:dvsi' f p:trti:fflar concluccr. 	reorii::: .i.tt:OflS may require nefeRnc: to the lull reran. 	t 



IFOREST AND TIMBER.INQUIRY.INFORMATION SHEET: 

•1 	OLD-GROWTH FORESTS 

Old-growth forests are often a source of conflict among different sections of the 
community. Old-growth forests combine attibutes of ecological maturity and higb 
biological diversity with aesthetic and intangible values associated with their 
elative1y undisturbed state. Industry seeks continued access to ecologically mature 
forets since they represent a significant part of the forest resource and contain ifees 
of suitable size for ,  woqd-mcessing activities. The Inquiry estimates that up to 11 
per ce,1I of sawlogs and 23 p& cent of pulpogs cunently come from o!d-t'.vth 

forests.  

The Jnquir' found that there is no generally agreed definition of what contimtes an 
old-growth forest'. It reommends that use of the term cold growth' bereserved for 
forests that are both negligibly disturbed and ecologically mature and have hh 
conservauon and intangible values. 	 - 

The widespread loss andrnodification of old-growth forest ecosystems since 
Euiopean settlement in Australia has led to a perception that such forests are now 
rare. Insufficient information is available, however, to make this assessmeht. 
According to the Inquiry's Forest Resource Survey, 18 per cent of all remaining 
eucalypt forests are unlogged, but not all of this would constitute old-growth forest by 
the inquiry'à definition. 

Logging of old-gTqvth forest poteptially violates the precautionary-principle of 
sustainable developmeth in that an irreplaceable resource is being destroyed: 
although the ecological atthbutes ~ of old growth may be regenerated in the long term 
(a century or more), the values associated with the pristine attributes cannot be 
replaced. It is not feasible to log old-growth forests, as defined by the Inquiry, and 
vet retain their fufl complement of old-growth attributes and values. 

Options: in the In4uiry's view there are.availablè to governments two justifiable 

options for dealing with the areas identified as old-growth forests by a proposed 
comprehensive survey.  

The Lu-st option is to require a rapideessation of all logging operation 
within those forestareas, and placing them in conservation reserves. This 
would result in the significant loss of timber resource in some regions and it 
would not necessarily ensure the long-tenn preservadon of old-growth 
stands. 

The second option is for forest management agepcies to prepare 
comprehensive managemerztplans that identifyand rank oldgrowth forests 
in terms of their full range of values. Under this option it may be decided 
that after adeq9ate protection of examples of old-growth forests some old 
growth may be availablefor logging if noalternàtivc sources of rimUer exist 
and the impacts on local communities are significant. 

This information sheet precnts some of the principal conclusions and recommendations of the 
lncur in summary form. They ur unavoidably preserned out of coincxt and detailed interpretations 
or r::tic'is of rariinhr contusions 	recommendations may rcjuirC rf'rcace to the iull rc2prE. 



FOREST AND TIMBER INQUIRY INFORI4ATION 

RESOURCE SECURITY 

The term 'resource security' has been adopted by panics to the forest debate to refer to 
guarantees of secure access to wood resources for fixed periods. The concept has 
become contentious in relation to native forest use because the wood and wood 
products industry has interpreted recent allocations of production forests to 
conservation tenures as a threat, to future investment; and conservation groups see 
large areas of forested land being devoted to wood production for considerable 
periods. 

The Inquiry is of the view that security of investmenf4eMnd*s'4s-essenti&-to-the - 
fuwre of a competitive wood and wood products industry based on public native 
forest resources. Security of invesmient can be achieved whete long-term wood 
supply agreements are determined and financial compensation is offered in:the event 
of promised wood allocations being withdrawn. 

In response' to industry concerns, the Commonwealth Government has developed the 
Forest Conservation and Development Bill. At the time of completion of the Final 
Report the Bill had not been introduced into the Senate. 

- The Inquiry is of the view that the proposed legislation is largely irrelevant to the 
majority of producers in the forest industry since it applies only to projects worth 
more than $100 million. It nojes, however, the Commonwealth Government's 
intention to provide non-legislative rtsource security for projects worth less than 
$100 million. The Inquiry is concerned that this approach will entrench the current 
practice of reactive pro,ect-by-project assessment. 

Regardless of whether the Forest Conservation and Development Bill is enacted, the 
Inquiry's preferred approich to resource security is to strengthen and revise 
agreements between state forest management agencIes and indusuy, particularly 
through the developmeni of enforceable contracts that malçe clear pro Vision for 
compensation. 	- 

The Inquiry considers that governments should carefully consider a system of long-
term harvest riEhts incorporating periodic review. The Inquiry has provided an 
example of how such a system might work in Chapter 16 of its Final Report. 

The question of Commonwealth involvement in these processes is best dealt with 
through the intergovernmental institutional açangements proposed by the Inquiry. 
This would include tlie development of integrated regional assessments as a priority: 

The Inquiry finas that the offer of appropriate compd,nsation is an important element 
in providing Investment security for industry while maintaining an adaptive and 
precautionary approach to forest management. It aeknowledges'that this involves 
governrnenis assuming greater finapcia] risk. Such an arrangement would be 
conditional -on industry paying governments for the full value of wood harvesting 
rights and paying for the costs of wood production in public native forests. 

This inibnnation sheet presents some of the principal conclusions and recommendations of the 
Inquiry in summary form. They are unaveidably presented cm of context and detailed internretatiors 

r'a -tcubr con k:sion'. and recc'nn1end2tion mu' rcuim rfcrence to the ft:Ii renxt. 



FOREST AND TIMBER INQUIRY INFORMATION SHEET: 
OPTIONS FOR STATES AND TERRITORIES 

Changes to instittitional arrangements at the state and territory level are the 
prerogative of the relevant governments. Nevertheless, the Inquiry puts forwrd 
several suggestions for consideration by those governments. 

As the Inquiry sees it, the main difficulty facing the states and territories in forestry 
decisions is that of matching institutional change with the rapid changes in 
community vathes and other factors (such as tchnology) that have already ocóurred 
&nd ca.n be expected to occur in the future. 

- -- --- ------Need for integrated agencies: the Injuiiy considers that there is greaterpotentiaUpt;_...._... 
adapting to change if forestry jlanning and management are undertaken in 
conjunction with conservation and land mahagement, within integrated agencies. 

The Inquir' has criticised existing managethent arrangements, particularly-those that 
split the conservation function between agencies with responsibilities for reserve 
management and agencies with responsibilities for wood production. No amount of 
inter-agency consultation can substitute for an institution with responsibilities for 
integrated forest management. 	: 

Some itares ha''e already established integrated departments, and others are 
considering similar arrangements. Each state and territory must of course make its 
own decision, but the Ihquiry strongly recommends that the advantages of integrating 

• . 	- 	resource management and conservation functions be carefully assessed.and that 
governments build on the knowledge and sldlls contained within existing agencies. 
Improved state and territory decision making in relation to forestry matters should 
lessen the number of occasions requiring Commonwtalth involvement. 

Some Inquiry participants claimed that the integration of agencies allows for conflict 
to be internahsed; in the Inquiry's view, this potential would be countered by the 
more open processes that it recommends, 

Separate land use allocation: the problems of land use planning and the 
establishment of conservation reserves in forest areas are a matter that all states and 
territories should confront'with urgency.. Eadh state and territory that has not already 
done so should establish a forest land use advisory body equipped to reappraise both 
the forest resource and the conservation reserve system. These bodies should be 
separate from the integrated fotest management agencies. 

Greater commUnity involvement: the other major problem that the states and 
territories should confront is that of community consultation and participation in 
forestry decisions. Much of the community's mistrust of forest rnanagementcan be 
attributed to frustration caused by lath of information and lack of opportunity to 
cbniient effectively on forestry plans. The Inquiry is of the view that more open and 
u-ansparent processes would result in reduced conflict. 

This information sheet presents some of the principal conclusions and recommcndattdris of the 
ln4uirv in summary form. They ar unavoidably presented out olcontext and dcuikd interpretatioN 
('r 	 rankular ccnclt:sior. :nd recomtndations may r.lurt reIerrc:- bc full report. 



I r'flnE't, r a 'i) mann i rtjna, nz 	sinncR INQUIRY rNFORMATION SHEET:: 
OflIONS FOR THE COMMONWEALTH 

The Inquiry is concerned that the difficuldes experienced with Ausutlias forest and 
timber resources may be indicative of problems that the Commonwealth will face as 
it considers possible mechanisms for implementhig the recommendations of the 
Ecologically Sustainable De'ekpment Working Groups or in undertaking other 
initiatives to foster ecologically sustainable development. 

It will be difficult for the Commonwealth Government to manage its forest-related 
itsoorisibilities while those responsibilities remain dispersed in different depaitme.nts 
pursuing different objectivcs. The same will probably apply to other renewable 
rèsouices. 

The Commonwealth's current admLnistrativearrangements relating to forest issues are 
inadequate to support .goernmeni policy aimed at fostering ecologically sutainab1e 
resource development. 	 .3. 

This is a matter of particvlar concern because the Commonwealth advocates 
inttgrated assessment and decision making for the envfronment and development but 
splits its own bureauc;àcy in such a way that it will be difficult to undertake the 
necessary tasks of planning and implementation. 

Options: the Inquiry strongly suggests that the ComtnonwSth consider institudonl 
arrangeiñents that bring together. all Commonwealth responsibilities for forest policy. 
In the Inquiry's view there are two options in this regard: 

I. to bring together ull Cóinmonwealth responsibilities for forest policy 
within a single existing organisaridn; 

2: to establish in new portfolio, the Department of Renewable Resources, 
with responsibilities relating to foresty, fisheries, and possibly 
agriculture and land management. This is the Inquiry's preferred option. 

This information sheet prcsen:s SOJUt' of the principal conclusions and recommendations of the 
lnquii- y in summary (urn;. Thd' :frc unavoidably presented out.of contexi and dccai!cd ir,tcqfreLqtion$ 
t:r analysis of p ri :iait - In.!i;and TccOmmcndat!c'ns nitty qure rcfcrer.c :, the 1: report. 



FOREST AND TIMBER INQUIRY INFORMATION SHEET: 
OPTIONS FOR INTERGG.1ERNMENTAL.MECHANMS 

The Inquiry finds the existing intergovernmental arrangements unsatisfactory: the 
respective roles of governments in relation to forest use are unclear; effective 
mechanisms for intergovernmental coordination of policy do not exist; and there are 
few national standards, criteria and guidelines for forest-use4ecisiorls when the 
interests of governments overlap. 	 - 

- 	The Inquiry concludes that there. is a need for improyed decision-making structures 
and processes at Commonwealth, Suite and ttrritory leve! and for better ocrdinaticn 

of forest decisions Jn areas of common jurisdiction. 

The overriding national ieed isfor improved intergovernmental institutions and 
decision processes that would support tomprehensive forwath planning for forest use. 
Mechanisms for conflict resolution wOuld still be required, but iris far m'e 
important to focus on approaches that would minimise the occurrence of farest 
disputes rathd than dealing with them after they hav&arisen. The most contentious 
areas of decision making are those in w}ich state and territory and Commonwealth 
interests and obligations overlap. 

The following are the Inquiry's options for improvedinstitutional arrangements at the 
intergovernmental, or national, level: 

to retain existing national inst+nitions and modify existing 
inierovemmentái mechanisms; 

to modify existitig iflstitutions and intergovernmental mechanisms. This 
odon would-involve retaining the present Australian Forestry Council 
and enhancing consultative mechanisms between the AustralianForesny 
Council and the Australian and New Zealand Environment and 
Conservation Council; 	- 

3: to create a new national institution, the National Foresès Council, by 
fefonnig the existing Australian Forestry Council. This new Council 
would involve ministers with responsibility for conservation as well as 
ministers with responsibility for forestry matters. It would have 
considerably expanded responsibilities, which would be carried out by a 
number of working groups. This is the Inquirys preferred option. 

As an adjunct to this option but-also as options in their own right, the Inquiry 
proposes the establishment of an Australian Forests Research and Development 
Authority and a Forest Product Developnmnt and Marketing Corporation. 

This inlorrnadon sheet prscn is some of the princ; pal conciusions and recommendations of the 
Inquiry in urnrnaryforrn. They are unavoithibly prc.seflIod out cl-context and detailed intarpreutions 
t'r an.:h sis nI par;icu;ir.:ndusions and rctomm:r.chth'ns n;i' require reference to the full report. 



'FOREST AND TIMBER INQUIRV 1NFO*ATION  SHEET: 
WOODCHIPS  

The .vood and .wood products industry and the state forest management agencies 
argue that woodehipping is an imegral part of the industry, valuable in its own right 
and an impor1ant element of forest management strategies. Conservation groups 
argue that woodchipping allows the loggihg of forest in areas thkt would otherwise 
not be financially feasible and that expOrt woodchips is a waste of Ausfralia's forest 
resources. 

Policy on exportiig weodchips; Calls ha't been made to ban the expcn of 
woodchips for environmental reasons. Others have said that the domestic processing 
of these woodchips would improve Australia's economic performance: 

The Tnquiry concludes that if the main point of concern is that the logging practices 
associated with theproduction of woodchips from native forests are unacceptable on 
ecological or other grounds, it would be more effeëtive to control these practices 
directli or implement a different system of lahd use rathei than impose export 
sanctions thengage in other forms of intervention in established commercial 
activities. 

The InquWy agrees that national economic gains would accrue if woodchips could be 
profitably redirected to pulp mills wIthin Australia, but this cannot be forced by 
government decree; if it is to occur it must be as a consequence of commercial 
opportunities and responses. To discontinue woodchip exports for any other reason 
than a decline in international competitiveness, particularly at short notice, would 
seriously disrupt industry andixnpose severe economic losses on forest-based 
indusuies and loca] communities. 

The Inquiry recommends that, at the very least. the Commonwealth draw a distinction 
between woodchips obtained from native forests and chase produced by pintations. 

Export tax: The Resource Assessment Commission's Research Branch study of the 
Austra]ia—Japan woodchip trade resulted in a proposal that a tax on export woodchips 
to enable Australia to gain a larger share of the available economic surplus generated 
by the woodchip.trade be considered. 

It is the Inquir)?s view that the Commonweai!.h Government should not consider an 
export tax on woodchips unless the buoyant market conditions that cháracterised the 
1980s were to reappear. . 

Transfer pricing: the Inquiry investigated claims that the Australian community may 
be subsidising woodchip production because pulpiog royalris are too low or because 
some woodchip exponrs may be engaging in cransfer pricing. 'ansfer pricing 
refers in this instance to the possible cbnveyance of domestic profits made by a local 
subsidiary, by selling raw materials at an artificially low price, to a parent company 
ovtrseas. The Inquiry found no.evidence of cansfer pricing. 

This information sheet presents some of the princ;pal conclusions and recommendations of the 
Inquiry in summary form. They are unavoidably presented out oicontcxt and dctailed interpreLitions 
or an:vis aIparticul2r cnneIu,,ons and reccn:i.cndations traY r\1I!ire  refcrene ;o the ftll report. 



FOREST AND TIMBER INQUIRY INFORMATION SHEET: 
PULP AND PAPER MILLS 

Australia has a large trade deficit in Daper products and exports large quantities of 
woodchips. The pulp and paper industry argues the, trade deficit thuld be reduced if 
pulp mills are built in Australia. Industry believes that the development of large pulp 
mills using the bleached kraft technology Is the most commercially viable option. 
Conservation groups argue that these mills will tie uplarge areas of forested land for 
long periods and that smaller scale mills using technologies that do not produce 
organochiodnes are more appropriate. Conservationists argue that alternatives to 
harvesting native forests exist. such as using plantation grnwn fe.edstock or non-wood 
fibres. 

Wood availability: at present the establishment of a bleached eucalypt knit mill 
séems a prospect only in Tasmania, where the current yolume of export woodehips, 
derived mainly from native forest is sufficient to supply a world-scale mill. A study 
undertaken for the Inquiry of the forests of south-eastern NSW and East Gippsland 
found that barely enough wood would be available in that region to support a world- 
scale mill. 

The Inquiry considers it probable that if the native forest is relied upon to supply 
wood for world-scale bleached eucalypt bait mills, very large areas of forest would 
be committed to pulpwood production for.long periods. This would preclude some 
other uses of the forest resource in those areas, possibly even the production of saw 
logs The relevant forest management agencies would face strong presthire to apply 
short-rotation, intensive methods of silviculture, and this would significantly change 
forest smicture and ecosystem processes. 

Choice of technology and scale: the choice of pulp mill scale and iechnology 
should be len to indusuy, provided it meets the standards in the Pulp and Paper 
Industry Package and any standards set by the relevant state. Decisions made by 
industry will be constrained by economic considerations, wood supply conditions, 
and effluent standards. 

Direct regulation of harvesting practices is the appropriate way to deal with the 
environmental impacts of forest manaepiept practices. Indirect controls based on 
restrictions on processing technology would not be as efficient. 

Organochtorines: organochiorines from bleached eucalypt knit mills pose some 
risk of long-term environmental damage4ut the Inquiry has been unable to 
determine the extent of that risk. The Inquiry recommends that if any bleached 
eucalypt Icraft mills are built inAustralia they should be subject to careful 
environmental monitoring and adaptive control. 	 - 

Alternative fibres: pulp and paper operations based on non-wood fibres, principally 
kenaf, wheatstraw and bagasse, may be developed in Australia in the future. The  
Inquiry examined their prospects and concluded that they would be unlikely to 
displace hardwood pulp in most paper-making operations. 

This information sheet presents sornc of the principal conclusions and recommendations of the 
- 	inquiry in summary form. They ate unavoid;tbjy presented out of context and duiied interpretations 

a:aysofpartictLs :'r,clusionsnrJ rc:minendations m 	r:tI'Ji'!fl 	to the lull report. 
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Environmental performance and monitoring: in general, the pulp and paper 
industry and government environment proteéUon agencies areendeavouring to 
achievethe highest possible standards of effluent control, particularly in relation to 
upgrading existing pulp and paper mills. 

• 	. 	However, much of the information about effluents has not been cothpiled and 
presented in a manher that facilitates public scrutiny. As a consequence1 environment 
protection agencies generally are not held publicly accountable if they permit a mill 

• 	 to exceed licensed effluent levels. 

The ptrfcrrnance of the pulp and paper industry and the environment protecUon 
agencies in pieting and establishingappropriate discharge levels for effluent should 
he open to public scrutiny. This can only occur if the agencies ensure that all. 
monitoring is undertaken and that the results are published in such a way as to allow 
useful examination of data by the public. 

The Inquiry recommends that the environment protection agencies undertake 
environmental audits of allexisting pulp and paper mills in order to establish a 
comprehensive and publicly accountableframework for any proposd expansion of 
the industry. Such audits should include assessment of existing total effluent loads, 
environmental conditions in receiving waters, andeffects on ecosystems and other 

receptors. 

This infon adonhct pr;;ents SOflit 01 the pdncip& conclusions and recornrnenUaUonS at the 

Inquiryin summary form: They are unavoidably pr:.ented Out of corucxt und dethiled interpretuOnS 

analvsi.; of 	r cori;iOflS afli rccmmeatk'ns may require rcfcer.cc to the full rc'port. 



FOREST AND TIMBER INQUIRY INFO1ATION SIlbt. 1: 

SUSTAINABLE YIELD  

One of the most contentious issues examined by the Inquiry was the question of the 
ustainability of current forest har'esdpg. Conservation groups argued that wood 

production levels were unsustainable while state forest management agencies and the 
timber industry maintained that current harvesting levels were sustainable. 

In native fo?ests zoned for wood production there are particular problems associated 
• with converting mature fo?esr to regrowth. If mature forest is cut too quickly there 
may be a sherriafi in wnod supply before the regrowth is availawe; this 'npugh' could 
continue f& at least anothc cpttiii cycle aa a shortfall ef particular age classes, In 

- - 	this sense, 'overcuttirtg' can be said to have taken place. Such harvesting practices can 
still, however, be described as sustainable: they will not desu'oy the capacity of the 
forest to produce wood in the future if harvesting and regeneration are conducted 
proficiently, but they will result in what foresters call uneven-flow' sustainabk yield 

from the forest area concerned. 	 - 

• The Inquiry recçived evidence that, during the postwar perkd, overcuning 
(as defined) occurred in most parts- of'Ausfl'aiia in response to political pressur&to 
extract the native timber resource to support consq'uCfiOfl and economic development. 
In some areas high rates of sawlog removal continued into the 1970s. 

In its draft report the Inquiry cafled for information demonstrating that forests are 
being managed for sustained yield. The agencies responded to this call and, on the 
basis of information presented, there has been a shift in the inquiry's thinking about 
sustained yield from what was said in the draft report. The Inquiry is satisfied that 
currently the agencies have in place sustained yield manageMent strategies for wood 
production. The evidence before the Inquiry is that these strategies are appropriate. 
The agencies' yield projections are supported by the Inquiry's own analysis of the data 

:Lc agencies have provided. 

There are a number of different interpretations of the terni sustained yield, and there 
is potential for overly simplistic approaches to be adopted. in prepafing forest 
management plans it would be better to concentrate on explicit scenarios that seek to 
match long-term production potential with the capacity to process the offtake and 

with demand for the products. 

The management of the forest estate to achieve a sustainable, marketable and 
relatively even flow of products will always remain difficult and conoversial. 
Forest agencies have been hampered in their planning by a shortage of information on 
the extent and-growth of forest resources. The inquiry encourages forest management 
agencies to continue their efforts to improve their p)annin facilities and to make their 
data, models and scenarios available for peer review and public scrutiny. 

Forests agencies and industry have given great emphasis to the loss of forest 
resources due to transfers to conservation purposes. The Inquiry found that 
significant losses have occurred in some regions, however, there has been a tendency 
to over emphasise the impact of these losses on sustained yield lanning. 

This infontatorvsheei.PrSCfltS some of the piincipa] conclusions and récommeniations of the - 

nqufry in summary font. They are unavoidably presented out of context and detailed nerpreI21iOflS 

c k r : l :on 	drL comflt%n3aLflS may require :eiercr.cC tc' tcJillrePtMI. 
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Foreword 
This package is a response to the Govern-
ment's Natural Resources Package. It ad-
dresses the same land-uèe decision-making 
questions as that package. 

Except for the Threatened Species Conser-
vation Bill, which must be passed this year 
under the requirements of the Endangered 
Fauna (Interim Protection) Act, the'q uestions 
addressed in the Government's package are 
not the most important priorities of the conser-
vation groups. They certainly do not reflect the 
planning needs of NSW. 

Our immediate concern is for the many 
valuable natural areas which are in danger 
and require immediate protection. Bills to 
protect some of these areas are currently be-
fore the Parliament, or will be listed early in 
the Budget Session, i.e.: 

- the South East Forests, 
- the proposed Khappinghat Nature 
Reserve, 

- the proposed Moonee Beach Nature 
Reserve, 

- nominated Wilderness Areas, and 
- other proposedNational Parks and 
Nature Reserves. 

Many environment groups also believe that 
the Wilderness Act and the National Parks 
and Wildlife Act require amendment to im-
prove their public participation processes. 

The Parliament should prepare and pass these 
Bills at the earliest opportunity. 

Unlike the Government's Natural Resources 
package, which exempts the South East For-
ests from its decision-making processes, this 
Nature Conservation/Land Use Planning Pack-
age does not refer to specific areas of land. It 
presents, intead, an integrated systern for 
planning natural resource use in an ecologi-
cally sustainable way. 

In an ideal world, land-use decisions would 
be made by people disconnected from the politi-
cal process. This independent body would 
assess the biophysical capability of the envi-
ronment, and then recommend a mix of land-
uses that leave the ecosystem and its processes 
intact in the long term. Land-use decision-
making would be guided primarily be ecologi-
cal thinking, rather than political or economic 
ideology. 

The proposed Natural Resources Manage-
ment Council, hpwever, is an entirely politi-
cised body which operates in secret to execute 

the political ideology of the parties in power. 
We have no confidence in its composition or its 
processes, and so have chosen to promote the 
proven land-use planning processes of the En-
vimnmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979. 

Although this landmark legislation is 
amongst the best in the world, successive 
Government's have been ignoring the spirit, 
and the letter, of the law since it was enacted. 

While land-use decisions under the Envi-
ronmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 
are made ultimately by the Minister, we have 
confidence that its integrated regional approach, 
and its comprehensive public consultation proc-
ess, can ensure ecological sustainability. 

In contrast, the Government's Natural 
Resources Package aims simply to develop 
natural resources on public lands by overrul-
ing existing laws. By imposing private inter-
ests on public land, the Government's package 
will only increase social conflict. - 

Security for those investing in industries 
based on public resources can only be guaran-
teed if the community support those indus-
tries. Conflict will only be avoided when the 
community has been fully informed, and has 
participated in decisions about these, indus-
trieà use public resources. 

We call on all Members of Parliament to reject 
the Government's Natural Resources package, 
and to begin implementing the state's existing 
legislation. 

Dr Judy Messer, Nature Conservation Council 
ofNSW 

Milo Dunphy, Total Environment Centre 
Sue Salmon, Australian Conservation 

Foundation 
Ben Oquist, The Wilderness Society 
Graham Douglas, National Parks Association 

of NSW 
Jeff Angel, South East Forest Alliance 
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Executive Summaril-c 
rJ 	

NSW Government's Natural Resources 
Package has been designed to (lCstrOy many of 
the laws and procedures which cun'ently pro-
tect the environ went. It unclerm inca funda-
mentals of the Environmental Planning and 
Assessthent Act 1979, and aspects of the Na-
tional Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 and the 
I Ieiitnge Act 1977. which have been (!Stal)- 
Ii shed in lam in) ark Court cases. 

Under the Natural Resources package: 

Departments and Ministers are less account-
able. 

* Departments and Ministers make their de-
cisions in a less open manner. 

Vested interests have an improper level of 
influence over land-use decisions. 

* Decisions about compensation agreements, 
nd the protection of endangered species 

habitats, are made in secret. 

* Environmental protection can be sacrificed 
for political expediency. 

* Public resource are virtually privatised. 

The stated conservation objectives are cor- 
rupted by evasion clauses and mechanisms. 

If the package is passed, decisions about the 
land and its resources will be made in a loosely 
structured way which does not guarantee 
environmental protection, and may lead to 
serious maladministration 

Tile NSW environment groups' Natui'e 
Conservation/Land Use Planning Package is 
an active plan to resolve conflict, protect jobs 
and conserve that natural environment. Its 
key features are: 

* making full use of the Environmental Plan-
ning and AssessmentActforlongterm state 
and regional planning, * 

* amending the Environmental Planning and 
Assessment Act to ensure that the environ-
mental impact statements of state and local 
Government agencies are determined by an 
independent body, 

-emjpwering the National Parks and Wild-
life Sev if the Threatened 
Species Conservation Bil

lefttej
l 1992 (as proposed 

in this package), and 

reForming the Forestry industry to ensue 
it it I mcom es econoni ica I lv efficient, an (I 

ecologically sustainable, and that jobs are 
protected through regional adjustment pack-
ages. 

Resolving land-use conflicts 

The Nature Conservation/Land Use Planning 
Package resolves conflict Iover land-use deci-
sions by bringing in independent assessors 
from the Office of the Commissioners of In-
quiry. This office has proven itself capable of 
producing balanced and independent reports 
on many occasions in the past. 

Protectiiig jobs 
 

Ii 	dressing the 40-year decline in the tim 
tndustry has been in decline for many years, 
rnploying fewer peo le The Natur 	- 

tion/Land Use Planning Package Conflict over - 
ensures the security ofjobs in forested regions 
by 

If the éomrnunity believes that environ-
mental values are secure in the long term, then - 
industries which behave in a responsible way 
will continue unhindered. Environnental and 
industrial security, will only arise when: 

* there is a sound information base; 
there are integrated plans for appropri-

ate use of the land which guarantee an ecologi-
cally sustainable yield; 

* the public are informed participants in 
the preparation of these plans; and 

* the plans are sufficiently flexible tQ ac-
con1modate any new information which may 
arise. 
The task of co-ordinating assessments on a 
regional basis currently belongs to the Depart-
ment administering the Environmental Plan-
ning and Assessment Mt 1979. 
The Act provides for: 

* regional environmental plans to allow 
land assessments to be made on a regional 
basis, 

* coordination of the information currently 
held by different govenment agencies (through 
section 46, and through the Advisory Co-ordi-
nating Committee), and 
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new studies to be initiated when there is 
ndtsufJjcjentinfo,'niatio, already available. 
An acton plan lox' the Environmental Plan-
ning and Assessment Act 
Revive the Advisory Co;ordinacing Committee 
Prepare regional environmental'plLns for the 
whole state 
Urgently protect areas under threat 
Monitorand regulate activities on private land 
Consult the public 
Corn missions of lnq ii iry should resolve (lis-
jiutos 
Report on progress annually 
By identifying critical habitat and threatening 
processes well in advance, the Bill will ensure 
that the community is aware ofits responsibili-
ties in the earliest stages of planninga new de-
velopment.Most importantly, it takes a re-
sponsible approach to development, ensuring 
that developers can integrate threatened spe-
cies conservation into their• project planning. 
Areas of critical habitat, and activities which 
could harmthreatened species, will be identi-
fled and publicised widely in the community. 

By identifying critical habitat and threat-
ening processes well in advance., the Bill will 
ensure that the community is aware of its 
responsibilities in the earliest stages of plan-
ning a new development. Responsible develop-
ers will welcome this move. 

A prerequisite for integrated land-use plan-
ning is a resource information database which 
has the confidence of the comniunity. To gaip) 
community confidence, both the plan and 'the 
database must be prepared with full public in-
iolvement at every stage. These ara..public:t 
resources and all information conceriing theh 
must be freely available to the com ' unity 

H 
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Nature CoservatjonILand Use Planning 
Package 

OJr goals as a conservation movement are: 

to icsolve the conflict over natural resources and land use in New South \Vales; 
to protect the natural environment in particular threatened species; 

to ensure that land-based natural resources are used only on an ecologically sustainable basis; 
and 	 - 

* to provide for genuine public participation. 

These aims can be achieved by: 

* making full use of the Environmental Planning and Assessnient Act for long-term state and 
regional planning, 

* amenthng the Environmental Planning and AssessmentAct to ensure that the environmental 
impact statements (EISs) of state :and local Government agencies are determined by an 
independent body, and 

* empowering the National Parks and Wildlife Set -vice to implement the Threatened Species 
Conservation Bill1992 (as proposed in this package), and 

* reforming the forestry industry to ensure that high conservation value forests are not logged: 
that forestry is only caniedout an ecologically sustainable yield basis, and that plans for mak-
ing the transition to plantation forestry are put in place. - 

3- 
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Reviving the Environmental Planning &Aseèsment Ac.t 

Virtually all of the functions which the Natural Resources Management Council would perform 
can occur more accountably under the existing Environmental Planning and Assessnient Act 
1979. . 

A comp1rison of the objedtsof the Enviromental Planning and Assessment Act 1979and the 
Natural Resources Management Council Bill ilIustrtes this duplication: 

The unused powerof the Environmental Plan- 	Co-drdinating Committee, is already estab- 
ning and Assessnent Act 1979 are highlighted 	lished under Section 19 of the EP&A Act. 

- when the Natural Resources Management 	This committee is composed entirely of heads 
Council Bill's objects are considered phrase by 	bfDepartnent. Its functions are: 
phrase: 	 . 

"an independent authority" 

The Bill proposes a CounciF dominated by 
Covernemnt departments and others whose 
primary funètion is development. Leaving 
aside the question of whether a body domi-
nated by such interests is independent, an 
authority with similar functions, the Advisory 

(&to advise the Minister on means to ensure 
effective co-ordination of the activities and 
progranmes of public authorities in the 
achievement of objects of this Act; 

(b)to review progress and performance  in the 
achievement of objects of this Act; 

(c) toadvise the Minister on the priorities to be 
- established for the achievement of objects of 

this Act; 	 - 
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('d)to advise the Minister on matters which 
should be taken into consideration in the 
preparation of environmental planning 
instruments N.e. state environmental plan-
ning policies, regionalenvironmental plans, 
and local environmental plans]; 

(e) to advise the Minister On such matters. as 
may be referred to it by the Minister or the 
Director. 

A truly independent assessor is most needed 
when land-uses are in dispute. Under the 
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 
1979, this is the role of the Commissioners of 
lhquiry. This office has proven itselfcapable of 
independence on many occasions in the past, 
and this role should continue. 

"to improve the decisionrmaking process 
with respect to the use ofpublic land" 

The regional environmental plans under the 
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 
1979 fulfil the same role as the regional re-
views of the Natural Resources Management 
Council. 

The decision-making processes for regional 
environmental plans, however, encourage 
greater public involvement and atcountabiity 
than those of the Natural Resources Manage-
kent Council Bill. 

Under Part 3, Division 3, of the Environ-
mental Planning and Assessment Act 1979, 
draft regional environmental plans are exhib-
ited and the public can make comments. This 
can be done a number of times to ensure. that 
the final plan has the support of the commu-
nity at large. 

A Commission of Inquiry can be called at 
this draft plan stage to resolve any disputes 
raised in the community submissions. The 
report and recommendations of a Commission 
of Inquiry are automatically made public. This 
facility to resolve disputes openly at the plan-
ning stage should be preserved. 

Section 22 of the Natural Resources Man-
agement Council Bill provides that a draft 
report is released only once, and that the public 
are given at least 60 days to make comments. 
The resolution of any disputes identified by 
this process is carried out by the Natural Re-
sources Management Council behind closed 
doors. There is no independent resolution of 
disputes, and no guarantee that the public will 
be informed how the dispute has been re-
solved. 

The community is increasingly demanding 
to be informed af, and involved in, decisions  

relating to the environment. Collective deci-
sions are less likely to lead to conflict, and more 
likely to produce creative outcomes. 

"so that: (a) the Governmei'zt may make 
sound decisions about the balance between 
conservation and other natural resources 
use;" 

This objective is a direct duplication of the 
objects of the Environmental Planning and As-
sessment Act 1979, particularly (a)(i) and (ii), 
which read: 

(a) to encourage- 
(i) the proper management, development 

and conservation of natural and man-
made resources, including agricultural 
land, natural areas, forests, minerals, 
water, cities, towns and villages forthe 
purpose of promoting the éociál and 
ecbnomic welfare of the community and 
a better environment; 

(ii the promotion and co-ordination ofthe 
orderly and economic use and develop-
nient of land; 

A group dominated by developthent i.nterests 
will be unable to find anSi  kind of "balance". 
The stacking of the Natural Resources Man-
agement Council will automaticallS' favour 
development at the expense of the environ-
ment. - 

"and (b) the allocation of the use of natu-
ral resources to industry is secure." 

Many resource-based industries have had privi-
leged and subsidised access to natural resources 
in the past, allowing them to over-exploit natu-
ral resources and to become inefflcient Over-
exploitation has raised concerns for the envi-
ronment, while inefficiency has threatened the 
economic future of the industries. 

The end result has been the conflict be-
tween those seeking to protect the environ-
ment, and those seeking to protect their jobs. 

If the community believes that environ-
mental values are secure in the long term, then 
industries which behave in a responsible way 
will continue unhindered. Environmental and 
industrial security will only arise when: 

* there is a sound information base; 
* there are integrated plans for appropriate 

use of the land which•guarantee an ecoloki-
cally sustainable yield; 

7 
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the public are informed parlicipant.s in the 
preparation of these plans; and 

* the plans are.sulr ciently flexible to accom-
moda te any new in fbrmatiôn which may 
U'ISP. 

Erecting legal and financial barriers to dis-
courage or prevent the cOmmunity acting to 
protect the environment will not end this con-
lii ct. A in ore Ii kely outcome is that opposition 
to these resouRce development proposals will 
be radical ised. Ecalating conflict vvil I be gum-
an teed. 

"(2) In particular, the object of this Act is 
to ensure that: (a) comprehensive and 

reliable information about the ,zatu'ral 
resources of public land is compiled and 
available for the purposes of that deci-
sion-making process;" 

The task of compiling information about the 
natural resources ofalilancl in NSW currently 
belongs to the Department administering the 
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 
1979; Section 46 of the Environmental Plan-
n ing and Assessment Act 1979 requ i les, and 
em powers, all public authorities to "f,iii, is/i 
such informal ion and prouicie such assistance 
as inay reasonably be required by the Director 
in the preparation of the [environmental] study 
or [draft regional environmental] plan." 

Why the Government's Natural Resources Package will not work - 1. 

Natural Resources Management Council 

The Natural Resources Management Council usurps the Regional Environmental Plan process of the En-
vironmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 and replaces it with a developer-dominated system. 

Section 8 (Members and procedure of Council) 
The Council is clearly dominated by those with an interest in exploiting natural resources,.rather than 
protecting the environment. 	 - 

Of the seven Government departments represented on the Council, five have a primary objective ofde-
velopment, while only two are responsible for protecting the environment. Of the five non-government 
members, three are likely to represent resource use interests. 

Section 13 (Principal functions) 	 - 
The Council is required to review all public lands 1  but takes little account of private lands in the region. 
This will lead to an unbalanced assessment of the resources avai!able, and their regional significance. 

The north-east forests clearly demonstrate the failings of this process; more than half of the timber 
logged in-this region comes from private lands, rather than State Forests. 

More worrying is the power of the Council to teview national park boundaries. Logging and mining 
could be recommended in areas which have been reserved for their high conservation value. 

Section 16 (Obligation of Council to apply agreed principles of environmental policy as basis 
of ecologically sustainable development) 
The Council's relationship with the Federal Government has been poorly constructed. It depends largely 
on the Intergovernmental Agreement on the Environment, a document developed in secret which is 
unlikely to involve public discussion. 

This document niakes no mention of Federal invol y ement in State land-use decision making, yet the 
Australian I{eritage Commission has been drafted on to the Council without its permission (Section 8). 

Section 22 (Public consultation by Council) 
The publics involvement is limited to commenting on the draft report. There is no opportunity for 
involvement in setting the terms of reference or assessing the adequacy of research. 

Section 33 (Council may rely on EN etc. prepared by other agencies) 
As the Council can choose to accept the Forestry Commission EISs as the only source of information for 
regional reviews, it will be at risk of being dangerously misled by those with vested interest. Forestry Com- 
mission ElSs have been discredited in the Land and Environment Court on numerous occasions in recent 
5'ears. 
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and (b) all values of public land (includ-
ing conservation and economic ualues) 
are assessed; 

Before a draft regional environmental plan is 
prepared, Section 41(1) of the Environmental 
Planning. and Assessment Act 1979 requires 
the Director to prepare an environimental study 
of the region. Section 41(2) allows the Director 
to determine the matters to whith the study 
shall have regard. 

Given that Object. 5 (aXi) states that the 
EP&A aims 

"to encourage the proper management, de-
velopment and consetvat ion of natural and 
man-made resources;  including agrku Itural 
land, natural areas, foresté, minerals, wa-
ter, cities, towns and villages for the purpose 
of promoting the social and economic wel-
fare of the community and a better environ-
ment;, . - 

it is reasonable to expect that all values of 
public land would be thnsidered in an environ-
mental study. 

and (c) those assessments are made on a 
systematic regional basis instead of by 
different government agencies on a site by 
site basis; 

The task of co-ordinating assessments on a 
regional basis currently belongs to the Depart- 

ment administering the Environmental Plan-
ning and Assessment Act 1979. 

The Act provides for: 
* regional envirohmental plans to allow land 

assessments to be made on a regional basis, 
* coordination of the inform?tion currentl5' 

held by different government agenties 
(through section 46, and through the Advi-
sory Co-orclinating Committee), and 
new studies to be initiated when there is not 
sufficient information already available. 

and (d) principles of environmental pol-
icy (as agreed between the Commonwealth 
and the States) are applied in that deci-
sion-making process as the basis of ecol-
ogically sustainable development. 

The principlesof environmental policy (as agreed 
between the Commonwealth and the States) 
make few enforceable demands on either level 
of Government 

The same net effect would be achieved by an - 
administrative direction to the Department of 
Planning to incorporateecological sustainabil-
it5' intoith terms of reference for regional envi, 
ronmental plans.. 

The Environment Ptotection Authority has 
a statutory responsibility to take account of 
cologicaIly sustainable. de'velopment in its 

operations. it should be advising the Depart-
ment of Planning (and indeed all Government 
departments) on these matters. 
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An action plan for the Environmental Planning and 
Assessment Act 

The following program aims to revitalise the 
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 
1979 by applying its planning provisions more 
diligezitly. This program uses the existing 
powers of the Act to make land-use decisions 
and to resolve disputes. 

Revive the Advisory Co-ordinating 
Committee 

The Advisory Co-ordinating Committee, 
which consists ofheads ofDepartments, should 
be re-convened to pool current resource data, 
and to assist in co-ordinating the production of 
regional environmental studies. Each of these 
roles is possible under the Committee's statu-
tory functions. 

Prepare regional environmental 
plans for the whole state 

A program for preparing regional environ-
mental plans to cover the whole state should be 
put in place. Regional environmental plans 
are sufficiently powerful to protect the envi-
ronment, can facilitate development and are 
sufficiently flexible to respond' to changing 
circumstances. The funding which was to be 
used to establish an unnecessary Natural Re-
sources Management Council should be allo-
cated to preparing these plans, and to carrying 
our additional research. 

Urgently protect areas under threat 

In some cases, the process ofredresáing the 
balance between environment protection and 
economic development cannot wait for a long 
program of plans and studies. Some areas are 
in immediate danger of permanent damage. 

The precautionary principle in the Pro-
tection of the EnvironmentAdministration Act. 
1991 states that 

jf there are threats of serous or irreversible 
environmental damage, lack offull scientific 
certainty should not be used as a reason for 
postponing measures to prevent environ-
,nental degradatioh." 

Such threats do exist in many areas, and 
the Environment Protection Authority has a 
statutory responsibility to inform, and direct 
other Government authorities to take urgent 
action. 

- The National Parks and WildliFe Service 
should urgently identify areas ofthigh conser-
sation value. The Gl3vernment should imme-
diately incorporate these areas into conserva-
tion reserves. 

Monitor and regulate activities'on 
private land 

As many private land activities have a sig-
nificant effect on the environment of the region 
and the state (e.g. logging, vegetation clear-
afice), controls on these activities shotild be im-
proved. They should be considered in regional 
environmental studies, and their impacts should 
be regulated under regional environmental 
plans and state environmental planning poli-
cies. 

Consult the public 

The proper processes of public consultation, 
as described in sections 47 to5l of the Environ-
mental Planning and Assessment Act 1979, 
should be implemented in full. 

Commissions of Inquiry should 
resolve disputes 

Resource disputes which are identified dur-
ing the public consultation process should be 
referred toCommissions of Inquiry for resolu-
tion (section 49(lXa) Environmental Planning 
and Assessment Act 1979). 

Report on progress annually 

The annual report of the Department of En-
vironment and Planning should include an 
evaluation of progress on the making and im-
plementing of REPs. - 

10 
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Environmental Planning & Assessment (Part 5 Reform) 
Amendment Bill 1992 

This Bill, specially prepared for this document, 
aims to prevent proponent Government agen-
des from determining their own environmental 
impéct statements (EISs). While it is based on 
the the Bill in the Government's Natural Re-
sources package, provisions allowing the Min-
ister to modify development conditions in se-
cret, and to evade making a ruling, have been 
removed. 

The final determination will be made by the 

Minister for Planning, who must cbnsider as-
sessments from the public and independent 
experts. Although the Minister is not inde-
pendent of the Government, the separation of 
proponent from determining authority is an 
important step towards the independent de-
termination of EISs generally. Environment 
groups have been promoting this concept for 
many years. 

Why the Government's Natural Resources Package will not work -2. 

Environmental Planning and Assessment (Amendment) Bill 1992 

The idea of preventing a proponent government authority from assessing its own environmental impact 
statements has been supported by environment groups in the past. This Bill, however, contains a num-
ber of highly objectionable provisions which corrupt this primary aim. 

For the reasons below, and as the Bill is unnecessarily cognate with the Natural Resources Management 
Council Bill, it must be rejected. 

Section 1158(3)* (Provisions relating to Minister's approval) 
The Minister may revoke or modify conditions at any time, without public notification or comment. The 
community is excluded from challenging the Minister's opinion that the environment will not be signifi-
canly affected. There are no checks and balances to prevent gross maladmiiiistration. 

Section 1158(9) (Piovisions relating to Minister's approval) 
The Minister for Planning can avoid determining an EIS by failing to act within 21 days. After that time, 
the determining power reverts to the proponent public authority. 

The Minister can evade the responsibility to check the activities of other Departments, and the current 
system, which has failed to protect the environment and resulted in lengthy Court battles, is reinstated: 
(Section 8(5) of the Timber Industry (Interim Protection) Act 1992 is a similarly unacceptable provision.) 

Section 1 15C(5) (Director's 'report) 
In a similar way, the Director of Planning can avoid preparinga report on an EIS by failing to act within 
3 months. The approval of the Minister is then not required, and the proponent public authority is allowed 
to make their own decision. 

Section 1151) (Excluded determining authorities) 
Councils and county councils are excluded from the Act, and others can be excluded by the Minister. 

No proponent should be empowered tojudge their own EISs. This creates the possibility ófmaladmin- 
istration by poorly resourced or unsympathetic councils, and does not guarantee that the environment will 
be protected. 

Consequential amendments to the Timber Industry (Interim Protection) Act 1992 
The omission of section 9(5) of the Timber Industry, (Interim Protection) Act 1992 intensifies the damage 
being done by this unacceptable legislation. 

Section 9(5) requires the Minister for Planning to examine wilderness assessments when EISs for the 
same area are being considered. While this is a long way from the ideal situation in whibh forestry activities 
are planned in a broad, regional context, it is administratively efficient to consider all available assess-
ments when making a decision. 

Omitting the section will allow the Minister to ignore key environmental information when assessing 
a logging operation, and may lead to wilderness values being irreversibly damaged before they have been 
judged. . 

11 
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This Bill improves on the Government's Bill 
by ensuring that: 

* The Minister for Planfling cannot revoke or 
modify conditions without first considering 
an MS (where one is required), or calling for 
public submissions, considering those sub-
missions, and forming, an opinion' that the 
revocation or modification will not signifi-
cantly increase the detrimental effect of the 
activity on the environment (compare, sec-
tion 11513(3) of the Government's Environ-
mental Planning and Assessment (Amend-
ment) Bill 1992 with section 115C of the 
Environmental Planning and Assessment 
(Part 5 Reform) Amendment Bill 1992). 

* The Minister .for. Planning cannot evade 
• determining an ElS by failing to act within 

21 days (see section 115B(9) of the Govern-
ment's Environmental Planning and As-
sessment (Amendment) Bill 1992). 

* The Director of Planning cannot evade pre-
paring a report on an EIS by failing to act 
within 3 months (see section 115C(5) of the 
Government's Environmental Planning and 
Assessment (Amendment) Bill 1992). 

* All Part 5 EISs must be determined by the 
Minister for Planning. This Bill does not 
exclude local councils, county councils or the 

Minister administeiing the Environmental 
Planning and Assessment Act 1979 from its 
operations, nor does it allow the Minister 
the discretion to exclude other persons or 
bodies by regulation (see section 1 15D of the 
Government's Environmental Planning and 
Assessment (Amendment) Bill 1992); and 

* The provisions of the Timber Industry'(In-
terim Protection) Act 1992, which require 
that wilderness assessments are examined 
concurrently with EISs over the same area, 
are left intact (see consequential amend-
ment (1) to the Timber Industry (Interim 
Protection) Act 1992 No. ion page 8 of the 
Government's Environmental Plcinni ng and 
Assessment (Amendment) Bill 1992). 

* The Minister receives advice on the EISs 
from independent experts in tertiary insti-
tutions (see sectiOn 115D(2) of the Environ-
mental Planning and Assessment (Part 5 
Reform) Amendment Bill 1992). 

* All projects must be monitored to ensure 
that they do not deviate from the activity as 
approved by the Minister (see section 115E 
of the Environmental Planning and Assess-
ment (Part 5Reform).Anendment Bill 1992). 

Why the Government's Natural Resources Package will not work -3 

Heritage (Amendment) Bill 1992 

This Bill seeks to oven-ide the recent finding of the Land and Environment Court that the Minister for 
Planning had been in breach of the Heritage Act. It excludes natural areas and Aboriginal relics and places 
from the ambit of the Heritage Act. 

The Heritage Act has important and unique powers to protect the natural environment and Aboriginal 
heritage, and these should be retained: The National Parks and Wildlife Act does not have an equivalent 
of the Heritage Act's powerful and enduring Permanent Conservation Orders. 

Interim Conservation Orders (under the Heritage Act) are also more useful than the Interim Protection 
Orders of the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974, 'as they can be extended indefinitely. 

Areas of urban bush]and are particularly at risk. Most urban bushland is in small patches which have 
great local value, but may not warrant gazettal as Nature Reserves or National Parks under the National 
Parks and Wildlife Act 1974. 

The Heritage Act has been used to protect natural lands in urban areas a number of times, including 
the Mount Wilson precinct in the Blue Mountains, Barrenjoey Headland and the Palm Beach Isthmus, a 
reserve near Eastwood and the Eastern Headland at Malabar. 

12 
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Threatened Species Conservation Bill 1992 

For a number of years the Threatened Species 
Network (comprising Australia's peak conser-
vation groups and pther interested parties) 
has been developing a draft of a Threatened 
Species Conservation Bill. In addition, both 
Labor and the Coalition have committed them-
selves to introducing strong Threatened Spe-
cies legislation. 

The 1991 Land and Environment Court 
case over Chaelundj State Forest established 
that the National Parks and Wildlife Service 
has statutory responsibility for protecting all 
endangered fauna in NSW. 

The subsequent Endangered Fauna (Interim 
Protection) Act 1991 set up an administrAtive 
process to handle this licensing responsibility, 
established an independent scientific commit-
tee and improved assessment at the develop-
ment control level. (Note that the Endangered 
Fauna (Interim Protection) Act refers only to 
fauna, and not to plants or ecological commu-
nities.) 

The Endangered Fauna (Interim 
Protection) Act is working 

Licensing is a well established approach to the 
control of environmentally hazardous activi-
ties. The NSW Environment Protection Au-
thority issues pollution licenses, the NSW 
Department of Water Resources licenses the 
pumping of water from rivers, and the Soil 
Conservatibn Service licensee private land clear-
ing. 

The Commissioner for Forests, Mr Hans 
Drielsma, has stated publicly (in a speech to 
the ATF Conference, 29th May 1992): 

"We strongly support the trend towards the 
uniform application of environmental stan-
dards and regulatory authorities across all 
land tenures? 

He went bn to support the efficient external 
regulation of Forestry Commission activities. 

Since the Endangered Fauna (Interim Pro- 
tection) Act came into force the National Parks 
and Wildlife Service has established an En- 
dangered Species Unit which has been consult- 
ing widely with the community and with public 
authorities. As of 30 July 1992, only 57 li- 
censes had been issued ;  far fewer than the 
thousands claimed necessary when the En- 

dangered Fauna (Interim Protection) Bill was 
being debated. 

Many public authorities, who are consent 
authorities, under the Environmental Plan-
ning and Assessment Act 1979, are now inte-
grating endangered species concerns into their 
daily work. By modifying activities so that' 
they do no harm to endangered species, no 
license is needed. This is the ultimate goal of 
strong, workable endangered species legisla-
tion. 

The Soil Conservation Service, in particu-
lar, has developed standardendangered fauna 
assessment procedures for its field officers all 
over the state. These procedures guide the 
officers through the decision whether fauna 
impact statements are needed before a pro-
tected land clearing licence can be issued. 

As well as assessing the likely impact of the 
proposal on endangered fauna habitat, the 
procedures include keys for identif,ing and 
mapping endangered fauna habitat, a, data-
base for identiIring endangered fauna likely to 
occur in eachhabitat type and basic prescrip-
tions for minimising the impact of logging on 
endangered fauna and their habitats. 

Despite the lack of Cabinet support, and 
despite no special funding being allocated to 
the National Parks and Wildlife Service, the 
licensing system is beginning to work well to 
protect endangered fauna. 

Fundamentals of the Threatened 
Species Conservation Bill 

The Threatened Species Conservation Bill takes 
an active approach to threatened species 
management by protecting the habitat of ani-
mals, plants and ecological communities. It 
has a number of complementary strategies, in-
chiding action plans to control threatening 
processes, recovery plans, conservation agree-
ments under the National Parks and Wildlife 
Act, and community education programs. 

Most importantly, it takes a responsible 
approach to development, ensuring that devel-
opers can integrate threatened species conser-
vation into their project planning. Areas of 
critical habitat, and activities which could harm 
threatened species, will be identified and pub-
licised widely in the community. 

13 
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The Bill is founded on three principles: 

(a)We have a responsibility to future genera-
tions to ensure that no speëies becoMe ex-
tinct because of our actions or inaction. 

(b)The conservation of biodiversity is so impor-
tant that it should be managed on an inde-
pendent and scientific basis, free of political 
interference, and of compromises at the 
expense of biodiversity. When a species isat 
risk, political interests must come last. 

(c) The National Parks and Wildlife Service 
has proven itself to be the only public au-
thority with the necessary technical compe-
tence and statutory jurisdiction for protect-
ing threatened species. 

The Bill builds on the licensing procedures 
already in the National Parks and Wildlife Act, 
adding provisions to protect flora and ecologi-
cal communities. 

It is essential that the Endangered 
Fauna (Interim Protection) Act is not re-
pealed; it provides these licensing proce-
dures and crucial concepts regarding 
species disturbance. 

Listing by the Scientific Advisory 
Committee 

The Scientific Advisory Committee is respon-
sible for listing threatened species or commu-
nities of flora and fauna, including plants, 
fungi, insects, fish, frogs, reptiles; birds and 
mammals. 

Two main Schedules thust be prepared: 

Schedule 2 - endangered or vulnerable: species 
and communities in a state of decline which 
may result in extinction in NSW. 

Schedule 3 - pbtentially vulnerable: species 
and communities potentially in a state of 
decline which may result in extinction in 
NSW. 

Species or communities listed on either 
Schedule 2 or 3 are termed 'threatened', how-
ever licensing requirements only apply to 
Schedule 2 species. Schedule 2 will replace 
Schedule 12 of the National Parks and Wildlife 
Act. 

The Committee consists of: 

- two scientists from the National Parks & 
Wildlife Service, 

- one scientist from the Australian Museum, 
- one scientist from the Royal Botanic Gar-

dens, 
- one scientist from the Ecological Society, 
- one scientist from the Entomological Soci-

ety, and 
• one scientist fróm.a NSW tertiary institu-

tion. 

The Committee's recommendations for list-
ing under Schedule 2 or Schedule 3 are made 
directly to the Governor. There is no opportu-
nity for Ministerial interference in listing; data 
on the level of threat cannot be distorted for 
political purposes. 

Flora or fauna which constitute a serious 
threat to human health can be excluded from 
the Bill (Schedule 1). Species which have not 
been recorded in the wild for more than 50 
years, or have not been found during repeated 
searches, can be listed as extinct in New South 
Wales (Schedule 4). 

Each of the Committee's listing procedures 
involve a multi-phased public consultation pro-. 
gram. The Committee must advertise each of 
their recommended listings, and then take 
account of any submissions they receive. In 
the case of endangered or vulnerable (Sched-
ule 2) or potentially vulnerable species or 
communities (Schedule 3), the public can nonii-
nate species or communities to be added to the 
list. 

Provisional listing can 'fast-track' the list-
ing process to urgently protect a species or 
community under immediate threat. 

Endangered or vulnerable species or com-
munities can not be disturbed without a li-
cense from the Director of the National Parks 
and Wildlife Service. Each applicant must go 
through the procedure introduced by the En-
dangered Fauna (Interim Protection) Act 1991. 

Critical habitats and threatening 
processes 

Once a species or community has been listed on 
Schedule 2, the Scientific Advisory Committee 
must determine its critical habitat within one 
year.. The location of this habitat is then -. 
advertised (except if the Committee believes 
that the publicity would be likely to lead to 
harm to the species or community, or if the 
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landholder requests that the information be 
withheld and the Minister agrees). 

In a similar way the Committee must deter-
mine which processes are likely to threaten a 
listed species or community. These threaten-
ing processes are also advertised. 

Any person may request that a determina.-
tion of critical habitat or threatening process 
be amended by the Committee. 

The Director is responsible for identifying 
threatening processes which aftect more than 
one species or community, vhich operate across 
• region, or which will worsen the condition of 
• potentiaijy vulnerable species or community. 

Potentially vulnerable species or 
communities (Schedule 3) 

Once a species or community has been listed as 
potentially vulnerable (Schedule 3), it must be 
monitored by the Committee. The Committee 
must regularly review its status and dedide if it 
should be changed to endangered or vulner-
able. The Committee can request that the 
Director prepare action plans to preventfur-
ther deterioration of its condition. 

Recovery plans and action plans 

Both recovery plans and action plans are the 
responsibility of the Director. Their prepara-
tion involves a public consultation process, and 
occasional review. 

Recovery plans refer to endangered and 
vulnerable species and communities (Schedule 
2). They state: 
- what must be done to ensure that a threat-

ened species or community recovers to a po-
sition of viability in the wild, and 

- what must be done to protect its critical 
habitat, and 

- which activities may or may not be licensed 
within the critical habitat. 

Action plans refer to threatening processes 
that affect more than one species or commu-
nity. They state: 

what must be done to eliminate or mitigate 
the impact of the threatening process, and 

- the persons or public authorities likely to be 
affected by the plan. 

When preparing recovery and action plans 1  the 
Director must refer them to the Scientific 
Advisory Committee and take their advice into 

account. Recovery plans and action plans 
must be taken into account by the Director 
when issuing licenses to take or kill endan-
gered or vulnerable species or communities. 

Action plans must be taken into account by 
consent authorities under the Environmental 
Planning and Assessment Act 1979 when de-
termining development applications or when 
approving of activities likely to significantly af-
fect a potentially vulnerable species or commu-
nity. 

Other ways to protect threatened 
species 

* The Director may acquire and dedicate an 
area of critical habitat under the National 
Parks and Wildlife Act 1974. 

* In order to protect threatened species on 
private land, or land controlled by a public. 
authority, the Director and the landholder 
may choose to enter into a management 
contract. 

* A state-wide strategy for preserving all 
species of flora and fauna in the wild must 
be prepard by the Director of the National 
Parks and Wildlife Service. This Biological 
Diversity Strategy must include strategies 
for ecologically sustainable development, 
public education programs and a research 
program. 

Threatened Species Unit 

The Bill establishes a Threatened Species Unit 
within the National Parks and Wildlife Serv-
ice. The Unit's role is to co-ordinate and advise 
the Director of the NPWS on threatened spe-
cies matters, and to assist the Scientific Advi-
sory Committee. They may carry out surveys, 
manage databases, liaise with other Govern-
ment departments and prepare education 
material. 
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Responsibilities under Threatened Species Conservation Bill Summary 

The Ministen 

- appoints the Scientific. Advisory Commit-
tee, and 

decides which of the species recommended 
by the Committee should be excluded from 
the Bill because they are a serious threat to 
human health. 

The Scientific Advisory Committee: 

- must ident4 endangered or vulnerable 
species or communities (Schedule 2), their 
critical habitats and the processes which 
threaten them, 

- must identify potentially vulnerable species 
or communities (Schedule 3), and the proc-
esses which threaten them, and 

consult with the public when making its 
listings. 

The Director of the National Parks and 
Wildlife Service: 

must prepare recovery plans for endangered 
or vulnerable species or communities (Sched-
ule2), 

- must ensure that licenses to take or kill 
endangered species or communities are is-
sued in compliance with relevant recovery 
or action plans,. 

must publicise the terms of any recovery or 
action plan, 

- must consult with the public when develop-
ing recovery and action plans, 

- must prepare a Biological diversity strat-
egy, 

- may enter into a management contract.with 
a landholder or public authority to protect a 
threatened species or community, 

- may acquire, land to protect a threatened 
species or conimunity, and 

may accept a recommendation of the Com-
mittee to review a plan of management for 
a national park or other area under the Na-
tional Parks and Wildlife Act 1974. 

Consent authorities under the Environ- 
mental Planning and Assessment Act 1979: 

- must take into account relevant recovery or 
action plans when determining development 
applications or when approving of activities 
likely to significantly affect the environ-
ment, and 

- must, where necessary, require a biodi?er-
sity impact statement. 

A proponent of a development, an appli-
cant for a license, a landholder or a les-
see: 

- must not take or kill any species or commu 
nity listed in Schedule 2 without a license, 

must take into account relevant recovery or 
action plans when applying for develop-
ment consent or a license to take or kill any 
species or community listed in Schedule 2, 

may enter into a management contract with 
the Director of the National Parks and 
Wildlife Service to protect a threatened 
species or community, and 

must complete a biodiversity impact state-
ment when applying for a license to take or 
kill a species or community listed on Sched-
ule.2. 
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Why the Government's Natural Resources Package will not work -4 

Endaniered and Other Threatened Species Conservation Bill 

This Bill fails to effectively place an onus on any person or authority to ensure that endangered species are 
protected. Instead, the Minister can chose to protect species which are likely to become extinct within 
Australia in the next 20 years, as long as the social and economic costs are minimised. 

Section 5 (Repeal of Endangered Fauna (Interim Protection) Act) 
This Bill repeals the Endangered Fauna (Interim Protection) Act, replacing it with far weak?r provisions, 
and removes the licensing powers of the National Parks and Wildlife Service. Fauna impact statements 
will no longer be required. The Act and these licensing powers have been functioning effectively since late 
1991, and should be retained. 

Section 8 (Species eligible for listing as endangered, species) 
This Bill's definitions show a lack ofunderstanding of conservation ecology, andthave been widely criticised 
by scientists and wildlif&management experts. The definition of "endangered" (likely to become extinct 
in Australia within 20 years) is absurdly narrow. It will dompletely fail to protect species which live longer 
than 20 years; 

Section 11 (Species eligible for listing as other threatened species) 
Theclassifications bfendangered, rare or vulnerable only apply at an Australian level. The need for viable 
populations in each region, ensuring geiietic diversity, ecosystem functioning and population security, has 
been ignored. 

Section 18 (Aims of rebovery plans) 
The recovery plans prepared under the Bill must have a minimal social or economic impact.. The Govern-
ment may choose to put its own political interests ahead of the need for species conservation. Vested in-
terests will prevail and extinctions will be inevitable. 

Section 28 (Implementation of recovery plans) 
No Government agency (including local Government agencies) is obliged to actually implement the 
recovery plan, particularly if that plan conflicts with their statutory obligationé. Many public authorities 
have a statutory obligation to carry out environmentally damaging activities (e.g logging and roading), but 
few areobliged to protect the environment, and none are obliged to protect endangered species (except for 
the National Parks and Wildlife Service). 

Section 31 (Critical habitat) 
Given that species conservation depends on habitat protection, it is dangerous for the final decision on 
critical habitat to be made by theMinister for Planning. Expertise for this decision lies with the Scientific 
Committee and the National Parks and Wildlife Service. 

Section 45 (Scientific committee) 

The Independent Scientific Committee established by the Endangered Fauna (Interim Protection) Act is 
abolished. It is replaced with a Government-appointed committee which is likely to be politicised. 

Schedule 3 (Amendment of National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974) 
The definition of "take or kill" in the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974, as determined by the Land and 
Environment and Appeals Courts in 1991, is overruled. The definition no longer refers to an impact on 
habitat, and the licensing powers and strong prosecution powers under the National Parks and Wildlife 
Act 1974 are removed. 

Schedule 6 (Savings, transitional and other provisions) 
The stop work order on compartment 1402 in the south-east forests is specifically lifted. Endangered 
animals which are known to occur in the compartment may be the first casualty of this new law. 
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Reforming Forestry in New South Wales 

Six fundamental problems face the native for-
est industry in New South Wales: 

(1)The Forestry Commission's approach to 
native forest management involves logging 
high conservation value forests; 

(2)The Forestry Commission has been unable 
and unwilling to uphold environmental pro-
tection laws - self regulation has faikd; 

(3)Mechanisation has been responsible for a 
steady decline in employment; 

(4)Competition from pine sawlogs is eliminat-
ing hardwood markets, leading to mill clo-
sures; 

(5)Decision-making in the Forestry Commis-
sion is closed, and the decisions are iniple-
mented in a confrontational manner; 

(6)The industry is largely uneconomic and 
depends on subsidies. 

The Forest (Resource Security) Bill does not 
address these problems and, in fact, intensifies 
them. 

High conservation value forests are 
being logged 

While the Resource Assessment Commission 
(Forest and Timber Inquiry Final Report, 1992) 
found that "all forest agencies now have proce-
dures directed towards bringi ng offlakes within 
sustainable yield estimates" (V61.1, p.236), it 
also found that "there is a need for further 
reserjjation of areas in all states and territories 
to achieve a fully representative reserve system" 
(Vol.1, p.204). 

The implication, therefore, is that "sustained 
yield management" in New South Wales relies, 
in part, on logging high conservation value 
forests. High conservation value forests must 
be protected before logging can beconsidered 
in the remaining areas. 

The Forestry Commission has been 
breaking the law 

The poor environmental record of the Forestry 
Commission is now widely acknowledged. A 
series of Court cases.have demonstrated that 
the Commission has acted contrary to the 
environment and planning laws of NSW. 

Much of this behaviour must be attributed 
to the Commission's lack of public accountabil-
ity, and its dose links with the timber indus-
try. - 

Mechanisation destroys timber 
jobs, not conservation 

The graphs opposite show a steady decline in 
employment in the timber industry over the 
last few decades: a 25% fall in forestry employ-
ment between 1965 and 1984,  and a 60% fall in 
timber mill employment between 1963 and 
1983. The second graph suggests that this 
trend has a 40 year history. 

NB: While these are natiozial figures, the Re-
source Assessment Commission's 1992 Final 
Report points out that "New South Wales mir-
rors the national trend (p.G36, Volume 2A)." 

The total production of hardwood from Crown 
land in NSW, however, increased by 40% be-
tween 1964 and 1984 (Source: p.G40, RAC 
1992, Forest and Timber Inquiry Final Report. 
Volume 2A). 

These trends have been attributed to a 
replacement of labour with machinery such as 
improvedsaws, machines and trucks, as well 
as mechanised systems for harvesting in pine 
plantations (Dargavel, J. 1988 Sawing, selling 
and sons, AND Centre for Resource and Envi-
ronmental Studies). It is inevitable that mecha-
nisation will continue, and that quotas will be 
cut further to achieve sustained yield, leading 
to further job losses. 

Despite the rhetoric which accompanied the 
passage of the Timber Industry (Interim Pro-
tection) Act 1992, it did not address these 
fundamental trends. Any plan for restructur-
ing the timber industry must take accdunt of 
these real trends, which are leading to job 
losses. There is no evidence the trends can be. 
teversed. 
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Figure C.13 Employuieut in Australian forestry, 196545 
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A new strategy to protect 
jobs and forests 

The timber industry is in a state of transition 
in the face of market and environmental pres-
sures. Presented below is a strategy for imple-
menting the transition from native forest log-
ging to ecologically sustainable forestry. It 
suggests a range of economic instruments which 
can direct timber industry revenue to regional 
employthent packages and ecologically sus-
tamable forest management. 

The strategy also suggests a new structure 
for the Forestry Commission to better imple-
ment ecologically sustainable forest manage-
ment. 

Economic instruments can promote 
conservation and sustainable 
natural resource use 

In.1990, the NSW Public Accounts Committee 
identified seriousinadequacies in the economic 
structure of the NSW timber industry. Accord-
ing to their report: 

• .native forest asset valuations really only 
consider replacenient costs, a satisfactory  In-
uento'y of natiOe foreéts is lacking, there is 
no accounting for the non-timber values in-
herent in the native forest.., and numerous 
subsidies enjoyed by the Comznission ... are 
not quantified in the accounts? 
(p 21, Report on the Forestry CommissIon, 
Public Accounts Committee 1990) 

Why the Government's Natural Resources Packagewill not work -5. 

Forest (Resource Security) Bill 1992 

Rather than being a tonic for the ills of the timber industry, this Bill will simply perpetuate its economic 
inefficiencies, and entrench community conflict. 

The Bill perpetuates inefficiencies by: 
• failing to allow assessment of the edonomic efficiency of, and subsidies being paid to, operations 

in resource security areas; 

• failing to guarantee that the resource is earning its full economic value; 

* falling to provide for an objective audit àf claims that the industry is value-adding; 

tfaffing to address the continuing trends of mechanisation leading tojob losses;. 

* failing to prevent clear-felling in high conservation value forests and the subsdquent loss ofeco-
nomic and ênvironmentaj values; and 

* failiuig to encourage plantations, which are likely to be more economically efficient in the long-
teim. 

By maintaining the current economic structure of the forest industry, this Bill demonstrates that the Gov-' 
ernment is not committed to ensuring that forestry in New South Wales becomes ecologically sustainable. 

This Bill will ensure that the conflict over forests in NSW will continue for yeafl, and worsen. 
Accountability and public participation are all but eliminated. 

In short, it threatens to transfer the effective ownership of public resources, including old-growth forest, 
to private companies, entrench inappropriate methods of production and perpetuate their adverse 
environmental effects: - 

Section 10 (CertAin land in South-east forests may be classified without prior review by 
Council) 
While the package advocates a systematic approach to land-use decisions across the state, it does not apply 
to land-usei in the south-east forests. The Government is apparently satisfied with the current imbalance 
in this region.  

An examination of this 'satisfactory' land-use outcome in the south-east shows that endangered species 
are at risk and ciYfflhict is continuing: the Director of the National Parks and Wildlife Service recently made 
astop-work order to protect endangered species under threat from forestry activities; and protests over the 
inadequate reservation of high conservation value forest are continuing. 
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The effect'of these subsidies is clear: 

"The State's timber processing industry is 
heavily subsidised by the public sector. Chief 
among the subsidies are under-priced raw 
materials (in the case of Eucalypt logs,), and 
failure to bear the full costs of road construc-
tion and maintenance which are attribut-
able to the industys operations. As a res Lilt 
of these subsidies, saw-milling businesses 
which would be marginal or non-viable in 
their pi-eseiti /or,n are able to conttnue oper-
ating and to continue resisting the pressures 
to change their inefficient 'net hodsof opera-
tion." 

(p 31, Report on the Forestry Commission, 
Public Accowts Committee 1990) 

The net economic benefits of the native timber 
industry are clearly questionable. 

A range of economic instruments can be used 
to ensure that natural resource based indus- 

tries are ecologically sustainable (caring for 
the Earth: A Strategy for Susta i;table Living, 
1991, United Nations Environment Program,. 
the International Union for the Conservation 
of Nature and the World Wide Fund for Na; 
Lire). Some of these are outlined below. 

We recommend that the NSW Government 
refer the matters raised below to the Covet-n-
ment Pricing Tribunal, and to the Environ-
mental Economics Unit of the Environment 
Protection Authority for further development. 

Charges 
Using the principle of 'user pays', forest indus-
tries must pay for activities which are harmful 
to the environment. The Government already 
has mechanisms to institute this, such as pol-
lution licence fees and timber royalties. 

Such charges should reflect the environ-
mental harm daused. For example, pollution 
licence fees should be slightly higher than the 
cost of removing that pollution, or the cost of 

Why the Government's Natural Resources Package will not work - 5 

Forest (Resource Security) Bill 1992 ... continued 

Section 13 (Prohibition on classification of land subject to Timber Industry (Interim Protec-tion) Act 1992 
The Minister for Planning can chose not to assess an environmental impact statement prepared under the 
timetable specified in the Timber Industry (Interim Protection) Act 1992, completely contradicting the in- 
tention of the amendments to the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 contained in the 
package. 

Section 16 (Timber Production Forest) 	 - 
This section is certainly the mostdangerous aspectofthe Bill. Parts 4 and 5 of the Environmental Planning 
and Assessment Act 1979 will not apply to large areas offorest in New South Wales. Years of planning law, 
and a series of well established legal precedents will be completely overridden: 

Furthermore it will not be possible to protect endangered species in these forests. Sub-section 16(4) 
ensures that no part of these forests can be classified as critical habitat for endangered species and 
protected under the Government's own Endangered and Oti-jer Threatened Species Conservation Bill. 
New information on a threatened species in the area can not be accommodated; extinction is ensured. 

Section 20 (Resource security compensation arrangements in timber supplycontracts) 
Timber supply contracts can include compensation payments for withdrawing an area of forested land, 
rather than for failing to make available a certain volwne of timber. These contracts are agreed in secret 
without any requirement to publicise them. This discourages the provision of alternative timber volumes 
from other areas, including plantations. It will also discourage the declaration of conservation and 
recreation reserves as the Government will have to buy back pub!ic land. 	- 

Section 24 (Application of Codes to forested public land) 
The only 'environmental controls' on logging in Timber Production Lands or Restricted Use Forest are in 
the Forestry Practices Code. The Code is under the complete control of the Forestry Commission and its 
Minister, and does not regulate activities on private lands. 

As the Bill fails to grant the community the right to challenge a breach of that Code, the potential for 
maladministration is obvious. The Code will lead not improve the current unacceptable situation. 
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rehabilitating an environment degraded by 
that pollution. 

Subsidies 
Subsidies can be used to encourage industries 
vhich generate employment but do not cause 

environmental damage. In New South Wales, 
the opposite is happening. 

The 1990 Public Accounts Committee re-
port found that the Forestry Commission was 
making a $16. million annual subsidy to the 
forest industry through roads and manage-
ment services. 

The forest industry should be covering the 
costs of this infrastructure, and subsidies should 
be used to encourage the development of ecol-
ogically sustainable industries in forested 
regions, e.g. eco-tourism, recycled paper manu-
facture, recycled timber product manufacture 
and plantation management. 

Regional employment packages such as 
"Employment in south-east NS W:a review and 
proposed employment package" (prepared by 
John Formby for the South East Forest Mi-
ance), should be developed for each forested 
region in the State. 

Performance bonds 
Timber cothpanies must be required to lodge 
performance bonds to ensure that areas in 
which they have been operating are satisfacto-
rily reforested, restored or regenerated to a 
specified age. Performance bonds are already 
required for many mining operations under. 
the NSW Mining Act 1992. 

Tradeable permits 
An open system of tradeable permits must 
replace the current situation, where the Gov-
ernment makes secret timber supply agree-
ments with private companies. 

Tradeable permits, for the supply of timber 
on a per unit volume basis, should be adniini-
stered and auctioned by the Forestry Commis-
sion. This process should be completely open to 
public scrutiny and competitive. The reserve 
price should reflect the true environmental 
coèt of producing, extracting and replacing the 
timber. 

Férests have non-timber values too 

The Natural Reources Management Council 
Bill 1992 takes a very narrow view of what 
constitutes a natural resource, listing othy. 
traditional extractive indust±-y resources such 
as timber and minerals. 

NSW forests are important centres of global 

biodiversity whose non-timber values liave never 
been properly estimated. Non-timber uses of 
forests include the harvesting of essential 
oils and craft materials, and the removal 
of seed and shoot material for plant propa-
gation and distribution. 

A study by the International Trade Centre 
(UNCTAD/GATr 1987, Floricultural products: 
a study of major markets) found that despite 
Australia's unique flora, our exports oflive and 
cut floweis and plants was insignificant: the 
Netherlands earned about halfof the $2 billion 
annual market worldwide. Australia imports 
$2.65 million worth of cut flowers annually. 

Tourism 
Toursim is the non-timber use most likely to 
employ people in the immediate future. It is 
one of Australia's fastest growing industries, 
contributing $23.4 billionth Australia's gross 
domestic product in 1989-90. 

Studies have show that the natural envi-
ronnient is a major factor in attracting tour-
ists. Over 85% of Japanese visitors and 70% of 
European and American travellers identified 
such factors as beautiful scenery and wildlife 
as key elements in their travel decisions. (A 
National Strategy for the Conservation ofAus-
tralia's Biological Diversity, The Biological 
Diversity Advisory Committee,1992). 

In the year ending April 1986, the Western 
Tasmania Wilderness National Parks were 
visited by 203,500 people - almost double the 
number that visited Kakadu National Park 
during the same period. Australia wide, 790,000 
people visited World Heritage Areas during 
that period (Australia'A Environment, Austra-
lian Bureau:of Statistics 1992): In 1990 over 
106,000 people visited Queensland's national 
parks (A National Strategy for the Conserva-
tion of Australia's Biological Diversity, The 
Biological Diversity 4dvisory Committee 1992). 

The contribution to regional econémies is 
significant. The whale watching at Hervey 
By in Queensland is worth up to $10 million 
annually. Closer to home, a 1988 study by the 
Kuringgai College of Advanced Education (New 
England-Dorrigo Tourism Study).found that 
New England National Park and Dorrigo 
National Park were together worth about the 
same amount to the regional economy, and 
employing between 200 and 300 people. 

There is no evidence to show that tourists 
are attracted by regrowth forest, logging op-
erations, saw mills, pulp mills or logging trucks.. 

The NSW Government should urgently fund 
an economic study of the non-timber yalues of 
our forested regions. 
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The Forestry Commission 
must be reformed 

The Forestry Act requires urgent and funda-
mental reform to allow it to implement ecologi-
cally sustainable forest management. 

The Forestry (Amendment) Bill 1992, intro-
duced by Dr Peter MacQpnald earlier ,  this year, 
is a significant Si8tetjiCin introducing new 
objecti?es and processes into the Forestry Com-
mission's administrative legislation. R'cicc The 
the following principles for reforming the For-
estry Commission: 

Environmental protection is paramount 

* The objects of the Forestry Act must impose 
on the Commission a duty of care to protect 
the environment 

* Any legislation to reform the Forestry Act 
should include powerful transitional meas, 
ures to prevent panic clearing on both pri-
vate and public land. 

Forestry must be ecologically sustainable 

* The highest priority of the Forestry Com-
mission must be to manage State Forests in 
an ecologically sustainable way. To that 
end the following principles must.determine 
the Commission's operations: 

The precautionary principle - namely, 
that if there are threats of serious or 
irreversible environmental damage, 
lack of full scientific certainty should 
not be used as a reason for postponing 

- measures to prevent environmental 
degradation. 

Inter-generational equity - namely, 
that the Present generation should 
ensure that the health, diversity and 
productivity of the environment is 
maintained or enhanced forthe bene-
fit of future generations. 

Conservation of biological diversity and 
ecological integrity. 

Improved valuation and pricing of en-
vironmental resources. 

The public must be involved 

t.  The public must have free access to all infor-
mation regatding the Forestry Comm iss ion 
its lands, the resources itcontrols, the agree-
ments it makes with industry and the ra-
tionale for the decisions it takes. 

The public .must have every opportunitj' to 
participate in decisions affecting forests. 

j: 

 

Any person sho4ld be empowered to bring 
proceedings in the Land and Environment 
Court for an order to remedy or restrain a 
breach of the Forestry Act. 

High conservation value forest must be 
protected 

* Logging in high conservation value forests 
should cease at the earliest opportunity. 
[NB: The 1992 Draft National Forest Policy 
Statement accepts the need to protect all 
high conservation value and wilderness for-
ests.] 

* The Forestry Commission should be man-
aging the transition of the forest industry 
from logging high conservation value for-
ests to logging plantations and appropriate 
regrowth exclusively. 

* The Forestry Commission should cooperate 
in ensuring that high conservation value -
forests are given the highest level of protec-
tion possible. These forests should include: 

old growth or undisturbed forest, 

- the habitat of threatened species of flora. 
and fauna, 

-substantially undisturbed catchment, 
- rainforest, 	- 

-distinctive scenic areas, 

-forests of Aboriginal and European heri-
tage significance, 

-areas with other environmental and cul-
tural values identified by the National 
Parks and Wildlife Service, the Austra-
lian Heritage Commission or the Heri-
tage Council, - 

- wilderness identified under the Wilder-
ness Act 1987. 
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* The only authorities competent to deter- 
mine the conservation value of a forest are 

• the National Parks and Wildlife Service and 
the Australian Heritage Commission. 

The Commission should be run by a stake-
holders Board 

4  Immediate responsibility for the Forestry 
Commission and its actions should be given 
to a new State Forests Board. 

* The Forestry Cothmission should be respon-
sible to the State Forests Board. The Board 
should be responsible to the Minister, but 
should be able to initiate action independ-
ently. 

* The State Forests Board should have ax 
independent income which it can apply its 
operations, e.g. staff, commissioning stud-
ies. 

* The State Forest Board should consist of: 
the Commissione' for Forests, 

- the Director of the National Parks and 
Wildlife Service, 

- the Director-General of the Environment 
Protection Authority, 

- arepresntative of the Soil Conservation 
Service, 

- three persons nominated by conserva-
tion groups, 

- two persons nominated by a forest indus-
try group, 
a person nominated by.the NSW Labor 
Council familiar with work practices in 
the timber industry, 

• a person nominated by an academic asso-
ciation of ecologists, 
a chairperson, appointed by the Premier, 
who is an expert in native forest protec-
tion and the resolution of environmentthl 

• conflicts. 

The State Forest Board must ensure ecé-
logical sustainability 

*.The  Board should: 

-ensure that high conservation value for-
ests are immediately conserved in na-
tional parks, 

-set in place a transitional plantation 
àtrategy to provide for the timber needs 
of the State within a matter of years., 

-ensure that employment and revenue 
generation are maximised (within the 

constraints of environmental protection), 

-ensure that timber is only used on an 
ecologically sustainable basis, 

• - iilvestigate the full rangeof alternatives 
for achieving the ecologically sustainable • 	
use of forest (e.g alternative products, al- 

• 	ternative markets, alternative pricing 
• strategies, alternative employment pro-

grams for forested regions, public educa-
tion programs, non-timber values of for-
ests), 

- regularly review the operations of the 
Forestry Commission to ensure that its 
operations are ecologically sustainable, 

- review the management plans and tim-
ber pricing policies of the Forestry Com-
mission every five years, and 

- be directly responsible for granting or 
renewing all major licencesor agreements, 
and 

- cooperate with the Department of Plan-
• 	ning in the production of regional envi- 

ronmental plans for forested regions. 

* The Board should be advised by a Scientific 
Committee consisting of the nominees of: 
• - the Commission, 
- the National Parks and Wildlife Service, 
- the Institute of Foresters, 
- the Australian Museum, 

the Ecological Society of Australia, and 
the Nature Conservation Council of NSW. 

The Forestry Commission must cOntrol 
logging on private land 

* Loggihg on private land must be careflully 
.monitoted and controlled to ensure that 
private land is used in an ecologically sus- 
tainable way.. 

* No timber should be extracted from land 
other than Crown-timber land without the 

( consent of the Forestry Commission and the 
Soil Conservation Service. 

* Before approving the extraction of timber 
from land other than Crown-timber land 
the Forestry Commission should consult 
the National Parks and Wildlife Service and 
the Environment Protection Authority. 

* The State Foret Board should cooperate 
with the Department of Planning to pro-. 
duce State Environmental Planning Poli-
cies to regulate logging on private and public 
lands 
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ENVIRONMj PLANNING AND ASSESSMENT (PART 5 
REFORM) AMENDMENT BILL 1992 

NEW SOUTH WALES 

EXPLAJ'JATORY NOTE 

(This Explanatory Notes relates to this Bill as introduced into 
Parliament) 

Part 5 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 sets 
out the environmental assessment obligations of government agencies 
which propose to carry out, or propose to approve of others carrying out, 
activities which do not require development consent (and which therefore 
are not subject to environmental asessment under Part 4 of that Act by 
the council or other authority granting consent). If the activity is likely 
to significantly affect the environment, the agency is required to obtain an 
environmental impact statement, place it on public exhibition and take 
accountofresponses to the statement. Typical examples of such activities 
are the construction of freeways, logging operation, and other major 
public WQrks. 

The object of this Bill is to amend the Environmental Planning and 
Assessment Act 1979 to provide that,where a Govemmentagency is both 
the proponent and the determining authority for any activityfor which an 
environmental impact statement has been obtained under Parts of that 
Act, the Minister for Planning and not the agency will finally decide 
whether the activity may proceed and any conditions to which it will be 
subject following the examination of the statement and public responses 
to it. 

The principal features of the Bill are as follows: 
(a) The obligation to refer the proposed activity to the Minister for 

Planning will arise only where the agency has decided to 
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obtain pn environmental impact statement because the 
activity is likely to significantly affect the environment. 

That obligation will arise only if the agency is the proponent of 
the activity. The Forestry Commission is declared to be the 
proponent of all forestry activities authorised by it on land 
under its management. Similar declarations in respect of 
other agencies may be made by the regulations or by the 
Minister for Planning. 

After an agency obtains an environmental impact statement, 
the agency will be required to publicly exhibit the statement 
and consider the public responses to it before deciding 
whether to proceed with the activity and referring it to the 
Minister for Planning. 

Before the Minister for Planning makes a decision on whether 
the activity should proceed, the Director of Plan.n.ing is to 
prepare a public report on the matter. The Minister for 
Planning is to have regard to that report, any report of a 
public inquiry and any submission from the Minister with 
the relevant portfolio responsibility for the activity. 

•(e) The Minister for Planning may approve of the activity (with or 
without conditions) or disapprove of the activity. For that 
pm-pose, the Minister is to review the decision of the agency 
having regard to the environmental assessment of the activ-
ity and the rights and obligations of the agency. 

(1) The power of the Minister for Planning to instigate a public 
inquiry by a Commissioner under the Act is not affected - 
before the Minister for Planning determines the matter the 
relevant agency will be required to reconsider the proposed 
activity having regard to the findings of the inquiry. 

(g) The new procedures will not apply to environmental impact 
statements that have already been prepared or that are 
currently being prepared in accordance with the require-
ments of the Director of Planning, unless the Minister for 
Planning directs that the new procedures are to apply. They 
will, however, apply to environmental impact statements 
prepared by the Forestry Commission under the Timber 
Industry (Interim Protection) Act 1992. 

The Bill makes consequential amendments to the Timber Industry 
(Interim Protection) Act which includes interim measures for the Ministers 
for Planning to approve of logging operations to which that Act applies 
(the approval ofthe Minister for Planning for those logging operations will 
continue to be required under the Bill). 

The Bill also makes consequential amendments to the State Owned 
Corporations Act 1989 (which provides that Part 5 of the EPA Act applies 
instead of Part 4 for significant State or regional development certified by. 
the Minister for Planning and provides for the portfolio Minister of the 
State owned coporation to determine the development). The Bill will 
enable the Minister for Planning to decide in those cases whether an 
environmental impact statement is required and to determine the devel-
opment under the new arrangements in the place ofthe portfolio Minister. 
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EnLuironmental Planning and Assess,r,enj (Part 5 Refor,n) A,nend,nent 

Clause 1 specifies the short title of the proposecI.Act. 
Clause 2 provides for the commencement of the several provisions 

of the prOposed Mt. 
•Clause 3 is a formal provision that gives effect to the amendments 

to the Environmentat Planning and Assessment Act 1979 in Schedule 1. 
• Clause 4 is a formal provision that gives effect to the consequential 
amendments to the State Owned Corporations Act 1989 and the Timber 
Industry (Interim Protection) Act 1992 in Schedule 2. 

Schedules I and 2 make the amendments set out above. 
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ENVIRON ENTAL PLANNThIG AND ASSESSMENT (PART 5 
REFORM) AMENDMENT BILL 1992 

NEW SOUTH WALES 

No. ; 1992 

A.BJLL FOR 

An Act to amend the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 
with respect to proposed activities ofgovernxnent agencies thatare subject 
to environmental impact statements under Part 5 of that Act; and to 
consequential amend certain other Aáts. 

1 
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ENWRONMNTAL.PLM..1NING AND ASSESSMENT (PART 5 
REFORM) AMENDMENT BILL 1992 

NEW SOUTH WALES 

TABLE OF PROVISIONS 

1. Short title 	 . 
2.. Commencement  

Amendment of Environmental Planning and Assessment Act . 1979 
No2O3  

Consequential amendment of other Acts 

SCHEDULE 1- AMENDMENT OF ENVIRONMENTpj PLANNING 
AND ASSESSMENT ACT 1979 

SCHEDULE 2- CONSEQUENTIAL AMENDMENT OF OTHER ACTS 
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The legislature of New South. Wales enacts: 

Short title 

This Act may be cited as the Environmental Planning and Asess 
ment (Part 5 Reform) Amendment Act 1992. 

Commencement 	 . . 

This Act commences on a day or days to be appointed by proclama-
tion. 

Amendment of Environmental Planning and Assessment.Act 1979 
No.203 	. 

The Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 i amended 
as set out in Schedule 1. 

Consequential amendment of other Acts 

The State Owned Corporations Act 1989 and the Timber Industry 
(Interim Protection) Act 1992 are amended as set out in Schedule 2. 

SCHEDULE 1- AMENDMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
PlANNING AND ASSESSMENT ACT1979 

(Sec.3) 

Section 23 (Delegation): 
In section 23 (8)(b), after "118", insert "or by Division 4 of Part 5" 

Part 5, Division 1, heading: 
Before section 110, insert: 

Division 1 - Preliminary 

Section lip (Definitions): 
After. the definition of Metermining authority" insert: 
"government ageney" includes any government authority or 
statutory body, any local government authority and any county 
council; 
In the definitions of"propoñent", after "the activity", insert", and 
includes any person taken to be the.proponent of the activity by 
virtue of section 110W'. 
At the end of the section, insert: 

(2) The Minister is not a determining authority in relation to an 
activityfor the purposes of this Part merelybecause the Minister's 
approval is required under Division 4.. 
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Eiwironiñ.entpi Pigliniflif and Assess,,ient (Part 5 Reform.) Amend,r,.ent 

SCHEDULE 1- A ENDMENT OF ENVIRONMENt 
• 	PLANNING AND ASSESSMENT.ACT-1979 - thntinuecj 

(4) Section I1013: 
After section 11OA, insert: 
Determining authorities taken to be proponents of 
activities 

• 	
1 10B.( 1) Aproponent of an activity for the purposes of this Part 

• 	is taken to include the following: 
the Forestry Commission in respect of forestry activities au- 
thorised by that Commission on land under the management 
of that Commission; 
any determining authority which the Minister certifies in 
writing to be the proponent of a particular activity specified 
in the certificate or which the regulations declare to be the 

• 	proponent of activities of the kind specified in the regula- • 	tions. 
(2) In any such case, a reference in this Part to a determining 

authority carrying out an activity includes a reference to the 
Forestry Commission or such a determining authority granting 
an approval in relation to the activity. 

(5) Part 5, Division 2, heading: 
Before section 111, insert: 

Division 2 - Duty of determining authorities to con-
sider environmental impact of activities. 

(6) Part 5, Division 3, heading: 
Before section 112, insert: 

Division 3 - Activities for which MS required 

(7) Section 112 (Decisions of determining authority in relation to 
certain activities): 

After section 112(1)(c), insert: 
(ci) if Division 4 applies - any requisite approval of the 

Minister has been obtained and the activity is carried out 
in accordance with that approval; 

After section 112(6), insert: 
(GA) However, the provisions of subsection (4) do not au-

thorise a determining authority which is.the proponent.of an 
activity to do anything contrary to an approval under Divi-
sion 4. 	 • 

(8) Section 113 (Publicity and examination of environmental 
impact statements): 

In section 113 (5), after "section 119", insert "or Division 4 
applies". 
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SCHEDULE 1- AMENDMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
PLANNING AND ASSESSMENT ACT 1979 - continued 

(9) Part 5, Division 4: 
After section 115, insert: 

Division 4 - Minister administering this Act to be 
approving authority instead of proponent where EIS 

prepared 

Requirement for Minister's approval 
1 15A.(1) A determining authority is not to carry out an activity 

to which this Division applies if it is the proponent of the activity 
unless the Minister has approved of the activity being carried out. 

(2) This Division applies to an activity only if the proponent has 
obtained an environmental impact statement in respect of the 
activity. 

(3) When considering whether, to approve of an activity, the 
Minister is to review the decision of the proponent to carry out the 
activity having regard to the assessment of the activity under this 
Part and the rights and obligations of the proponent. 

Provisions relating to Minister's approval 
115B.(1) A proponent may seek the Minister's approval under 

this Division after it has complied with section 112(1)(a)-(c). 
If a proponent seeks the Minister's approval under this 

Division, the Minister is required to approve of the activity (with 
or without conditions or modifications) or disapprove of the activ- 
ity. The Minister is to notify the proponent of the decision and 
indicate the reasons for any conditions or modifications or any 
disapproval of the activity. 

The Minister, when approving of an activity, may impose 
only such conditions or require only such modifications as will in 
the Minister's opinion eliminate or reduce any detrimental effect 
of the activity on the environment. 

Before making a decision under this Division, the Minister 
is to obtain a report from the Director under section 115D. A 
report is not required if the Minister has directed that an inquiry 
be held in accordance with section 119. 

If the proponent is not a Minister, the Ministeris to consult 
the Minister responsible for the proponent before making a 
decision under thiè Division. 

When making a decision under this Division, the Minister 
is to take into account any report of the Director under section 
115D, any findings and recommendations of a Commission of 
Inquiry,and, if the proponent is not a Minister, any submission 
from the Minister responsible for the proponent. 
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Enuironmenial Planning and ASsesSmEnt (Part 5 Reform) Amendnwnt 

SCHEDULE 1 AMENDMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
PLANNING AND ASSESSMENT ACT 1979 - continued 

(7) If the Minister has directed that an inquiry be held in accor-
dance. with seêtion 119 with respect to an activity to which this 
Division applies, the Minister is to defer a decision on the activity 
until the proponent advises the Minister:whether it proposes to 
proceed with or modify the activity following its consideration of 
the findings and recommendations of the Commission of Inquiry 
andany advice of the Minister. 

Public consultation if conditions are varied or revoked 
115C. (1) The Minister may, at the request of the proponent, 

revoke or vary any condition or modification impose4 under 
section 11513(3). . 

For the purposes of this Part, a request to revoke or vary any 
condition or modification imposed under section 115B(3) is con-
sidered to be an activity. 

If an environmental impact statement is not required, the 
Minister may only revoke or vary any condition or modification 

• imposed under section 115B(3).if: 
a. written request to modify or revoke the condition or moth- 

• fication, which includes an explanation of the need for the 
proposed revocation or modification and an assessment of its 
effect on the environment;has been received from the propo-
nent; and 
the Minister has given notice in the prescribed form and 
manner that a copy of that written request may be inspected 
at- 	 . 

(i) the office of the proponent and the Department at any 
time during ordinary office hours; and 

(ii)such other premises and at such times as may be pre-
scribed, 

• 	. 	within such period, being not less than 30 days after the day 
on which the notice is given, as may be specified in thenotice; 
and 

(ç) the Minister has, in the notice, invited any person to make 
written representations to the Departmeht on the written 
request; and . 
the Minister has examined and considered those representa-
tioris, and any other representations; and 
the Minister has formed the opinion that the proposed revo-
cation or modification will not significantly increase anydet-
rimental effect that the activity may have on the environ-
ment. 	 . 	. 



SCHEDULE 1- AMENDMENT OF ENVIRONMENTpj 
PLANNING AND ASSESSMENT ACT 1979 - continued 

Director's report 
1 15D.(1) The Director is to report to the Minister on the assess- 

ment of a proposed activity under this Part and the decision of the 
proponent to carry out the activity. 

(2) Before making a report, the Director must seek advice from 
at least one expert, employed in a tertiary institution, or employed 
by the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organi-
sation, who has relevant qualifications and experience, and has 
no financial interest in any aspect of the activity. 

(3) When preparing a report, the Director is to take into ac-
count: 

the environmental impact statement, 
the representations made in response to the public exhibi-
tion of the statement, 
any submission from the proponent, 
advice provided under (2), and 
any other thing the Director considers relevant. 

(3) The report must reproduce the advice obtained under (2), 
and the Director's response to this advice. 

(4) A copy of the report is to be given to the proponent immedi-
ately after it is given to the Minster. 

(5) The Director may make a report under this section even 
though an inquiry is held in accordance with section 119. 

Monitoring 
uSE. (1) After the Minister has approved an activity, the 

Director must prepare and implement a program to periodically 
monitor the activity. 

The Director must immediately report to the Minister any 
matters which are at variance with the activity as approved by the 
Minister under section 115B. 

All reports prepared under this section must be made public. 

Miscellaneous provisions 
115E. (1) Any public authority or body to which an appeal may 

be made by or under any Act in relation to an activity to which this 
Division applies is, in deciding the appeal, to consider and take 
into account a report of the Director to the Minister under section 
115D and the decision of the Minister. 

(2) The following are to be made public: 
a decision of the Minister to approve or disapprove of an 
activity under this Division (together with any report of the 
Director to the Minster under section 115(D); 
a decision of the Minster to impose (or revoke or vary) a 
condition or modification to which such an approval is 
subject. 
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- Enytronmental Planning and Assessment (Part 5 Reform) A'nencbnent 

SCHEDULE 1- AMENDMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
PLANNING AND ASSESSMENT ACT 1979 - continued 

Nothing in this Division prevents the proponent of an 
activity approved by the Minster under this Division from modi-
fying the activity after that approval is given, unless the modifi-
cation is not consistent with the terms of the approval or the 
mothfication is such that a further environmental impact state-
ment is required under this Part. 

A proponent obtains an environmental impact statementfor 
the purposes of this Division if it obtains and environmental 
impact statement itself or if it is furnished, at its request, with 
such a staterñent. 

Transitional arrangements 
115F(1) This Division does not apply, to an activity if the pro-

ponént obtained the environmental impact statement before the 
commencement of this Division or if the Director has notified, 
under the regulation, the person preparing the statement of re-
quirements with respect to the form and contents of the state-
ment. 

(2) However, if the activity to which an environmental impact 
statement relates has not been carried out, this Division applies 
to the activity if the Minister (by notice in writing to the propo-
nent) so directs. 

SCHEDULE 2- CONSEQUENTIAL AMENDMENT OF OTHER 
ACTS 

(Sec. 4) 
State Owned Corporations Act 1989 No 134 

Omit section 37A(4) and (5)rinsert instead: 	- 
(4)The Minister administering the Environmental Planning and 

Assessment Act 1979 may direct, by notice in writing.to  a State 
owned corporation, that the corporation is required to obtain an en-
vironmental impact statement under Part 5 of that.Act in respect of 
development to which subsection (3) applies. Accordingly, the State 
owned corporation is taken to be the determining authority under 
Part 5 of that Act and must obtain the approval of that Minister 
under Division. 4 of Part 5 of that Act before carrying out, the 
development. . 

If an environmental impact statemerit.is  not required to be 
obtained in Sspect of development to which subsection (3) applies, 
the State owned coi-poration is not to carry out the activity unless it 
has obtained the approval of the Minster administering the Environ-
mental Planning and Assessment Act 1979. Before giving that 

- approval, that Minister is required to comply with section 111 of that 
Act as if that Minister were the determining authority. 
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Enyjrpn,nentpl Planning and Assesgujent (Part 5 Reform) Amendment 

SCHEDULE 2 CONSEQUENTJAj AMENDMENT OF OTHER ACTS 
- continued 

Timber Industry (Interim Protection) Act1992 No. 1 

(1)Section 8 (Logging operations on &hedtie 4 land and their 
environmental assessment): 

After section 8(3), insert; 
(3A) After it obtains any such environmental impact statement 

and it has complied with section 112(1)(a)-(c) of the EPA Act, the 
Forestry Conmnssion is required to seek the Minster for Plan-
ning's approval under Division 4 of Part 5 of the EPAAct in respect 
of the logging operations to which the statement applies as ifPart 
5 of the EPA Act were not suspended. 
From section 8(4), omit "section 9", inéert instead "Division 4 of 
Part 5 of the EPA Act" 
Omit section 8(5). 

Section 9 (Minister for Planningto be determining authority 
for environmental impact statements on logging operations): 

Omit the section. 

Section 9A: 
Before section 10, insert: 

- Transitional provision consequent on repeal of section 9 
9A.(1} A determinatio. of the Minister for Planning under 

section 9 that was made before the repeal of thatsection by the 
Environmental Planning and Assessment (Amendment) Act 1992 

• is taken, after that commencement, to be a determination of that 
Minister under Division 4 of Part 5 of the EPA Act. 

(2) g on the repeal of section 9, a determination of the Minster 
for Planning is pending under that section, anything done under 
that section is taken on that repeal to have been done under 
Division 4 of Part 5 of the EPA Act. 

Section 13 (Amendment of EPA Act): 
Omit the section. 

(5)Section 14 (Quarterly reporting by the Minister for the Envi-ronment); 
Omit the section. 

(6) Section 16 (Expiry of this Act): 
Omit", e.xcept for sections 1, 2, 4, 9(8), 13, 14 and 16". 
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WAAT'S WRONG WITH THENSW 

GQVERNMENT'S.NATURAL RESOURCES 
MANAGEMENT PACKAGE 

The NSW Government wants to 	:. ENDANGERED AND OTHER 
change the way we make THREATENED SPECIES BILL 
decisions about the use of land, 

• 	: 	including high conservation • This should be renamed the 
value forests, the coast, crown thncfion law. 	It repeals the 

• lands and wdterwajis. 	it. has Endangered Fauna Act and 
proposed five new -aws which the licensing powers given to 

the National Parks Service, wil 	override 	legislation existing 
and which currently 	the just as government agencies 1rotect 
environment and al ow public andthe private sector are 

beginning to put in place partibipatioi. The new laws will 
create co;ifrontation- wOrsening decision making processes to 
divisions over the future of the take account of endangered 

. • 	•• 	. 	naturèil environment. species. 

• 	WHAtTHE NEW 	. 
• 	The Bill sacks the current in- 

dqi'endent 	scientific 
LAWS WILL DO committee and replaces it 

NATURAL RESOURCES 
with one stacked with govern-
ment appointees (no doubt. 

MANAGEMENT COUNCIL conservatives) 
8ILL 	

. • 	In a move criticised by scien- • 	This bill will, in effect, replace tists the term 'endangerd' is the regional planning process redefined so as tQ remove 150 
of the Envirdnrnentai Plan- species off the current NSW nm 	and Assessment Act 1979 endangered list. 'Endangered' (EA). 	A new Resources 
Management Council will 

now means like! 	to become 
extinct in Austra?Ia within 20 produce rgional reviews that years. 	Such a parlOus, state will recommend how pub]ic would meaci very few in- land 	(including national dividUals of an animal would 

parks) can be used. It replaces be left and extinction a near the proven system of regional 	. certainty. 
environmental studies and 
plans found in the EPA Act. m 	Unless a sLrong recovery plan 

• The EPA Act has a balanced 
is in place. 	But this proposed 
law • 	'set of objectives, but the new creates 	ineffective 
recovery plans. 	Such plans Council will be don1Linated by have to minimise the social develooer interests thus skew-. and economic effects -. one in 	ecisions towards 

interests. vested interest could enSure exJoitahQ extinction. 	Further the plan 
• The NSW Government has 	• • 	cannot stEop bodies such as the 

• 	 never been enthusiastic about : Forestry Commision' from 
using. the EPA Act and now it 	. complying with their statutoty 

• 	is doing away with one its duties -. like Logging old 
cornërtones. growth forests! 
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• FOREST (RESOURCE .. also bepassed. 	The gain is 
• SECURJTY) BILL no worth thepain.: 
• This is even worse than the U There is also the dausethatal-' 

defeated Federallaw. lows' the activity to be 
• 	Forests can be handed over to changd in secret or condi- 

the timber industry in long tons to be changed without 
term contracts with hefty • opportunity for public corn- 

• 	compensation claims liable if a 
• 	forest area is withdrawn. 	'' U. 'The. Heritage Act will no 
• 	Such forests, called timber longer apply to the natural eñ 

• 	Production Forests,, are not v,ironment and aboriginal 
subject t6 Part 4 of the EPA . sites. Permanent conservation 

• 	Act, nor Part 5 tht requires orders will no Ion er be avail-. 
Urban buslind will be environmental ithpact state- ..able. 

ments. 	And, not'surprisiñgly, under particular threat as 
• 	there is no protection for'en- other laws, suh as those 

dangered species. found in the National Parks 
and Wildlife Act, will not be 

• 	Special mention is made of the applied. 
,south east fofests - they are 
automaticallt available for THEALTERNATIVES 
resource sedurity '- without 

urther any f 	environmental ' 
' •'Use the existing provisions of', ' 

sessment. EKe EPA Act to produc'e 
regional environmental 

'• Such a law will create im- ' studies and plans. 	Rethin the 
• 	mense conflict in the forests as ' 	' integrity of a proven, *orld 

it Ten oves accountability and dass piece of legislation. 
ongoing vublic participation. 
A better law' would seek to 	' • Introduce a strong Threatehed 
resolve conflict by 'bringing , 	, Species Act - the Threatened 
the parties together and assist- Spe&s NetwOrk has drafted 
ing the retraining .and , suchalaw. 
re-employment of worke'r U Pass a separate small bill 
dispIacec 	by conservation removing adjudication of en- 
decisions. 	Independent. MP, vironmental impact statement 
Peter McDonald has intro- from the proponent' and 
duced a pijvate members bill ' author of the eis, 
to achieve this. 

U Support the forest decision 
AMENDMENTS TO THE making principles of Peter 
EPA AND HERITAGE ACTS ' 'McDonald's Foret (Amend- 

ment) Bill: 
 • The EPA Actis amended so 

that the body thatprodpces 
- . 	the environmental impact 

statement does not also ad- 
judicaté it. 	This is an • 	', 	 . 
improvement but ,there is a 
catch - the otherlawà in the  
government's package have to 
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KEY CONCERNS ABOUT RESOURCE SECURITY THAT ARISE FROM THE NSW 
GOVERNMENT'S FOREST (RESOURCE SECURITY) BILL 

Hundreds of thousands of hec'tares of na-
tive forest will be handed over to logging 
and woodchip interests if the l'JSW 
Government succeeds in passing the 
Forest (Resource Security) Bill. It is 
part of the Natural Resources Manage-
ment Package which aims to downgrade 
environment protection and public par-
ticipation. 

Viability of industay unlikely 

U The Bill makes no attempt to assess 
whether the licence holder who. is 
granted generous access to 'Timber 
Production Forests' (resource security 
forests) is viable in the long term, nor 
wiether they will value-add. 

• Much of the current native forest tim-
ber industry is under very significant 
competition from the pine timber in-
dustry and will dose operations over 
the next decade. It is écohomically ir-
rational to create resource security 
forests for such a short term indust4'. 

• The timber industry in its currenf 
campaign has produced alleged in-
vestment plans of some hundreds of 
millions of dollars. Such figures have 
not been subject to independent 
verification or analysis as to whether 
they are viable projects. Decision 
making about large areas of native 
forest on the basis of industry 
propaganda is unacceptable. 

Privatisafion 

U There is provision for long term agree: 
ments with compensation payments 
for withdrawal of forest area. if 
agreement holder closes their business 
they will be in a position of being able 
to regard their licence as an asset and 
virtually sell their rights. This is tan-
tamount to privatising native forests. 

Environment protection removed 
• The Bill ensures that Parts 4 and 5 of 

the EPA Act do not apply to resource 
security forests. Thus there will be no 
independent environmental monitor-
in.g or assessment. Nor will 
endangered species be protected as the 
endangered wildlife laws will not 
apply to such forests. 

• The Bill establishes a Forest Practices 
Code to control logging. As - these are 
under the complete control of the ex-
isthig forestr administration this is, in 
terms of the broader environmental 
questions - self regulation - a proven 
failure in view of the number of suc-
cessful prosecutions against the 

• 	Forestry Commission for illegal ac- 
tivity. 

• The -lack of adequate external moritor- 
• in is contrary to the precautionary. 

-pnnciple. The Bill, not only prevents 
• action being taken to adequately 

protect the environment, it prevents 
mdejiendent authorities from finding 
new Lnforrnation. 

• The Bill also clearly envisages that 
clearfelling will occur in resource 
securlity forests, as it immediately 
provides for the south east forests (ink 
duding large areas of old growth) to 
be classified as Timber Production 
Forests. No native forest should be 
subject to broad scale logging of the 
intensity practised in the south east, 
under the regime. envisaged in the Bill 
(or in any other circumstances). 

Security over area preferred 
• It is significant that the Bill grants 

resource security over an area of 
forest, not -volume of timber. In con-
trast, granting - of security over volume - 
allows greater flexibility as to the area 
or type of forest to be logged. 

• An area of forest will contain many 
parts that are unloggable, but by 
granting rights to area, those sites, 
which are .often also environmentally 
sensitive, can be harmed. Further, if 
such parts are made into conservation 
reserves thus withdrawing them from 
the agreement area, then compensa-
tion will be payable (when in fact no 
timber volume has actually been lost). 
This is a major deterrence to protec-
tion measures in resource security 
forests. 

The Bill is a grab of.public 
land for private purposes - 

and a recipe for 	- 
environmental destruction. 
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Sid Walker 
Executive Officer 
Nature Conservation Council of NSW 
39 George Street SYDNEY NSW 2000. 

Dear Sid, 

Here are my comments on the "Land Use decision-making package" to be 
proposed by the peak groups as an alternative to the NSW Government's 
package. 

The prospects of winning parliamentaiy support for the whole package are 

E)W&eçIfldiIthIQUI.il G M)MEMIJRY 	 TIAL IF)BATCH 
F)FINE 	 . 	P)POLLING 

The elements of the package which canbe sold are these: 

The Government's NRMC Bill is just a formalising of the current 
arrangements tinder which powerful resource development agencies of 
the State Government get together and decide how resources will be 

• 	allocated. The NRMC would be overwhelmed by departmental heads 
• 	probably with "riding instructions" from their Ministers and could in 

no sense be an "independenv' arbiter. Proper administration of the 
EP&A Act would achieve most of the stated aims of the NRMC Bill. It 
should be argued that this course ought to be followed, and the NRMC 
Bill should be dropped entirely. 

The Government's Endangered and Other Threatened Species Bill is 
an attack on the Land and Environment Court's decision in the 
Chieluñdi case and practically destroys the legitimate role of the 
NP&WS in protecting endangered wildlife. The environment groups' 
Threatened Species Bill is far more preferable and it should be argued 
that it ought to be passed. As a fall back position the groups might 
have to settle for a continuation of the Interim Legislation (in order to 
ensure the support of all the independents). 

. The Government's Heritage Amendment Bill is another attempt to 
rever8e the effect of a Land and Environment Court decision. The 
Heritage Council has a role in protecting the natural environment 
under its Act and this role should be respected. The Heritage Council 
has a slightly better chance of acting independently (because of its 
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diverse membership) than the lone Director of the N?&WS. Also, 
powers under the Heritage Act are better tested and (especially in 
relation to questions of compensation) more effective than the interim 
protection powers of the Director of the NP&WS. It should be argued 
that this Government Bill ought to be dropped. 

4. 	The Government's Environmental Planning and Assessment 
(Amendment) Bill goes in the right direction by stopping government 
development proponents from determining, their own EIS's. The 
Environment groups' EP&A Reform . Bill makes Some. arguable 
improvements and it ought to be argued that it should be preferred 
and the Government's Bill drcpped. 

The element of the package which is unsaleable is the substitution of the 
Government's Forest (Resource Security) Bill with a bill favoured by- the 
environment groups that would reflect Peter MacDonald's Forestry 
(Amendment) Bill 1992. + 

I take this view because John Hatton took a position on forestry with his 
support for the Timber Industry (Protection) Act and it is just unrealistic to 
expcct him to abandon it so soon and so radically. 

The choices given in the Government's and the environment groups' forestry 
bills are so utterly opposed as to be unable to be considered as alternatives in 
a political . debate.. In the clrculn8tances it would be better to argue for an 
abandonment of the Government's resource soàurity bill as pan of the 
Government's package. 

The ALP and the independents might be convinced that the Timber Industry 
(Protection) Act went far enough; alternatively, that the matter of forestry 
legislation is so important and so in need of further exàm.ination as to justify 
a Parliamentary Committee of Inquiry.. Even if this does no more than shelve 
the issue, it is . still the safer and preferable outcome as far as the 
environment groups are concerned because of . the two forestry bills the 
Government's "resource security' bill has by far the better chance of being 
enacted. . . 

Please provide Judy Messer with a copy of this letter. 

Yours sincerely 

Peter Prineas 

Hon Secretary 
Nature Conservation Council of NSW. 
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Sid Walker 
Executive Offlcer 
Nature Conservation Council of NSW 
39 George Street SYDNEY NSW 2000. 

Dear Sid, 

Here are my comments on the "Land Use d ecision-making package" to be 
proposed by the peak groups as an alternative to the NSW Government's 

package. 

The prospects of winning parliamentary support for the whole package are 
óWb'âu..iE'ffiVôWes .'y6•"try.gjff. 1enie..ALv.'aurar1eatoneoft'h. 

£ ) qjae1IdRicth'QDill 	
N) MEMORY £ 	pT IP L 'i) BATCH 

F)FINE 	 P)POLLING 

The elements of the package which can be sold are these: 

1. 	
The Government's NRMC Bill is just a formalising of the current 
arrangements under which powerful resource development agencies of 
the State Government get together and decide how resources will be 
allocated. The NRMC would be overwhelmed by departmental heads 
probably with "riding instructions" from their Ministers and could in 
no sense be an "independent" arbiter. Proper administration of the 
EP&A Act would achieve most of .the stated aims of the NRMC Bill. It 
should be argued that this course ought to be followed and the NRMC 
Bill should be dropped entirely. 

2. 	
The Government's Endangered and Other Threatened Species Bill is 
an attack on the Land and Environment Court's decision in the 
Chaelundi case and practically destroys the legitimate role of the 
NP&WS in protecting endangered wildlife. The environment groups' 
Threatened Species Bill is far more preferable and it should be argued 
that it ought to be passed. An a fall back position the groups might 
have to settle for a continuation of the Interim Legislation (in order to 
ensure.the support of all the independents). 

3. 	
The Government's HeritaEe Amendment Bill is another attempt to 
reverse the effect of a Land and Environment Court decision. The 
Heritage Council has a role in protecting the natural environment 
under its Act and this role should be respected. The Heritage Council 
has a slightly better chance of acting independently (because of its 
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diverse membership) than the lone Director of the NI'&WS. Also, 
powers under the Heritage Act are better tested and (especially in 
relation to questions of compensation) more effective than the interim 
protection power8 of the Director of the NP&WS. It should be argued 
that this Government Bill ought to..be dropped. 

4. 	The Government's Environmental Planning and Assessment 
(Amendment) Bill goes in the right direction by stopping government 
development proponents from determining their own EIS's. The 
Environment groups '  EP&A Reform Bill makes some arguable 
improvements and it ought to be argued that it should be preferred 
and the Government's Bill dropped. 

The element of the package which is unsaleable is the substitution of the 
Government's Forest (Resource Security) Bill with a bill favoured by the 
environment groups that would reflect Peter MacDonald's Forestry 
(Amendment) Bill 1992. 

I take this view beèause John Hatton took a position on forestry with his 
support for the 'limber Industry (Protection) Act and it is just unrealistic to 
expect him to abandon it so soon and so. radically. 

The choices given in the Government's and the environment groups' forestry 
bills are so utterly opposed as to be unable to be considered as alternatives in 
a political . debate. In the circumstance8 it would be better to argue for an 
abandonment of the Government's resource security bill as pan of the 
Government's package. 

The ALP and the independents might be convinced that the Timber Industry 
(Protection) Act went far enough; alternatively, that the matter of forestry 
legislation is so important and so in need of further examination as to justify 
a Parliamentary Committee of Inquiry.. Even if this does no more than shelve 
the issue, it is still the slIer and preferable outcome as far as the 
environment groups are concerned because of the two forestry bills the 
Government's "resource security' bill has by far the better chance of being 
enacted. 

Please provide Judy Messer with a copy of this lett.er. 

Yours sincerely 

Pecer Prineas 

Hon Secretary 
Nature Conservation Council of NSW. 


